Me Blueprint for the 'Olympic' TV Set

OCTOBER

1960

'FREE!.
7'6 BLUEPRINT

for the'O LYM PIC'
17 TV SET

HOME -BUILT FRONT END

ATTRACTIVE CABINET DES GN
100 PER CENT INTERLACE

"ROCK-STEADY" CONTROL SETTINCír
HIGH EFFICIENCY SILICON H.T. EECTIFIERS
GOOD FREQUENCY STABILITY ON
BANDS- NO FINE TUNER
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

TELEVISION SPARES

By return of post

All Models

All Makes

FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
DEFLECTOR COILS
LINE AND FRAME BLOCKING OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMERS
ALL POTENTIOMETER AND SLIDER CONTROLS
METAL RECTIFIERS
MAINS DROPPERS
FOCUS MAGNETS
GERMANIUM DIODES
E.H.T. CONDENSERS
ION TRAPS
is probably the most extensive in the country and includes all Spares for Tape Recorders,
Radio and Record Player Units.
Technical Advice Free.
Service Manuals supplied on loan.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. All Components are supplied at list prices, plus 2 6 p.p.

Our Range of Spares

Please enclose S.A.E. with all enquiries.

NEWBURY RADIO
272

ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, LONDON,

SPECIAL FOR THE

"HAMS"

RADIO STATION
Illustrated

List No.

instrument
70

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

List No.

12

700

NEW GUN

A

BUY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
12

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

inch £5.0.0
14 inch £5.10.0
17 inch £6.10.0

Carriage and insurance 12;6 extra
LI Refunded on receipt of your

I4DCOLP\

old Tube

Regd, Trade Mark)

LONDON, S.W.4
Telephones:

MACaulay 4272 -3101

IN EVERY TUBE

Immediate dispatch on receipt of Remittance

Apply SALES & SERVICE

GAUDEN ROAD
CLAPHAM HIGH ST.

MARyland 3100

TELEVISION TC BES
REBUILT

*
*
*

inch detachable bit

soldering

E.7.

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE
British & Foreign
Patents. Registered
Designs, etc.

for TELEVISION LTD.
Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.15

MARSHALL'S
131 St.

Telegrams:

"SOLJOINT. LONDON"

www.americanradiohistory.com
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1

The decision is YOURS. To be a
success in your chosen career; to
qualify for the highest paid job .

to control a profitable business of
your own. Ics home -study courses
put your plans on a practical
basis; teach you theory and practice;
give you the knowledge and experience
to take you, at your own pace, to the
top.

Practical Radio Courses
Gain a sound up-to- professionalstandards knowledge of Radio
RADIO & TELEVISION ENGINEERING
and Television as you build YOUR
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION
OWN 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve
SERVICING
&
TELEVISION
RADIO
superhet radio receiver, Signal
RADIO SERVICE AND SALES
Generator and High - quality MultiELECTRONIC
VHF/FM ENGINEERING
meter. At the end of the course
COMPUTERS & PROGRAMMING
you have three pieces of permanent
Ics provides thorough coaching
and practical equipment and a fund
for professional examinations:
of personal knowledge and skill.
TeleBrit. I.R.E., City and Guilds
Ics Practical Radio courses open a
G.
C.
&
communication Technicians,
new world to the keen Radio
(R.T.E.B.);
Radio & TV Servicing
amateur.
C. & G. Radio Amateurs.
Choose the

Technical
Training
in Radio,
Television

LEARN AS YOU BUILD

RIGHT course

:

:

and
Electronics
Engineering
with
THERE ARE ICS COURSES TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS AT EVERY
STAGE OF YOUR CAREER.
AND POST THIS
IN
FILL

'Cs

COUPON TODAY.

Other I C S courses include:
MECHANICAL, MOTOR,
FIRE, ELECTRICAL &
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.

FARMING, GARDENING.
ARCHITECTURE &
WOODWORKING.
60 page SELLING & MANAGEMENT.
ART. PHOTOGRAPHY,

You will receive the FREE
Ics Prospectus listing examinations
etc., etc.
and tes technical courses in radio,
television and electronics PLUS PLEASE STATE ON COUPON
SUBJECT YOU ARE
details of over 150 specialised
.
INTERESTED IN
subjects.

..

1

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

(DEPT. 172), INTERTEXT HOUSE, PARKGATE RD., LONDON, SWII
PLEASE SEND FREE BOOK ON
NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

www.americanradiohistory.com
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October, 1960

SPECIALIST IN THE SUPPLY OF NEW GUARANTEED VALVES, TRANSISTORS AND GERMANIUM DIODES

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON,

38
N.W.I.
Telephone: PRIMROSE 9090.
EXPRESS POSTAL SERVICE ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED. FOR ONLY 2/6 EXTRA TELEPHONE FOR THAT URGENT ORDER TO BE DESPATCHED IMMEDIATELY BY OUR SPECIAL C.O.D. SERVICE.
OA2
17/6 6C9
13/6 7D6
10 6 25Y5G
10 - CK506
6 6 ECF82
IO 6 HABC80
PL33
19/3 U301
23;3 X79
21/3

082

17/6 6C10

91- 7D8
S'. 6CD6G 36/6 7H7
3 - 6CH6
9/- 7R7

OZ4
IA3

IAS
6 -1603
1A7GT 12 - 6D6
ICS
12/6 6E5
9/- 6Fi
ID5

19/II

7S7

23

3

8
12
9
8
7

6
6
6

-

25Z4G
25Z5
25Z6G
27SU

9 6 CL33

9/6 CV63
10'- CYI
19/11 CY31

19 3
10 6
18 7

ECH3

ECH21

ECH35
16/7 ECH42
3/. ECHBI

26
23

6
3

13/6 PL36

HL23DD 7/6 PL38

12/6 PL8I
9/- 1-1L4IDD
PL82
9/.
19/3 PL83
10/6 ECH8313III HL42DD
PL84
5/- ECL80
9/19/3 PL820
6 6 1-IL41

12/- U329
26/6 U339
10'6 U403

14'- X81
16 7

16,'7

X101

X!09

46/5
33/2
17/3

8/6 XD11.5) 6/6
29/10 XFGI
IB/6' 30C1
12/8 U4020 16/7 XFYI2 9/6
26/6 7Z4
181130E5
7 - D63
18!7 UABC80 9/- XFY34 17/6
1D6
10/6 6F6G
7/ 802
3/6' 30FLI
10. D77
1l- ECL82 10/6 HN309 24/7 PM2B 12/6 UAF42 9/6 XH(1.5) 6/6
IG6
17/6 6F6GTM 8/. 803
4'6I 30L1
8 -, DAC32 10/6 ECL83
19/3 HVR2
20/- PM12
6/6 UB41
12/- XSG(1.5)616
I1-15GT 10'6 6FI1
17/3 9BW6 15'3130L 15
II 6 DAF9I 61- EF9
23/3 HVR2A 6/- PMI2M 6/6 UBC4I
8/6 Y63
7 6
4 6 6F12
114
4/6 902
4'-, 30PI2
7 6 DAF96
14/- KF35
8/6 EF22
8/6 PM24M 21/3 UBC81 11/4 Z63
7 6
5 - 6F13
ILDS
11/6 OCI
13'- 30P16
76DD41 13111 EF36
4'- KL35
8/6 PX4
10/6 UBF80
9,'- Z66
17-6
5 - 6F14
ILN5
26 6 0C2
26 6 30PLI
I 16 DF33
8 - KLL32
1016 EF37A
24/7 PX25
5918 UBF89
9/6 Z77
4 6
INSGT 10 6 6F15
15!3 0D2
12 - 30PL13 12 6 DF66
S 6 KT2
ISl- EF39
S/ PY3I
16/7 UBL2I 2313
IRS
6/6 6F16
9 6
OFI
26 6I 33A/158M
DF70
IS,. EF40
15 - KT33C
10/- PY32
11/6 UCC84 14/7 Transistors
154
12 6
9/- 6F17
OF9
11 6
30/- DF91
4!6 EF41
9
KT36 29/10 PY80
7/6 UCC85 9;'- and diodes
106 OLD3
155
6/- 6F23
8/6 35A5
21'3iDF96
10:6 KT41
8'6 EF42
12/6 PY8I
8/6 UCF80 16/7 GD3, 4, 5,
4/6 6F32
10,6 OLDII
IT4
35L6GT 9 6 DF97
9'- EF5O(A) 7/- KT44
12/6 PY82
7/. UCH2I 23/3
6, 8
4/IUS
6/- 6F33
7/6
IS/11 35W4
7 6 DH63
6'6 EF50(E) 5/- KT6I
12/6 PY83
8/6 UCH42 9/6 OA70
4/2A3
26/6 6G6
6/6 OP13
15/- 35Z3
10 6 DH76
5 - KT63
5'- EF54
71- PZ30
19/11 UCH81 9/6 0A73
4/2A7
10/6 6H6GT 3/- OP14 19/3 35Z4GT 6.- DH77
7'-I EF73
IO 6 KT66
IS/. QP2I
7/- UCL82 11/6 0A79
4/5/- 103 24/7 35Z5GT 9'- DI-181 46 5 EF80
2P
26/6 615G
7 - KT8I
46!S QP25
14/6 UCL83 19/3 OASI
4/2X2
4/6 6J5GTG 5/6 2A6
5/- 42
23 3 DI-1101 23 6 EF35
7 - KT88
2216 QSI50/15
UF41
9/- 0A86
6/3M
6/- 6J5GTM 6/- 2AC6 15/3 43
IO - DHI07 13 I I EF86
10 6 KTW6I
6/6
10/6 UF42
12/6 OA9I
S/3A5
10/6 6J6
5/6 2AD6 17'3 5005
10 - DK32
12 - EF89
9 . KTW62 7/6 R12
9/- UF80
10/6 0A95
5/3B7
12/6 617G
612AE6 13 I I SOCD6G
DK40 21 3 EF9I
4 6 KTW63 6!6 R18
14/- UF85
9/- OA2I0 25/.
3D6
5/. 617GT 10/6 2AH7
8'36'6 DK91
6 6' EF92
4 6 KTZ4I
8'- R 19
19/11 UF86 17/11 0A211 40/7/6 6K7G
3Q4
51.
2AH8 12 6 50L6GT 9.6 DK92
FF97
13 3 KTZ63
9'7'6 RK34
7/6 UF89
9/- OCIE 54/3Q5GT 9/6 6K7GT
6/- 2AT6
7'6 53KU 19/11 DK96
13 3 L63
8 6 EF98
6 - S130
ISI. UL41
9/- OCI9 54/.
7/ 6K8GT 10/6 2A17
3S4
6'- 72
4 6 DL33
9 6 EF 183
18 7 MI-44(C) 71- SD6
I2/- UL44 26/6 0C26 44/.
7/6 6K8G
3V4
6/6 2AU6 23 3 75
24 7 DL66
17 6 EK32
8/6 MI-IL4
7/6 SP4(7) 14/6 UL46
14/6 0C28 60/.
SR4GY 17/6 6K25 19/1I 2AU7
6 6 77
8 - DL68
15'-, EL32
S/- MHLD6 12/6 SP41
3/6 UL84
8/6 0C35 4816/6 6L1
SU4G
23/3 2AV6 12'8, 78
6 6 DL82
46 5 EL33
12/6 ML4
8/6 SP42
12/6 UM4
17/3 OC44
26/5V4G
10/. 6L6G
81- 2AX7
7/6 80
9- DL92
7'-EL34
I5- MU12/14 8/- SP6I
3/6 UM80
15'3 0C45
23,.'SY3G
8/- 6L6M
9/6 2BA6
8/- 83
15'- DL94
7/6 EL38
26 6 MX40
IS/- SU25
26/6 URIC
0065 22/6
9'5Y3GT 6/6 6L7GT
7%6
28E6
9/- 83V
12/6 DL96
8/6 EL4I
9- N37 19/11 SU6I
9/- UU6 19/11 0066 25/.
12/6 6L18
13'- 2BH7 21/3 85A2
5Z3
15/- DM70
716 EL42
IO 6 N78
19111 T41
23/3 UU7
16/7 OC70
14/.
SZ4G
9/- 6L19
23 3
2E1
30/- 15082
IS/- EA50
12 6 N108
2/-j EL81
19/II TDD4 12/6 UU8
26/6 0071
14/5Z4GT 10/- 6LD3
8,6 215GT 4/6 161
10/6 EABC80 9'- EL84
7'6 N308
17/.
20/7 TH4B
IS/- UU9
7/6 0072
10/6 6LD20 15/11
6A7
217GT 9/6 185BT 33/2 EAC9I
4/6 EL85 13'11 N339
I5/- TH4I 26/6 UYIN I817 0073 20/6A8G
9/- 6N7
8'- 2K5 17,'11 185BTA 33'2 EAF42
9/. EL9I
5'- P61
3/6 T1-1233 33'2 UY21 13/11 0075
1518/- 6P1
19/3 2K7GT 5/6 304
6AB7
10'6 F834
2/6 EL95
10/6 PABC80
TH232I 20 - UY41
7/6 0076
15/6AB8
9/- 6P25
12/6 2K8GT 14/- 305
10'6 E 84
8/6 EM34
9/6
13/II TP22
15 - UY85
7/- OC77
21/.
6P28
6AC7426/6 2Q7GT S/- 807
7,6 E891
4/. EM71
23/3 PCC84
8/- TP25
15 - VMS4B 15/. OC78
17/GAGS
5/6 6Q7G
6/6 2SA7
8/6 956
3 - EBC3
23/3 EM80
9/- PCC85 916 TP2620 33'2 VP2(7) 12/6 OC78D 17/6AK5
8/- 6Q7GT II/. 2SC7 8/6 1821
167 E8C33
SI- EM81
9/- PCC88 18/. TY86F 13.3 VP4
IS/- °C81
18/.
4l- 6R7G
6AL5
I0/- 25G7
7/. 5763
12 6 FBC4I
10/6 PCC89 11'6 U12/14 8/6 VP2B
8/6 EM84
14/6 OC 170 35/6AM6
4/6 65A7GT 8/6 2SH7
R/6 7475
7'6 E8C81
8/- EN3I
37/- PCF80
8'- U16
10,1- VP4B
23 3 0C200 S4/7/6 6SC7
7/6 2517
6AQ5
8'6 9002
56 EBF80
9/. EY5I
9/ PCF82 10'6 U18/20 816 VPI3C 7/- 0C203 58/6AT6
7/- 6SG7GT 8/. 2SK7
6%- AC/PEN
EBF83 13/11 EY83
16/7 PCF86
I5/- U22
8/- VP23
6/6 TJ1
40/6AU6
10/- 6SH7GT 8/- 2SQ7 1I'6,
5-pin 23 3' EBF69
14/- PCL82
9/6 EY84
I0/- U24 29/10 VP41
6/- TJ2
45/-.
12/8 6S17GT 8/- 2SR7
6AV6
8 6
7-pin I5 - E131_21 23/3 EY86
9/- PCL83 I1'6 U25
17/11 VR105
8/- T13
50/65K7GT
6B7
10/6
6/- 2Y4
IO 6 AC2PEN
EBL31
23/3 EZ35
6/. PCL84 12'6 U26
10/- VRI50
7/6 TP I
40/668G
416 65L7GT 6/6
4S7
27 10
DD
12 6 EC52
5'6 EZ40
7/- PENA4 12!6 U31
9/6 VT6IA
5/- TP2
40/6B8GT 5/- 65N7GT 5'6 8
23 3 ACSPEN
EC54
6/- EZ41
71- PENB4 26/6 U33
26/6 VT501
5/- 111
7/6 65Q7GT 9;- 9AQ5 10 6
68A6
23'3 FC70
12/6 EZBD
7/- PEN4DD
U35
26/6 W6IM 26/6
6BE6
61- 6557GT 8 9BG6G
ACEPEN 7'6 FC92
7/.
13/3 gZ81
26/6 U37
26/6 W76
5/6 TS3
12S/
6BG6G 23/3 6U4GT 12/6
23/3 AC'SG 23 3 FCC32
5/6 FC2A 24/7 PENIS
4/6 U43
9/- W81M
61- TS4
24/.
6BH6
8/- 6U5G
7/6 9H1
10/. AC'TP 33'2 ECC33
8/6 FC4
15/. PEN4ODD
U45
9/- W107 15/3 XAIOI 23/.6816
6!- 6U7G
8/6 2001
15,3 ATP4
5'- ECC34 24/7 FC13
6/6 W729 18/7 XA102 26/26/6
25/ U50
'6BQ7A IS/- 6V6G
7/. 20F2
26 6 AZI
18/7 ECC35
8'6 FCI3C 26/6 PEN44 26/6 U52
6/6 X24M 24/7 XA 103 15/.
6887
15/- 6V6GTG 8/- 20L1
26 6 AZ3I
I01- EC640 2313
PEN45
19/6
U54
19/1I
X31
26/6 XAI04 18/6857
25/. 6X4
S/- 20PI
26 6 AZ4I 13/1I ECC8I
6/. FW4/500
PEN45D0
U76
6/. X4I
15/. X8102 10/.
6BW6
8/6 6XSGT
6/- 20P3
23 3 836
15'- ECC82
6/6
816
26/6 U78
S/- X6I(C) 12/6 XB 103 14/7/. 6'30L2 10/- 20P4
6BW7
26 6 BL63
716 ECC83
7/6
PEN46
7/6 U107
16/7 X6IM 26/6 XB104 10/7 - 7A7
6BX6
12/6 20P5
23 3 Cl
12'6 ECC84
9/.
PEN383 23/3 UI91
16'7 X63
9/- XCI01 16/.
GZ30
916C4
5. 7B6
21/3 25A6G 10 6 CIC
12'6 ECC85
8%6
PEN453DD U201
16/7 X65
1216
l'O/6 6 787
6C5G
8/6 25L6GT 10.- CBLI
26/6 ECC88 18'- GZ32
33/2 U251
14/- X66
12/6 New surPlus
6 6 7C5
6C6
8/- 25U4GT16 7 CBL31 23'3 ECC9I
14/- PEN/DD
5 6 GZ34
U28I 19/11 X76M
14/- transistors
12 6 7C6
6C3
0'. 25Y5
10 -, CCH35 23'3 ECF80
10 6 1-163
12/6
4020 33/2 U282
22/7 X78
21/3 HF & LF 5/NEW MULLARD AMPLIFIER BOOK.
HOW TO BUILD THE LATEST DESIGNS, 9/3d, post free.
VOLUME CONTROLS
METAL RECTIFIERS
Full List with ratings free for S.A.E.
DRMIB 13/- RM-I
5/3 I4A86 17/6 148130
All with Long Spindle and
35'- I4RA 1-2-8-3 21/. IBRA 1-1-16-1 6/6
DRM2B 15/6 RM-2
7/6 14A97 25/- 148261
Double-pole Switch. 4/6 each.
11/6
(FC31)
(FC116)
DRM3B I5/6 RM-3
7/9 14A100 27/- I4RA I-2.8-2 17/6 I6RD 2-2-8-1 12/- IBRA I-2-&1 11!
10 K
25 K
50 K
100 K
LW7
21r- RM-4
14/- 14A124 28/(FC101)
16RE2-1-8-1
8/6 18RD 2-2-8-1 IS/} Ing. } mg. I meg.. 2 meg
RM-0
7/11 RM-5
19/6 14A163 381I6RC 1-1-16.1 8/6 IBRA I-1-8-1
4/6
Standard Can
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
32 mfd., 350 v.
2/6
8 x 8 mfd., 450 v.
3/8 x 8 x 8 mfd., 400 v. 3/6
60 x 250 mfd., 275 v. 9/6
200 mfd., 275 v.
4/8 mfd., 450 v.
1/9
16 x 6 mfd., 450 v.
4/32 x 32 mfd., 450 v.
5/9
100x400 mfd. 275 v. 12/6
100x200 mfd., 275 v. 9/6
16 mfd., 450 v.
2/9
32 x 32 mfd., 350 v.
4/64 x 120 mfd., 350v. 8/3
100 mfd., 275 v.
3/Wire -ended tubular
32 mfd., 450 v.
3/9
8 x 16 mfd., 450 v.
3/9
Post/Packing Charge 6d. per item. Orders over E3 post free. C.O.D. 2/6 extra, Full List, with Terms of Business, 6d.
Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 6d. extra. Shop Hours 8.30 -5.30. Early Closing Saturday.
6/6 7V7

12/6 7Y4

28D7

DI
8;- DIS
71-

7/6 U404

9/- U801

'

-

'

.

FW4/8/6
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SPECIAL OFFER!
MULTI -TEST METER
FAMOUS MAKE
NEW AND UNUSED

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS
RIDE ANGLE 38 min.
Line E.H.T. Trans. Ferroxcube core, 9 -16 kV
Scanning Coils, Low imp
line and frame
Ferrox -cube cored Scanning
Coils and Line Output
Trans.. 10-15 kV. EY51
winding Line Trans. with
width and linearity controls, circuit dia., pair
Frame Output Transformer
Frame or line block osc
Transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrox -core
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron

19/8
19/8

50/6/6
4/8
19/8

12 /8
Cored
15/Duomag Focallsers
300 ma Smoothing Chokes 10/6

STANDARD 35 mm.
Line Output Transformers
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
17/8
winding. Ferrox-cube
Scanning Coils. Low Imp.
7/8
line and frame
Frame or line blocking

oscillator Transformer
Frame Output Transformer

6.

METAL CONE, famous
make, type T901 /A, 6.3 v., 0.3 amp.
heater.
Carr. & Ins.
161n.

£6.96

RE- GUNNED C.R. TUBES

GUARANTEED for

Type
12in. round
14in. rect
15in. &16 round
17ín. rect.
21 in. rect.

MONTHS

12

Price

£8
£8
£8
86
£7

10
10
19
19
19

0
0
0
8
6

Carr.
ins.

&

12/6
12/6
12.6
12;6

21/-

accurate,

highly

,000

GUARANTEED

FERRANTI 171n. type TR17/10,
6.3 v.. 0.3 amp. heater.
LASKY'S
£6.19.6

An

27 -RANGE Test Meter,
ohms per volt A.C. and D.C.
In black leatherette- covered
wood case, 71 x 9; x 31ín. deep,
with carrying handle and ample
room for small tools as well as
leads. LIST 15 gns.. £9.19.6

sensitive

FERRAN' fI 9m., T9 3. 4 v.
heater, or 12in.. T12,44 and
T12/54 4 volt heater.
LASKY'S PRICE 49/6
Carr. & Insur. 12/6.

4/8
7/8

Focus Magnets:
9/8
Without Vernier
With Vernier
12 /8
7/8
200 ma Smoothing Chokes

AN /27.

TUBES
NEW, UNUSED AND
C. R.

Post

Lasky's Price

LEADS. 7/6 extra.

5/ -.

I2- CHANNEL TURRET TUNERS

New and unused. Large selection, many by famous makers
such as Cyldon, Brayhead. Plessey, Cossor. etc. Let us
quote for the model you require. Examples:
14-25 Mc/s.
9-14 Mc.;s.
6-9 Mc,, s.
33-38 Mars.
59'8
59,6
59,6
37/6

-

SEND FOR LASKY'S COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
OVER 100 ILLUSTRATED PAGES, SIZE 8 x 511n.
Price 2`-. Post ad.
Latest 12-page BARGAIN BULLETIN included free.
CO -AXIAL CABLE. 80 ohms impedance, 9d. per yard. 12
yards or more. 71d. per yard. Post extra.
and manufac20.000 VALVES in stock including new
for our new
turers' surplus, also imported Valves. Send
Large stocks of TRANSISTORS.
list and save money.

LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD,
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
Telephone MUSeum 2605.
Open .411 Day Saturday. Early Closing. Thurs.

207 EDG Mr ARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
PADdington 3271/2.
Mail Orders to Dept. P.T., Edgware Road.

FACTORY REBUILT

For Safety's Sake
use
AVO Prodclips

TELEVISION TUBES
considerable development work and
extensive trials under working conditions, the
manufacturer is confidently offering an

After

18 MONTHS' WRITTEN GUARANTEE
on all tubes.

To ensure extreme reliability, not only are the
best available materials used under controlled
conditions, but all tubes are given
12

Pat. No. 748811

THOROUGH TESTS

after completion of the processes.
12"

..

14 "

-16"

,_with Trigger- Action Spring- Loaded Clips

,

E5.10.0.

O.

Allowance on old tube !Oh
Allowance on old tube 20/-

21"
IO / -.

TELEVIEWER SUPPLIES
95,

Caldmore

Road,

Walsall,

RELEASE TO

j

TO OPEN

GRIP

Safety first every time with these patented spring loaded AVO Prodcllps.

17"

Allowance on old tube 30/ -.
Carr. and Ins.
C.W.O. or C.O.D.

PRESS TRIGGER

Staffs.

Cleverly designed for use as insulated prods, they are invaluable
for reaching and holding test points which are difficult of acting.
Post Frei
Suitable for use with AvoMeter, Multiminor
I
and Avo Electronic Test Meter Leads.
par pair.

$

LTD

92 -96

AVOCET HOUSE,

VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD. LONDON, S.W.I.

VICtoria 3404 (12 lines)
A IIEIIBER OF THE METAL INDUSTRIES OROOP OP COMPANIES
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BRAND NEW AM /FM (V.H.F.) CHASSIS AT £13.6.8. (P. &

P. 10

-)

'rapped input 2M -225 v. and 226 -250 v. A.C. ONLY.
Chassis size 15 x 81 x 511a. high. New manufacture.
Dial 14; x 4in. in gold and black.
-up. Extension Speaker. Ae.. E., and Dipole sockets. Five "piano"
pPick buttons-OFF.
and tested.
With
y
. Transformer. Toand onntsrol fitted.
Covers 1,000-1,900 M. 200-500 M. 88 -98 Mc's.
EZ80 rect., ECH81, EF89. EABC80, EL84, ECC85. Speaker & Cabinet
to fit chassis, 47,6. 10 x ein. ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER, 20'..
TERMS: -(Chassis 24.16.8 down -10'- carr. -and 6 Monthly Payments
o) 30' -, or with Cabinet & Speaker 25.9.2 down and 7 Monthly Payments
of 321 -.
A FEW CHASSIS. DUSTY AND TARNISHED THROUGH
STORAGE at 210 (10 /- P. & P.). Working and unused but only 3 months'

s

guarantee.
"READY TO USE" ITA CONVERTER
are specialists in ITA Converter. Our converters give
direct switching ITA to BBC. metal rectifier co -axial plug.
Can be fitted In 5-10 mins., and need no
alteration to your
ALL AREAS. ALL
SETS. ALL CHANNELS.
ELS. 12 months'
guarantee (3 months on valves).
Separate gain controls. Valves PCF80
We

,TM

THE "CARY TEST METERS
In moulded case. Prices include Test Prods., Batteries
Instruction Book. FULLY'
GUARANTEED. Also measure
db. Accuracy: A.C.. 3 per cent
D.C., 2 per cent.

and PCC84.

A-10

£4.17.6

81

B-20

£6.10.0

Switch positions ITA (1)ITA (2) -BBC. Bakelite moulded cabinet
x 4 x sin. 26.5.0. P. & P. 3 / -.

REGUNNED TUBES
Mallard and Mazda, all types. 12 months' guarantee.
grade guns.
14 Inch 25.0.0
17 Inch £5.10.0
Carriage and Insurance 12/6.
and NEW COSSOR 10 Inch, 108K 20'- (P.

&

First

P.).

STUPENDOUS OFFER!
13-CHANNEL

15/-

INCREMENTAL TUNER

I.F. 34-38 Mc /s complete with valves PCF80
and PCC84. Removed from chassis but in
working order.
or 16-19 Mc/a.
(2/6 P. & P.) Kn7/6. obs 2/8 extra. Some tuners
le ss valves

NEW ITA AND BBC TUNER.
By well -known manufacturer for
superhet TVs with 35-3d Mc /s I.F.
For all areas: covers all 13 channels.
Switch gives BBC and two ITA
-elections. Suits G.E.C. sets BT4543.
4544, 5146 5147, 5543. 5642 and 6841
without alteration. Easily adapted as aerial converter,
and
instructions can be provided tree. Has ITA and BBC co -axial
sockets and separate gain controls.
WITH VALVES PCF80 and PCC84, 22/6 (P. & P. 3/ -).
Some without valves at only 12/8 (P. & P. 3/-).

PERSPEX UNSCRATCIIED,' (Post 2/- each or
165 x 141 x'I ein., 7/0; 121 x 9I x iIn., 4/6.
Armoured iPlated Glass 181 x 14 x 4í.1n. 7/6.

6

post free.)

A -10-2K ohms'v. on A.C. and D.C. volts (10, 50, 250, 600 and
1000 v.); 10K and 1M ohms; I mA, 25 mA and 250 mA, D.C. Size:
Ilan. Weight 17 ozs.
B- 20-10K ohms,v. on 0.5 v. and 2.5 v.; 4)f ohms/v. on 10, 50, 250,
500 and 1000 v.. A.C. and D.C. Resistance, 2K. 200K, 2M and 20Mohms; D.C. current, 100 microA, 2.5 mA, 2.5 mA, 250 mA. Size:
51 x 31 x 251n. Weight 29 ozs.
51 x 30 x

THE BRA TREAD
TURRET TUNER,
27.7.0 post free. Complete
with booklet and fitting
instructions.
State set
and model number when
ordering.
Converts your 5- channel
BBC only set to receive
ITA as well.

NEW WAXED TUBULARS.

4 -speed

P.

U.A,e, auto-

changer 26.10.0 or STEREO
26.12.6 (5 /- carriage).

GLADSTONE RADIO
CHURCH ROAD, BRISTOL
8

and

5

247

NEW ROAD, PORTSMOUTH

1"/

or above, 3 of each, 0.001.
Total 21 for 4/8, Post paid.

350 v.

0.002. 0.005, 0.01, 5.02, 0.05, 0.1 mF.

GRAMOPHONE

AMPLIFIER with

5 1n.

SPEAKER. On Fabriccovered Baffle 121 x 5in.
Mains and Output Translormere, Metal Rectifier.
ECL82 Valve. Tone and
Volume controls. On/Oif switch. Plenty of Volume. Fully
Guaranteed. Two Knobs supplied. Ready to play. Useful for
Stereo.

ONLY 57' -, post 3/LISTEN
WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
Fully built V.A.F. /F.M. set. Wired.
aligned and tested. 6 Mallard valves;
with mains transformer. 88-98 Mas,
ONLY 28.8.0 (4 /- carr.). Cheap room
dipole 10' -. 300 ohm twin feeder,
8d. yd. Valves 3 months' guarant .se.

CONQUEST with manual play
also. Turnover crystal pick -up.
4- speed, A.C. mains 200 -250 v.
see Illus.

B.S.R.

r

ITA AERIALS clipping to existing mast 1-2in. die. 3- element,
22/-; 5-el. 30, -: a -el., 501 -; Loft mountln,;, 3-el., 20, -; 6 -e1., 261 -;
Combined single BBC and 5-el. ITA, 75,- with chimney-lashings;
Co -axial cable semi -air- spaced, 7d. yd. or 20 yds., ill-. Aerial
prices carr. paid. Postage on Cable 1,-.

AUTOMATIC RECORD
CHANGERS, COLLARD

£7.10.0

(

Delivery by return. C.O.D. 2/- extra.' Terms: Cash with order
or one-third down and ba'.ance plus 7/6 (up to 17.10.0) In four
equal monthly payments. Balance over 17.10.0 add 1,- In £1 and
pay in not more than d monthly payments. See special terms for
A.M. -F.M. chassis. All sew goods unless
ted. Send Id. for
le -page catalogue.
POSTED ORDERS TO CAMBERLEY PLEASE
58A HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY. Tel. 22791
(Camberley closed Sets: Bristol and "ortamoutb closed Wed -.
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The Editor will be pleased to consider
articles of a practical nature suitable
for publication in "Practical Television ".
Such articles should be written on one
side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for the manuscripts, every effort
will be made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All
correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed to. The Editor,
"Practical Television" George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street.
London, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio and television apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers
in touch with the latest developments,
we give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photoarticles published in
graphs and
"Practical Television" is specifically
throughout the countries
reserved
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly
forbidden.
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EVERY MONTH

Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
© George Newnes Ltd., 1960.
Phone: Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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The "Olympic"

THIS month we begin the series of constructional articles on
our "Olympic" TV receiver. The circuit and construction
have been designed especially for the amateur and the set
incorporates a number of refinements.
The audio circuits feature a high-gain A.F. amplifier feeding
an output stage capable of delivering 3W to the speaker. The
distortion is reduced by a large value of negative feedback to
about 1 per cent. The audio detector includes an effective noise limiting circuit to remove ignition and similar interference.
The timebase sections of the receiver have been designed very
carefully so as to avoid the need for continual adjustment of the
line and frame holds. The frame sync pulses are amplified, with
phase reversal, and the frame lock is extremely hard and only lost
when the picture is blotted out by interference. Once adjusted,
neither line nor frame controls should need alteration during the
life of the oscillator valves.
The vision I.F. amplifier has a bandwidth of 3Mc /s but this
may be reduced in fringe areas if desired. In the design stages,
the use of frame-grid valves was considered but the use of more
conventional valves facilitates construction -there is more
separation between high -gain stages and instability is more
easily avoided. The gain of the vision amplifier is of the order of
100,000 and the gain of the complete vision chain, including the
tuner and video stage, is such that three or four microvolts at the
aerial input will load the cathode ray tube fully.
The high gain possible with the receiver is never used: an
efficient AGC circuit, operating on the tuner R.F. valve, and
first I.F. stage, reduces the gain to the optimum value. As might
be supposed, the tuner is one of the most important parts of the
receiver and upon its construction the excellent performance of
the set depends. Nevertheless, the design has been kept as simple
as possible. No control is incorporated for "fine tuning" ; the
oscillator circuit is extremely stable, and drift as the receiver
warms up is negligible. However, those constructors who feel
that the construction of the tuner would be beyond them may
employ a standard turret tuner.
The power supplies of the set are worthy of note; the latest
high-efficiency silicon rectifiers are used in the H.T. circuit and
permit operation on mains voltages as low as 190-a great
adóantage for many constructors.
We are sure that this receiver will prove extremely popular and
with the free blueprint included with this issue, even the comparatively inexperienced enthusiast should be able to complete
the design with little difficulty. The series of articles on the set
begins this month with a description of some of the circuits; next
month we shall give a complete list of the parts needed to build
the set.
Our next issue, dated November, will be published on October 21st.
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Television Receiving Licences

of the world visited the recent

following statement shows
THE
the approximate number of
The unit, mounted
a 7 -ton
Television Receiving Licences in chassis, will be usedon by
the
force at the end of July, in Hungarian Broadcasting Authorrespect of television receiving ity for televising outdoor events
stations situated within the from, all over Hungary. Its new
various Postal Regions of Eng- relay switching technique and
land,
Wales, Scotland
and remote control facilities enable
Northern Ireland.
the unit to be used also as a
Region
Total
studio control room. This is
Landon Postal
1,859,368
Home Counties
believed to be the first outside
.. ..
1,459,189
1,626,923
broadcast vehicle with such
North Eastern ..
1,742,208
North Western
facilities to be exported to
1,4244,959
South Western
899,497
Eastern Europe.
Wales and Border Counties
846,358
Total England and Wales
Scotland ..
Northern Ireland
..
Grand Total
.. ..

..

,.
,.

9,658.479
945,729
148,949
10.753,157

Australian TV Station

October, 1960

Medical Experts Inspect
British TV Camera
engineers and pracMEDICAL
titioners from many parts

International Medical Electronics
Exhibition at Olympia to see,
among other interesting exhibits;
E.M.I.'s new colour TV camera.
This all- British camera has
already impressed doctors at
several hospitals in this country
by its colour rendering, low cost
.

and simple controls.
Many surgical operations and
clinical procedures have been
televised on a.7ft x 4ft screen to
large numbers of doctors, and
audiences have seen anatomical
experiments taking place under a
microscope.
Accurate colour rendering is
particularly important on such
occasions, but space in the
theatre or laboratory is always at

A

NEW Australian television
station, which was opened
recently at Perth, Australia, has
been equipped by Marconi's, of
Chelmsford, Essex.
The equipment supplied included two 10kW television
transmitters with associated 2kW
F.M. sound transmitters, combining equipment and eight -stack
high gain aerial, a control desk,
programme input equipment
(vision and sound), transmitter/
studio link and extensive monitoring facilities and spares. The
order was placed through Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia)
Ltd.
This is the third national
transmitting station opened in
Australia in recent months. The
others were at Brisbane and
Adelaide.

British TV Unit for Hungary
Outside Broadcast TeleANvision
Unit manufactured by
E.M.I. Electronics Ltd. was
shipped from Tilbury to Antwerp
recently on the first stage of a
journey to Budapest

Following abnormal wear on sharp curves on some
railway tracks, Rhodesian Railways mounted a closed circuit TV camera on a locomotive so that the action of
the Wheels could be observed (see " TV for Rhodesian
Railways "),
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premium. E.M.I's compact
camera, with an optical system
more efficient than relay lens
systems, is ideally suited to these
applications.
An ingenious lighting system
and mirror boom provide all the
illumination required, exactly
.where it is needed, so it is not
necessary to clutter up the
operating theatre with normal type studio lamps.
a

Independent Television
Authority
Appointment of Programme
Contractor for North -East
Scotland

THE Independent

Television
Authority has accepted, subject to contract, the application
of a group called North of
Scotland Television to act as a
programme company in North East Scotland.
This group has been formed in
Scotland under the chairmanship
of Sir Alexander King. He heads
the Board of Directors, all of
whom are Scots.
The Authority's North -East
Scotland area will be served by
two stations, one between Stone haven and Banchory, which it is
hoped will open towards the end
of next year, and one on the
Black Isle about eight miles
north of Inverness, which will be
opened during 1962. The first
station to be opened will serve
some 730,000 people in the
counties of Aberdeen, Angus and
Kincardine and parts of the
counties of Fife, Banff and Perth.
The second station will serve a
further 140,000 people in Nairnshire, Morayshire, North -West
Inverness -shire and the eastern
parts of Sutherland and Ross and
Cromarty.

TV for Rhodesian Railways
of abnormal wear
BECAUSE
on sharp curves of some of
its railway track Rhodesian
Railways mounted a Marconi
closed- circuit TV camera on a
locomotive so that the action of
the wheels could be observed
while in motion.
The tests were made because
Rhodesian
Railway
officials
wanted to discover whether there
was any peculiarity that was
causing excessive wear on the
rails. Railway engineers fixed
the camera on brackets only a
few inches from the wheels and
track. A monitor screen was

A member of the camera crew of a replica of one of
the famous old Mississippi riverboats, built especially for
ITV'S musical series, " Riverboat Shuffle ", using a
hand -held camera on board the boat.

installed in a private saloon and
thus it was possible to study the
wheels actually in motiogt, and
by placing the camera in several
different positions all the wheels
were viewed in turn.
Rhodesian Railway officials
who kept continuous watch on
the monitor screen considered the
tests very informative.

In France Too?

WRITING

in " La Cinématographie Française", M. Y.
011ivier says " Television is to
the Frenchman the means of seeing films without leaving his
house ". Evidently, the French
are much the same as the English
so far as television is concerned!

Nigerian TV
FRICA's first full -length live
television play. " My Father's
Burden " by Wole Soyinka, was
broadcast here recently by
WNTV, Africa's first television
network.
Veteran actor Orlando Martins, making his initial acting
appearance in his native Nigeria
after returning last year after 45
years abroad, portrayed aristrocratic Chief Nwane whose pride
and love of tradition place him
in direct conflict with his European- trained, progressive-minded
son, portrayed by Christopher
Kolade.
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The play is the beginning of

a series which WNTV plans to
present. They will be written by
Nigerians and will centre around
Nigerian themes. A contest to

discover new

playwrights

has

already been launched with a
first prize of £250 for the best
new play.

TV Films Convention
INDEPENDENT producers of

television films are requested
to contact M. Deslaw, 6 bis,
Avenue Durante, Nice, France,
so that an international convention of producers of television
films may be organised to take
place at the end of this year. The
location of the convention will
be made known later. Already,
several European towns have
been suggested for the Festival at
which it is planned to present the
best films of the last five years.
.

Radar Equipment for Sweden
from
ACONTRACT
Swedish Government for

the
the
latest army radar equipment has
been placed with E.M.I. Electronics Ltd.
This is the largest order for this
type of equipment ever placed
by the Swedish Government.
The order was given to E.M.I.
after exhaustive tests, because of
the
advanced techniques
employed on the E.M.I. equipment.
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Valve Testing
for

Beginners
No. 2

-A

USEFUL UNIT FOR
By H. Peters

B9A VALVES

General Outline

main objection to the average valve tester
that it takes so long to set up that it has no
THEHE
economic place in modern workshop practice,
and unless used to check the performance of a
number of valves of the same type cannot be made
to pay its way.
One commercial tester does overcome these
objections. You plug in the valve, select the card
of its type, pull a lever (just like "clocking in ")
and the valve is tested. Its price puts it out of
reach of the handyman, but its principle is so
sound that the instrument to be described tends to
follow the same principles.

By studying the failure of TV valves it was
noticed that the majority of them had 0.3A series
heaters and B9A bases. It was further noticed
that at the sacrifice of complicated facilities eight
valveholders would between them test 90 per cent
of the troublesome types. Apart from the valve holders, which in our case were recovered from
a "breakdown" chassis, all that is required is a
lampholder, a bellpush, an old torch battery and
a two -way switch. The tester will work from A.C.
or D.C. mains.

Operation
To use the tester a valve is merely plugged into
its appropriate holder. If the heater is intact the
lamp will light, and as the valve warms up the
meter will read its emission. This is given with
1.5V bias applied to the control grid, and by
depressing the bellpush this bias is removed to
give a rough indication of mutual conductance. In

Lampholder

7

B94 Va/veholders
A.P/A.T

Switch
A..P

Space

for extra

Va /veholders

89A Va /veho /der
viewed from

underside,

showing pins

S2

AT
SI
Meter

Fig 1. -Plan view of the unit.
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the case of double valves, a
switch selects each half in turn,
and in the case of double triode

R!

1

t

e

39OKf1 % w

(Live)

AC/DC.

i.e. in the plane they are usually
to be found in the modern

Lamp

Mains
(Neutra/)

receiver.
Other facilities offered are
" soak testing " -for a valve can
be left in circuit indefinitely, and
checking for microphony by
gently tapping the valve whilst
under test. The device will also
act as a heating rack to keep a
valve warmed up whilst out of
the set (so handy on intermittent
faults) and will light the room
and test electric light bulbs.

M

s/

Meter
2 -way switch
BN/push switch

Fig.

1

n.c.

I

At
At

2
3
S

Ap
Ap

6

E

7

8

4

G
G
G
G
G

3

E

Ap
E
E
E

n.c.

G
G

Ap

G

E

G

E

{

6

7

8

H
H
H

n.c.

Ap

Ap

E

E

E
E
E
E
E

G
G

H
H
H
H

Ap
Ap

At
At
G

E

G

G
E

n.c.

Ap

Ap
Ap

n.e.
E

No connection
Grid
Return line to mains neutral
H
Heater wire from lamp
Ap Pentode Anode for second triode anode).
At Triode Anode

Key: n.c.
G
E

Valve

2.

-The circuit

diagram.

Method of Testing
All valves are tested

as triodes, the screen grids

of pentodes being strapped to the pentode anode
whilst all suppressor grids, cathodes, and-one side
of the heater are tied down to the return line
which is the mains "neutral ". This latter section
prevents the testing of heater-cathode breakdown,
but as such a fault produces well-known symptoms
in the receiver and is instantly recognisable, the
absence of such a facility presents no real hard-

-

ship.
On A.C. mains the valve will also act as its own
rectifier, making an H.T. power unit unnecessary,
but any reader to whom this appears unnatural is
welcome to insert a metal rectifier at point X.
This rectifier can be one which has been discarded
from a TV or mains /battery portable because it
was "low ", and any 300V electrolytic of between
2µF and 50µF connected from the junction of
the rectifier and RI to chassis will provide
adequate smoothing. In such a case, however,
and on D.C. máins supply of over 200V the
readings .quoted in Table 2 will be slightly lower
than those shown on the meter.
Grid bias is supplied by a U2 battery with a
1k limiting resistor and the bellpush shorts this
arrangement out. The difference in anode current
gives an indication of mutual conductance but
should not be taken as the precise gm of the
valve especially on the pentode section of a
valve since it is tested as a triode.

Constructional Details
9

5

E

-. +
under test
showing
connections

ASV

Pins
2

connections

Battery

Valve Holder Connections

I

See tabie I
ve/veho /der

for

E

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2 and begins at
the "live" mains lead at point (F) where a shielded
fuse or on /off switch may be inserted if desired.
From here the live lead divides, one lead being
taken through a batten lampholder, fitted with a
" Home Office " shield, and thence to one heater
pin of each valveholder. The other lead from point
(F) is taken to the anode load of the valve under
test, which comprises a 10k 5W wire -wound resistor R1, across which is connected the 500µA
meter in series with 390k #W resistor R2. The
load is switched by two -way switch SI to either
the pentode or triode section of the valve, or, in
the case of double triodes, to each half in turn.
Followers of Ohm's law will readily appreciate
that as well as providing a good all -round value
of anode load with a maximum current drain of
20mA the above values of R1 and R2 have been
carefully chosen so that a dead short inside the
valve under test will not overload either of them,
and will just produce full scale deflection current
through the meter. On A.C. mains the meter
needle will not, of course, read full scale deflection
but merely go "out of focus" should such a short
occur.

No.

H

5OONA

Circuit Details

ease

A

Amp Fuse

or Switch

it will test the valves horizontally,

Valve

i

Insert

provides an immediate appraisal
of the equality (or inequality) of
the two halves. The tester may
be hung on a wall, in which case

TABLE

9

H

n.e.

At
Ap
At

For reasons of safety, a "breadboard" construction on a wood base was used. The measurements
of the prototype are 10 }in. x 8in., and the underside wiring, which is partly at mains potential, is
boxed in with plywood.
Other shapes and sizes may be used, and if it
can be made safe, so can a metal chassis. This
is best carried out by using a 3 -core mains cable
and taking the earth lead to the metal case. All
the other wiring should then be well insulated
from the chassis, taking particular care at the
points where it passes through the chassis holes.
If a fuseholder is fitted it should be of the shielded
type, or enclosed in a small plastic box.
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In the illustration the valveholders are on the
right of the meter and lamp, but for operating
convenience, left -handed users could just as easily
construct the unit the other way round.

TABLE

Alternative values of RI and
Meter

Valveholder Wiring

I

2

The wiring to the valveholders is more complicated to draw than to give in table form (Table 1).
Five leads run round the underside of the board
and are connected to each valveholder, with the
exception of the triode anode lead, which is
omitted from valveholders 1 and 7. For easy

ECC8I
ECC82
ECC83
ECL80
EF80

PCC84
PCC88
PCC89
PCF80
PCF82
PCL82
PCL83
PLBI
PL82
PL84
6F23
6F19
6130L2
30C1
30L1

30LIS
30PI2
30PI6
30PLI
30PLI3

Pentode Anode

Milliamps

Valve

With

Holder
Number

14V

4
4
4

Without

bias

6

5

6

6

74
24

6

74
24

3

9

I

8

6

194

5

10

3
I

7

94
8
94

II

12

10
104
104

11

114
11

7

II

12

I
I

S

IO

8
7
6
8

lO

5

2
6
6
7

8
104
104
104

7
3

II

8

bias*

bias*

14

6
2
2
8

Triode Anode
Milliamps
with
Without
I4V

5

bias

*With button

8

e
94
94
12

II

12
12

pressed

tracing it is advisable to colour code the wires, especially if extra
valveholders are likely to be added
at a later date, and our own colour
code is given in brackets in the
list which follows.
Remembering that the valve pins
to 9 clockwise
are numbered
from the gap, their wiring (Table 1)
is completed as follows:
G1 (green wire) from all control
grids to the junction of R3 and
the bellpush.
E (bare wire or white with metal
chassis) from heater pin 4 of
each valveholder and also pin 5
of valveholder 4, all cathodes. all
G3 pins, all " screening pins "
to mains neutral.
H (black wire) from pin 5 of all
-valveholders except holder 4,
where pin 9 is the return heater
wire, to the lamp.
Pentode anode (red wire) from all
pentode anodes, screen grids and
the Triode 1 section of double

5

10

20

3

R2

for other meters

RI

mA
mA
mA
mA
mA

R2

220k ON

IOk SW

I Ik SW
13k SW
20k 3W

100k

}W

40k IW
20k 3W
l0k SW

Omit

triodes to one side of switch SI.
Triode anode (blue wire) from the triode anodes
of all valveholders except and 7 (which only
test pentodes) to the other side of switch Si.
Valveholders may be numbered with "peel off"
sticky labels and, if these are large enough, the
type number and brief characteristics of the valve
for which the holder will be used principally may
be added. The main index (Table 2) can be
printed on a stiff card and hung up next to the
1

TABLE 2
Types to be Tested

Type
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10

14

-8

8

8
8
6

2
6

--

-8
8

-8

8
8

-6

5

'

I

94
94
9

t
4
t

--5
94.

--

94

9
84

tester.

Alternative Versions
With a 75W lamp the tester will check 300mA
heater valves, but it can also be made to check
200 and 100mA valves by removing the lamp and
substituting either a 40W lamp or a 25W lamp.
Similarly B7G and B8A valveholders can be introduced if desired, although in the writer's case the
quantity of these types which pass through the
workshop is decreasing daily and does not merit
their inclusion. Alternative meters may also be
used and any moving coil multimetçr may be
connected across R1 in place of our meter and R2,
if its sensitivity is 50011/V or greater. This is best
achieved by the provision of a pair of terminals
or sockets into which the meter probes will fit,
the positive probe being connected to the mains
end of R1, and the negative probe to the other
end of Rl, i.e. at its junction with S1.
(Continued on page 14)

1

Plan view of the tester.
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Choosing your Aerial
USES OF

VARIOUS TYPES OF ARRAY

THERE are numerous factors governing the
choice of aerials for television reception, and

the choice is by no means simplified by the
diversity of types which are currently available.
With short -wave and medium- frequency aerials,
the primary consideration is that of signal pick -up,
and provided the aerial induces sufficient signal of

I.-

Fig.
Reflection from the ionosphere enables
signals to travel long distances. (This does not
happen with signals about 30Mc /s.)
the required station to give adequate signal -to -noise
ratio at the receiver, then all is well. With television, although the signal pick -up factor is important, it is not the only factor which needs to be
considered. There are additional, equally -asimportant factors, as will be seen.

Wave Types
With A.M. broadcast signals below about
30Mc /s, the signals are invariably propagated over
long distances by reflection back into the reception
zone via the ionosphere. Indeed, an increase in
range may occur by the signals undergoing a
second hop from the earth, back to the ionosphere
and then back to the receiving zone, as shown in
Fig. 1.
Owing to irregularities of the ionosphere, the
receiving aerial may well pick up not only the main
reflected signal but also subsidiary signals of the

By G. J. King

same transmission which arrive a little later than
the main signal. This is of little consequence, how-.
ever, if the delay is not too great. The ear is an
accommodating organ, and the resulting sound
from the set's loudspeaker is quite acceptable.
There are times, nevertheless, when multiple reflections produce a form of distortion, even on A.M.
sets, and this distortion may tend to vary as the
atmospheric conditions change during a programme
from a distant station.
Television signals suffer from attenuation, reflection. diffraction and refraction. The signal is attenuated as it travels away from the transmitter, in
the same way as the light from a. lamp becomes
fainter as distance increases (see Fig. 2). The signal
is also'further attenuated as it passes through solid
objects like large buildings and other structures.
Buildings become progressively more opaque to
radio signals as the frequency is increased. Thus, a
medium frequency signal may \uffer only very

Fig. 3.-This enlarged section of
the seven 1Mc /s Definition bars
on Test Card "C" shows that the
overall width of the pattern represents 3.5µs. This can be used as
a time check for determining the
extra distance over which a reflected wave has travelled (also
see Fig. 4 and the text).

.

5psecs.

small
attenuation by 14ass
passing through a building, while with a VHF television
signal the attenuation is much
more severe, particularly at
Band Ill frequencies. The effects
are likely to be even more startling when Bands IV and V are in
operation.
This is one of the reasons why
outside aerials are recommended
in the fringe of a television service area,
and also why outside Band III aerials are
necessary in certain areas, even though adequate
reception of the BBC signals is possible on a
simple or attic aerial. The extra attenuation imposed by roofs and buildings cannot easily be
calculated as it depends on the precise construction,
but it is interesting to note that dampness of the
outside surface has a tendency to increase the
attenuation. If just about enough signal is received
on an indoor aerial" during ideal conditions, then
the signal pick -up is likely to deteriorate during
wet weather.

Reflection
Fig.

2.-Attenuation

of signals with distance.

Reflection of the wave occurs whenever it encounters any solid object the size of which is at
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least one half the wavelength of the signal. If the
object is smaller, there will not be complete reflection and the signal will tend to be diffracted. The
higher the frequency, or shorter the wavelength,
the more reflections there will be, because there
are many more small objects likely to reflect the
signal than there are large ones. This means, of
course, that Band III signals are more prone to
Transmitter

Receiver

Reflecting object

Fig. 4. -The eètra distance over which a reflected
signal may travel, in relation to the direct signal,
can be determined by the displacement of the
resulting ghost from the main image.

reflection than the lower frequency Band I signals.
Reflection troubles will increase when Bands IV
and V are used for television. A television set
which is receiving two signals, the direct one and
the reflected one, will give rise to two pictures. The
main picture from the direct signal, and a " ghost "
picture from the reflected signal. The ghost will
always be displaced from the main picture because
the reflected signal arrives at the aerial later than
the main signal.
Based on the fact that radio waves travel
at a speed of 186,000m1 /sec, simple calculation shows that in 1ps they travel 0.186ml.
Now because the scanning spot traverses the
picture tube screen horizontally at constant
speed, the extent of displacement of the
ghost from the main picture can be used to
assess the extra time that it takes the reflected
signal to reach the aerial.

Test Card "C"
If Test Card " C" is used as a time check, the
problem is somewhat simplified, since each
alternate black and white bar of the series of seven

Fig.

5.-Diffraction

permits
obstacles.

reception

over

1Mc /s definition bars represents exactly 0.5µs (see
Fig. 3). Theis, if the ghost is displaced by the same
distance as the thickness of. say, four bars, the time
addition is 20. If this is multiplied by 0.186, the
extra distance over which the reflected wave has
travelled is obtained. In the example. this works
out to 0.372ml (see Fig. 4).
If the reflected signal is in phase, or step, with
the main signal, the two signals will add at the
aerial and the ghost will resolve as a weak replica
of the main picture, but if the signals are of
opposite phase. or approaching this condition, then
the reflected signal will subtract from the direct

October, 1960
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signal and the ghost will appear as a negative of
the main picture.
Signal reflections are often caused by passing
aircraft, and the resulting ghost fluctuates in a very
disconcerting manner, changing from a positive to
a negative as the phase relationship between the
direct signal and the reflected signal changes with
the motion of the aircraft. This phenomenon is
often known as " aircraft flutter ".
Reflected objects which are too close to the
aerial to produce a well displaced ghost may cause
some impairment of picture definition. The
secondary image is, in fact, created, but as it occurs
so close to the original it tends to blur the overall
display. Reflections from water tanks and the like
when an aerial is used in an attic may cause this
trouble. If the metal work is too close to the
aerial, the aerial impedance may change and cause
a mismatch at the feeder termination. To the set,
this may look like an extra impedance in series
with the aerial circuit, which can also affect the
picture quality as it is rather like misalignment of
the front -end of the receiver.

Diffraction
Diffraction is the bending of a radio wave when
it encounters a hill or large man -made structure,
and thus allows the signal to be received behind
TansmitYer

Fig. 6. -Owing to the greater diffraction of Band I
signals than Band Ill signals. a receiver at " A "
at the foot of the hill may obtain Band I signals
only, while at " B " both Band I and Band III
signals would be received.

buildings and hills, even though it may appear that
the transmitting aerial is completely shielded from
the receiving aerial (see Fig. 5). The amount by
which the wave is bent is related to the frequency
of the signal, and it becomes less as the frequency
is increased. This is one of the reasons why it may
be impossible to receive Band III signals at the
foot of the hill, although reasonable reception of
Band I signals may be possible at the same site
(see Fig. 6).
Some fringe aerials are often seen inclined
slightly skywards, this is to allow them to
line -up with the wavefront of a signal which
has undergone diffraction, and in this way
slightly improved signal pick -up is sometimes
Troposphere

Fig.

7.- Reception
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to be expected since then less reliance is placed
on the tropospheric factor because the greater
height of the aerial gives an increase in the line -ofis

Wanted signal

Main response

Fig. 8. -An aerial response pattern as shown may
well be necessary to obtain maximum discrimination between the wanted and unwanted signals.

possible. In built -up areas it is often found
that television aerials point in slightly different directions. This may not be due to poor
installation, but may be due to signal diffraction,
particularly if each aerial has been orientated
individually for the best pick -up. This is why it is
desirable to set-up an aerial on the signal, and not
rely too much on compass bearings, especially in
built -up areas in the fringe area of a transmitter.

Refraction
Refraction is the process which enables a television signal to be propagated over a path of
greater distance than that limited by the line -ofsight distance between the transmitting and receiving aerials. In Fig. 7 is shown the maximum line of-sight distance between the two aerials at (a).
Path (b) is in excess of the line -of -sight distance
since it falls below the optical horizon. However,
it is still possible to obtain reception over path (b)
owing to refraction of the signal by the lower
atmosphere, often called the troposphere. Refraction occurs where there is a change of density of
air with height above ground, and it is this factor
which makes fringe reception possible. Unfortunately, the refractive factor rarely remains consistent
for any length of time, and this is one of the
reasons why fringe area reception is subject to
fading and distortion. Over fringe area paths the
signal may also undergo diffraction by the ground.
and when the tropospheric conditions are disturbed

sight path between the transmitting and receiving
aerials.
Sometimes tropospheric and other factors propagate the signals over far more distant paths than
normally expected. With the progressively increasing number of 'stations sharing common channels
this can be very disturbing, since there is a
tendency for a more distance station breaking
through on receivers obtaining their signals from
the local station operating on the same channel.
Horizontal dark lines is the characteristic symptom,
but in severe cases the unwanted picture may be
seen drifting to and fro across the wanted picture.
Continental interference of this nature is experienced quite often on the south coast, and at one
spot known by the writer a French station sometimes takes almost complete control of the receiver,
even though the local BBC transmitter is only
about 28ml away!

Choice of Aerial
Having in mind all the factors discussed above, it
will now be apparent that there is far more
governing the choice of aerial than first meets the
eye. The aerial should have sufficient gain to help
counter the loss of signal due to its travel through
space and through large structures. Close to a
transmitter a simple indoor or outdoor dipole may
be adequate, but with greater distances up to about
60m1 from the transmitter, two, three and four

element arrays are required.
Wanted signal

Main response

Unwanted signal

-If

Fig. 10.
there is one major interfering signal,
an aerial with a relatively wide forward lobe may
be orientated to give maximum rejection of the
interfering signal without unduly affecting the
pickup of the wanted signal.

Forward lobe

Minor lobes

Fig. 9. -As more elements are added to an aerial
to provide a narrow forward lobe and extra high
gain with small beam, width, subsidiary minor
lobes tend to develop, as shown.

interaction between the refracted and diffracted
signals may make fringe area viewing even more
unsettled. In fringe areas it is usually found that
the strength of the aerial signal will increase as the
aerial is increased in height. This, of course,

If reflected signals are troublesome, even if close
to a transmitter, high -gain directional aerials may
well be necessary. A response pattern as shown
in Fig. 8 is often desirable under such conditions.
The main response can be directed to the wanted
signal, and then there is less chance of the aerial
picking up the reflected signals, as they fall on the
side or rear of the response pattern where the
aerial is considerably less sensitive. In this way
the best discrimination between the wanted and unwanted signals is available. If such an aerial is
required close to the transmitter, then it may be
necessary to get rid of some of the signal by the
use of an attenuator in the aerial downlead
avoid overloading the set.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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In built -up areas it often happens that there
are wide variations of signal level from one end
of a street to the other end. The signal can, in fact,
vary by as much as 2 -to -1 (6dB) over distances as
short as 30ft. Thus, it may follow that while one
viewer is obtaining good reception on, say, an
" H " aerial, equal reception can only be obtained
by the next -door neighbour on a three -element
array. This often gives rise to many heated discussions over the garden fence!

Lobes
Response patterns of aerials are made up of
several lobes. There is the main forward lobe,
whose axis represents the direction of maximum
sensitivity (or pick -up) of the aerial, and subsidiary
minor lobes, which unfortunately tend to crop up
when extra elements are added to provide a narrow
forward lobe and extra high gain with a small
beam width (see Fig. 9). In an area of high interference, with the interfering signals arriving from
a variety of directions, an aerial with a relatively
narrow forward lobe may well be desirable.
However, if there is one major reflected signal
causing a ghost and other interference is not
unduly troublesome, an aerial with a relatively
wide forward lobe (beam width) may be more
suitable, as then the aerial may be orientated away
from the direction of the signal slightly, without
undue signal reduction, as a means of eliminating
the ghost (see Fig. 10). Fig. 11 shows how the
response to the wanted signal could be badly
reduced when an aerial with a narrow forward
lobe is orientated to eliminate the response to an
unwanted signal.
Nevertheless, extra -high gain aerials are essential for fringe area operation. but the question of
minor subsidiary lobes must be considered if there
is a possibility of co- channel interference. It
should also be remembered that the lobes charted
on manufacturers' polar diagrams are for one frequency only. An entirely different set of lobes

VALVE TESTING FOR BEGINNERS
(Continued from page 10)

The meter in this case should be set to the D.C.
range nearest to 200Vfsd and a 100V scale reading
will correspond to an anode current of IOmA so
that current measurements may be made by
dividing by ten. Alternatively the meter can be
set to a D.C. current range and inserted in series
with the lower end of R I with its positive connection to R1 and its negative connection to the
switch. Table 3 gives alternative values of R1 and
R2 for various other types of surplus meter.
It will be noticed from the readings in Table 2
that the greatest amount, of current drawn is about
11 mA and this means that it would be quite in
order to use a multimeter on the 120V or 12mA
ranges to obtain a more accurate reading. but
some form of protection against overload should
be incorporated in the meter circuit. The readings
in Table 2 were, incidentally, the result of testing
at least three new valves of each type and taking
the mean. Due to the fixed anode impedance and

October, 1960

may occur at a frequency removed from that to
which the aerial is tuned.
Band III signals tend to fall off in strength more
quickly with distance than Band I signals. This
difference in signal can be equalised, however, by
arranging that the forward gain of the Band Ill
aerial is greater than that of the Band I aerial. This
is automatically catered for on combined aerials.
Moreover, most receivers are usually more
sensitive on Band I than on Band Ill. which often
Wanted signet

Unwanted

signet,

Fig. IL-This diagram shows how the response to
the wanted signal could be severely reduced if an
aerial with a narrow forward lobe were orientated
to reduce the response to an interfering signal
coming in towards the rear. Nevertheless, an aerial
with a narrow forward lobe may be required to
reduce interference coming in from a variety of
directions.

means that in order to obtain equal pictures on
both bands, the Band Ill signal applied to the set
should be slightly stronger than the Band I signal.
This, of course, is applicable when the signals are
only just about strong enough to work the set
properly. When the strength of the signals is
above the lowest workable level, then any small
unbalance between them is accommodated by
the receiver's AGC circuits.

bias, which were chosen as good all -round figures
and probably do not suit any one valve exactly.
the readings obtained cannot be linked with the
manufacturer's data. During the testing of new
valves a very wide variation was experienced
among valves of the same type and between the
two halves of double triodes.

Don't forget to buy
our companion journal
PRACTICAL WIRELESS- Is.6d.
The November issue, on sale October
7th contains a free blueprint of the
P.W. Pocket, Six Transistor, Superhet.
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No. 60-COSSOR 948

By L. Lawry -Johns

THIS 17in. table model uses an AW43 -80
electrostatically focused tube and a printed
circuit. A Cyldon type C turret tuner is
employed and a neon indicator illuminates the
channel number selected.

0-130V

Sound Output
Pane/ A

Bri ///ance
6.3V
AC.

0 -450V
Focus

Rear Cover
A " wrap -round " rear cover is easily removed
by means of the top and side screws to expose
most of the working parts. The bottom of the
cover is first pulled clear to allow it to be lifted
to clear the top pre -set control knobs. When
replacing ensure that the lower corners engage in
the slots of the base -board and see that the width
control comes through the hole.
The wooden shell (cabinet) is also detachable
from the base -board and this is carried out as
First loosen the control knob grub
follows.
screws in the larger knobs, covered by insulating
material and pull off all four knobs. Remove the
two screws from underneath the cabinet and the
two inside the top of the cabinet. Disconnect the

Frame Time
Base

Pane /B

Base

Line Time
Base

Panel C

Fig. 2 (Right). -Layout of the printed panels,
viewed from the rear.
Tilt Control

28
//5V 480V
AW43 -80

Line Output
and EHT
Pane /O

Power Unit
Pane/ E

T2 is behind L/4

Shift Control

C28....04,vf

P30...220K0
C.P.Tube

bast

holder

/on Trap

magnet

connected
to pin /2

of ÇR.T

P37
Focus Control
2M(ß

R43©
/2Kí2

R49
/2KO

/

/C7/
0.21.1F

Fig. 1. -Rear view of the CRT showing the layout
of the components associated with the scanning
coils and tube base. Control of the tilt of the
picture is effected by rotating the scanning coils
on the neck of the tube; the picture shift control is
similar in appearance to an ion -trap magnet and is
rotated, and the knurled screw adjusted, for best

results.
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loudspeaker leads from panel A. Slide the shell
forward and release the neon lamp wire spring.

Cleaning the Tube
To clean the tube face and window, it is only
necessary to remove the domed brass covers of the
mirror screws which hold the brass strip marked
" Cossor ". Remove the screws and strip; lift the
heavy glass slightly and move the bottom edge
forward and lower gently from the cabinet.
If access to the inside of the turret tuner is
required, remove the shell as above, then remove
the two 4B.A. screws securing the front bracket
to the turret. Swing the turret slightly to the left,
remove the two wood screws holding the bracket
to the base -board, remove the bracket and swing
the turret round to bring its cover to the front.
This may sound very involved, but it is really
only the work of minutes.

October, 1960

in the tuner require cleaning to restore the surface
contact. Merely cleaning the studs with a soft cloth
will often produce a temporary cure, but the

application of switch cleaner followed by a light
application of MS4 grease or even " Vaseline " will
give more lasting results.
A noticeable increase in gain, especially on
Band Ill, can often be obtained after the turret
has- been properly cleaned. The contact springs
must not be bent or re -bowed in this type of
tuner; cleaning is all that is required.

Loss of Gain
Where there is a marked loss of gain, particularly on Band III, where the picture may be
grainy, ragged or snowy, with perhaps background hiss on the sound. the tuner valves, particularly the 7AN7 (PCC84) should be checked,

Setting Up Channels
If the fine tuner is not near
midway for optimum reception on
any required channel, remove the
switch knob and fine tuner, having
selected the channel, and set the fine
tuner spindle midway. Insert the usual
trimming tool (knitting needle with
screwdriver- shaped end), which must
be non -metallic, into the hole provided
and tune the oscillator, coil core for
maximum sound.
Poor Contact Surfaces in Tuner
After having been in service for
some time, the turret switch often fails
to present the required channel,
this being received with the switch
turned just over, or just before, the
click. Normally this only means that
the biscuit studs and contact springs
s

s

'63

VOLUME

r

Fig. 3 (a) and, opposite. (b).-Circuit
diagram of the Cossor 948 receiver.
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the contacts cleaned as above and the aerial input
examined. If these points are in order check
VI (6BY7) and the voltage supplies to this and
the turret tuner. If these are in order check the
tuner resistors, particularly TRIO (6.8k), which
sometimes increases in value, despite the fact that
it is a 1W resistor.

Some Common Faults
The symptoms of no sound or vision but with

a raster displayed when the brilliance is advanced
should direct attention to the 8A8 (PCF80) on the
turret tuner, although the 7AN7 may be at fault.
When there is no raster at all, and no sign of life
from the speaker, it can be assumed that there is

17

several instances of a break in the printed circuit
track on the run from pin 3 of V13 to FS2,
approximately between the tags of R89 (Panel E).
Usually the break is thin enough for solder to be
run across to complete the track, but a larger gap
should be bridged with a piece of wire or a lead
may be taken from pin 3 of V13 to the FS2
holder. The cabinet shell should be removed to
gain access to the track.
If FS2 is blown and a replacement also fails
immediately or within a short time, inspect the
tracks for signs of breakdown from the H.T. runs
to chassis or to the A.C. runs. Where a breakdown of insulation does occur and scraping the
board fails to clear it, strip out the track and
replace with a lead between the required points.

no HT. Although this is normally caused by
failure of fuse FS2, the writer has encountered

(To be continued)
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SUPPRESSING

By A. E.
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3.- Behaviour of

filter circuit at low
frequencies.

Irwin

MOST forms of TV interference are momen-

tary, but " ghosting " is permanent unless
something is done about it.

Difficult

Difficult

path

path

"Ghosting"
" Ghosts " or images to the right of the main
picture can be simply explained. The direct wave
which gives the main picture is also reflected from

TV

Station

Hill

Receiver, - --.3

/...... Main wave

? and ......Indirect waves
Ges Holder
Fig. 1.- Reflected and direct signals,
high ground or nearby objects such as gasholders,
masts, etc. Reflections, or indirect waves, have
to travel further to reach your receiver, hence the
slight displacement of the images from the main
picture (see Fig. 1).
If you live near, or on, a hill " ghosting " will
almost certainly occur. The interference becomes
worse as the main wave
decreases in strength and so
becomes very bad in fringe
areas. To minimise "ghosting"
and interference generally the
aerial system must be as efficient as possible.

Aerial Adjustment
If you have an ordinary
dipole or even a three element
array, you may have to install
a six -element broadside array
(two six -element arrays mounted
alongside each other) before
you can cure this trouble.
Fig. 2.-Ignition
This gives a forward gain of
10EdB over an ordinary dipole
suppressor.

Fig.

4.-Behaviour

of filter circuit at high
frequencies.

and perhaps what is more important, a minimum
pick -up from the back and sides. With the
extra gain and improved directivity the minimum
point of reception of the indirect waves can
be found easily as you rotate it. The ease
with which this can be done depends largely
on whether the aerial is inside or outside
the house. In the latter case it is advisable to let
a qualified serviceman move the aerial.
In weak signal areas, the siting of the array is
most important. Moving it a few feet may
remove
the " ghosts " entirely. In such areas. " ghosting"
can be aggravated by using a feeder of the wrong
impedance. Do not use a cable with a pair of
leads, which may be anything from 100-30052,
particularly if it is a long one. and join it to the
7552 coaxial socket of your receiver.
Use a
proper coaxial cable with one lead and a screen
and which is of the correct
impedance of 9552. Any
surplus cable should be cut
away. In other words,
make the input lead as
short as possible.

Ignition Interference

Until all motorists are
compelled to fit ignition
suppressors. we shall continue to have a pattern of
white dots moving up and
down our screen every time
an unsuppressed vehicle
passes near.
Ignition interference is
easily suppressed, at the Fig. 5.-Lead -through
source, by fitting a resistor
condenser.
of 15k in the car H.T.
lead near the distributor. The screw -in type costs
about 2s. 6d. and can be fitted quickly in the
following manner.
Unscrew the distributor lead and screw the
suppressor in its place. Then screw the
distributor lead into the threaded hole provided
for it on the suppressor
Manufacturers claim it gives reduced plug
burning, less pinking and easier starting in cold
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weather, as well as the required suppression (see
Fig. 2).

Interference Limiter
Careful adjustment of the interference limiter

on your receiver may lessen some types of interference. This may be achieved by turning the
control right round until the highlights become

UOSpF

Ep

Fig. 6.

-A

flex -lead filter.

19

one type the foil ends are joined to a close -fitting
metal case which is used as one terminal. Any
gap increases the inductance.
Another type of condenser suitable for carrying
large currents is the lead- through capacitor. A
metal rod carrying the current passes through the
main body of this capacitor. A rolled type of
condenser is wound round it, one set of foil ends
being connected to the rod and the other set to
the surrounding metal case. A flange forming
part of the metal case has two fixing holes for
firmly bolting it to the framework of a machine,
etc. Being of extremely low inductance, its
impedance is comparatively low at the higher
frequencies (see Fig. 5).
A flex lead filter is obtainable to cover the radio
bands and TV Band I (for 2A) but this must be
fitted within 6in. of the appliance (see Fig. 6).

Filters

dark. A slight movement in the opposite direction,
to restore the picture to normal, gives the correct
setting.
Several narrow bands right across the screen is
one source of interference easily recognised. A
lamp in the room is the most likely cause. Take
it out of the holder and reverse the connections
by turning it round before replacing in the
lampholder. Failing this, try a new lamp.
No single suppression filter will cover the entire
range of the radio, medium and long, wave -bands,
TV Band I and TV Band III (i.e., 200kc /s to
200Mc /s). Actually radio suppressors are of little
use at TV frequencies and vice versa.

One way to give overall suppression, for power
drills, etc., is to use two filters, one for the radio

Effects of rise in frequency
For effective suppression, condensers should be
of low impedance and inductors of high
impedance (Fig. 3). Normally, as the frequency
increases to above 2Mc /s, the impedance of the
ordinary condenser, owing to its self -inductance,
starts to rise. Similarly, the impedance of an
0051.F each
inside of
3-pin plug

Cable

noi to

exceed
6

ft.

Hair
Dryer
TV

Radio suppressor
inside 3-pin plug

Fig.

7.-Suppression

supere

for radio and TV.

ordinary inductor, owing to its self -capacitance
by- passing the H.F. current, starts to fall.
As the frequency is further increased, the

Finally the
situation rapidly becomes worse.
components shown in the filter circuit of Fig. 3
have to all intents and purposes, changed places.
Condensers are behaving like inductors and
Their
inductors like condensers (see Fig. 4).
suppression value at Band Ill frequencies is
negligible.
Coils wound on dust cores will suppress over
the radio bands, TV Band I and partially TV
Band III, but special coils are made for Band III.
The self -inductance of capacitors is reduced by
making the internal leads as short as possible. In

Fig.

8.

-Motor suppressed for TV

(Band

III).

bands and one for TV Band I (such as shown in
The medium and long wave -bands
Fig. 6).
suppression filter is incorporated in the mains
plug (see Fig. 7). The cable must not exceed
6ft. in length.
Any filter for Band III must be fitted inside the
apparatus as an external filter would radiate
interference. Inductors must be joined in series
with the brush leads and as close as possible to
the brush terminals.
Owing to the high frequencies involved, TV
suppression components are much smaller in size
than radio components.
A universal motor fully suppressed for Band III
is shown in Fig. 8. If there is room inside the
apparatus, radio suppression components can be
added. If not, the mains plug with suppression
condensers fitted inside (see Fig. 7), can be used.

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
PRACTICAL WIRELESS ...

1,6

Every Monch.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

1/3

PRACTICAL MOTORIST...

1/6

Every Month.

Every Month.

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER
Every Month.
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RADIO SHOW 1960
A review of some
of the products
shown at Earls Court
this year
AERIALITE LTD.

STAND NO.

13

The new Aeraxial trunk cable
for television relay was displayed
this year together with a new non radiating type of television cable.
The range of Aerialite coaxial
cables was also exhibited. Various
displays of television aerials
featured a wide range of separate
aerials available for BBC and ITV
reception and a range of single and
twin band pre-assembled- aerials were shown.
Among the new aerials was a twin band indoor
aerial suitable for all channels.
BELLING et LEE LTD.
STAND NO. 63
One of the features on the " Belling -Lee " stand
was a range of " set-top " aerials. The " Vedette "
is a new set-top aerial supplied complete with

A

view of the stands at last year's Show.

cable and coaxial plug and retails at 23s. The
" Metropolitan " which was shown at last year's
show was again exhibited together with the
" Golden V ". Other aerials on show included a
range of telescopic aerials which plug directly
into the back of the set with a simple means of
fixing, and a complete range of outdoor and attic
aerials including the new 9D extended nine -element
array.
DYNATRON RADIO LTD.
STAND S2
Seven television receivers were displayed on this
stand including a new 17in. console model, the
" Kensington ". This receiver has a combined 17in.
television and VHF radio receiver retailing at 97
guineas. The " Dorchester " is a new 21 in. table
model with a 110deg tube.
The slim -style
cabinet has bow doors and is finished in medium
walnut veneer. This receiver retails at 92 guineas.
A transportable television, the Envoy, with 110deg
tube was exhibited on this stand. Housed in a
cabinet in pigskin Vynide this receiver has side -byside station positions on the turret tuner and two
elliptical speakers. The retail price is 68 guineas.
The Autoview 21 in. console model has an aluminised 110deg tube and motorised press- button
control of TV and BBC VHF radio broadcasts.
An armchair remote control unit has provision for

station changeover and volume control. This is
available in three models, " Queen Ann " TV 50,
170 guineas, "Chippendale" TV 50CH, 185
guineas and " Contemporary " TV 51 which retails
at 149 guineas.
E.K. COLE LTD.

The Dynatron " Kensington "
receiver.

STAND 58

The Ekco stand showed several Ekcovision
models ranging in price from 59 guineas to 99
guineas. A 17in. portable receiver, Model TP373,
incorporates VHF radio and is housed in an
attractive plastic cabinet. The operating controls
are positioned on top of the cabinet and a carrying handle drops flush with the top when not in
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Another portable receiver exhibited was
Model TP347. This retails at 59 guineas and is a
super -slim receiver with an overall depth of only
I2in. The operating controls are positioned on
top of the receiver and a carrying handle is provided. The lightweight case is moulded in a plastic.
Model TC313 is a 21 in. console receiver which is
housed in a bow fronted walnut -veneered cabinet.
The price is 99 guineas..
use.

E.M.I. SALES AND SERVICE LTD.
STAND 24
At this year's show E.M.I. Sales and Service Ltd.
had a stand separate from that of its parent
company E.M.1. Ltd. The two -inch wide videotape as used by the BBC and ITV companies was
shown together with a range of Enitape magnetic
recording tape. A complete range of Marconi
valves was also exhibited on this stand.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION AUTHORITY
STAND 71
This year at the Radio Show, 1TA featured its
national network in a special pavilion on the
ground floor. This pavilion formed part of a display provided jointly by Associated Television,
Southern Television. Independent Television News
and the Authority. Inside the pavilion was a large
map of the United Kingdom in relief form; visitors
were able to stand around it on raised platforms
and listen to the story of the Independent Television network. Transmitting stations. studio
centres and network links were indicated by
coloured models and the lighting sequence was
controlled automatically by specially constructed
relays. In the " Garden " Studio many Independent Television stars made personal appearances on
the circular celebrity dais. Live closed -circuit
programmes were transmitted from the stage.
STAND NO. 25
LABGEAR LTD.
A comprehensive range of television and VHF/

FM aerials was shown on this stand including the
" Satellite " telescopic " V " aerial. The aerial
accessories included diplexers and triplexers, outlet boxes and pre -amplifiers. One of the new
distribution amplifiers is Model E.5054 which is

The Ekcovision 17in. portable receiver, model
TP 347.
a two stage dual -band amplifier with an A.C.
mains consumption of approximately 20W.

STAND NO. 64

SOBELL LTD.

Four new models were exhibited on this stand
each including VHF radio and automatic contrast
control operated by photo -electric cell. The sound
quality was improved by the use of two elliptical
loudspeakers, one on either side of the tube,
facing forward, to direct the sound towards
the listener. All four models were provided with
a simple connection for use with a remote control
unit which, attached to 15ft of cable, enables the
viewer to adjust volume and brightness, and switch
on or off from his easy chair. This attachment
would also be a boon for the elderly and
infirm, bed -ridden patients or
anyone incapacitated. (The price
of this unit is 21 guineas.)
STANDARD TELEPHONES AND
STAND 14
CABLES LTD.

To demonstrate the surge
handling capacity of the new
STC silicon rectifier for television
receivers, a series pair of diodes
was subjected to a surge of 35A
every 5sec through the duration

of the Radio Show. These diodes
have a rated maximum current
of 500mA and are particularly

suitable for modern compact
television receivers. In the semiconductor field, in addition to the
television rectifier Type FST 1/4
mentioned above, there were
many other silicon and selenium

The Labgear model
E5054 two -stage distribution
amplifier.

rectifiers.
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TELEGRAPH CONDENSER COMPANY LTD.
STAND 42

The emphasis of the T.C.C. stand this year was
on the firm's recent progress in the fields of condensers, printed circuits and ceramics. Wider
ranges of sub -miniature electrolytics were shown
together with Tantalum anode electrolytics for use
in equipment meeting with extremes of temperature conditions and in apparatus which is subject
to remote control or must operate satisfactorily
for long periods without the need for servicing.
A comprehensive range of condensers, chokes and
filter networks was exhibited, catering for the new
requirements in suppression for radio and TV frequencies. Among printed circuits shown were
several for combining two aerials into a common
downlead (diplexers).
WOLSEY ELECTRONICS LTD.

STAND 43

On this stand Wolsey displayed aerials for all
bands, covering both single arrays and combined
models. A new range of combined aerials was
shown for the first time known as Collector Combines. These are tuned to both Bands I and Band
III and have phasing bars to enable correct matching to be maintained on both Bands. Many new
additions were made to the range of aerial accessories. A display of relay and multi- outlet vision
network systems was in operation during the show.
This consisted of four channels of vision and four
channels of sound.

TWO -BAND PRE-AMP
(Described in the June and July /960 issues)

AN ALTERNATIVE INPUT CIRCUIT
making further experiments with the
" Two -band Pre -amp ", the author finds that

ON

the circuit modifications given in the diagram below (Fig. 1), may give improved results
in some areas. When switching from Band I to
Band III, the Band III coil is now connected in
parallel with the Band I coil, but the aerial coupling

SKI, Band 1/1121

Aerial Input

Fig.

1.

-The alternative input circuit.

One of Wolsey's

" Collector

Combines ",

coil. LI, remains in circuit, thus providing coupling
for both Bands I and III. This arrangement permits
optimum matching to be obtained more easily on
Band III. No modifications are needed to the
remainder of the circuit.

5,000,000A ARC
ACAPACITOR bank of 390,000µF -2,000
capacitors of almost 200µF 6,000VW each
-is being built for a Boeing Aircraft wind
tunnel in Seattle, USA. The capacitors contain
200 acres of aluminium foil and will fill a room
35ft x 35ft x 25ft. In this huge bank will be stored
7,000.000 joules of electricity. It can be discharged
in a few milli- seconds, creating the highest- current
arc ever known, 5,000,000A.
Because there is no device capable of switching
and carrying such a current, a piece of steel piano
wire will be vaporized near the arc electrodes,
releasing metal ions. These ions will close the
circuit between the electrodes, allowing the capacitors to discharge. The speed of discharge must
be very high. Since all inductances in the current
path slow up the speed of discharge, special engineering is being employed to keep the inductive
reactance very low and to carry the huge current.
The enormous energy released by the arc heats
the air in the arc chamber to 18,000deg F, creating
air pressure near 30,000lb /sq. in. This pressure
ruptures a plastic diaphragm which permits a high energy shock wave to rush through the test section
of the wind tunnel. This shock wave is followed
by a hypersonic flow of air past the model to be
tested. Before each shot. the wind tunnel is
pumped out to a high vacuum to increase further
the pressure differential that creates the air flow.
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DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY
New low prices. New top quality guns.
ALL GUARANTEED

TUBES

8 MONTHS

Carriage and Insurance 12/8
REVACUUMED
MWS2-7,
MW22 -14, MW22 -14C,

CRM92,

C12B, CRM121, CRM121A,
CRM121B, CRM122,
CRM123, MW81-14C.
.
M W81-18, MW31-18. MW81-74, ato. ..

7201A

141K,

NEW
TYPES

£1 -10

£3

£2

£4

£4 -10

£2 -10

£4 -10

£5 -15

is.a

£5 -5

£6 -15

g4

£6 -10

£6 -15

MW31/74

121K,

IBKPA,

CRM148,

C14FM,

CRM141,

..

..

12"
14"
17"

MW38/54

CRM148,

MWS-24. MW36-44. eta.

13 CHANNEL TV's
TABLE MODELS. FAMOUS MAKER. Complete with all
valves and tubes. These sets are unequalled in value duc
to huge purchase direct from source. They are untested and
are not gua.auteed to be In working order.
AMAZINGLY POPULAR -IDEAL SECOND SETS

12 MONTHS

12 MONTHS
REGUNNED

17A9P4, 171K, AW38-21, 017FM, CRM171,
7401A,
MW43-64,
MW43-89,
CRM172,
CRM161,
C14BM.
C17BM,
AW48-80.
CR61178,
CRM162A, CRM162B, CRM153,
MW48-80, MW41-1, eue.
..
..
AWES-80, CRM212, MW68-E0, MW63-80

A W 43/80

MW48184

£7.19

RECORD PLAYERS

2.8.R. T119. Turntable together with
lightweight etaar Galaxy dual sapphire crystal
turnover- pickup head.
8/ruly amazing value at
Latest

Cr'

£3.10.

100 CONDENSERS 10/-

Assortment of miniatures silver mica and ceramic
,.ndensers. 320.000 plr.
List value over 45.

100 RESISTORS

et

°set

7/6

PM SPEAKERS irrfm=cet¢uarantecd:
"in. 13/7X4' 11/.
8

ái10.

-

standard and low lose, 25 yds., 18/8
50 yds., 82 /8. 100 yds., 4ß /t
Co -ax. Plugs 1 /8. Wall outlet hexes ßI8.

CO -AX

arr.
Warr.

£6.19

STEREO OUTFITS

Consisting of Stereo B.S.R. CAR, together with
tw separate 3 watt trains amplifiers, 3 valves
(1OF2, 10P14, UÚ9) with Bin. Speakers In two
tone cases with controls. Also screened leads.
NOTHING ELSE TO BUY!
1
,

3

£11 e10
WATT AMPLIFIERS

As above, Ideal for P.A.

Guitars Grams.

etc. Ex. quality.

49/-

TV PROJECTION UNITS
SOILED

EY51,

GUARANTEED

PL81

3

(PN)

PITHS.

Aváiólp

41.1.

1

(Or 88 per dozen care. free.)

4/6

J

channel as above
35/14in. TV's a(carr.
41-1.
volt 31 amps., 2/6.
12
RECTIFIERS 2150
v. 80 ma., 5./ -;

RMI, 8 ;8; R612, 8, -; 2M3, 5 /-; 11514, 16/8; 2615.
14A86, 17, -; 14A97, 23/ -; 14A100, 251 -;
113RÚ1 -1 -166, 7/9; 18RA1.1.16 -1, 7 /5; 1611152.2,
6-1 14/ -; 142A1,2-8-2, 17 / -; 14RA1.2 -8 -3, 20/-

21, -;

TURRET TUNERS

IF. Standard Famous Make with coils
Complete with PCFO0
Bated. 87.
and PCl'84 valve,, boxed Warr. 3/-1.
Ditto complete except for 1 oscillator coil, 29/ -.
Ditto 16 Mn. IF. complete all coils,
EXTERNAL 'INTERNAL I.T.V. CONVERTERO
WITH POWER PACK. Very compact. PCIL54/
PCP60. No alterations to set. Separate easymount control box. Listed at 2,7.7.0.
Q
Our Price, care. 218.
99 10 0
EAR. MONARDEOR TAPE DECKS
213 15 0
COLLARD TRANSCRIPTION DECKS
38 Mo.

Complete Standard Philips optical units with
Mallard MW6 -d projection tube
£3.10.
(untested) at a fraction of cost
VALVES

(P1ß/P)

models Inline trans.,
cabinet. Top makes requiring only valves and
tube to complete your choice It available

STEREO AUTOCHANGERS

B.B.R. UAS Monarch with famous
Xtal Stereo Cartridge. Unrepeatable.

(Pi2/d )

channel table
12in. TV's 5cluding
speaker.

SMASH HITS

ALL DRY PORTABLES

£3.19.
£6.19.
£9.19.

CHANNEL TV'S 45/- (Fills')
14" 5 CHANNEL TV'S 85/- (pjRfi')

PLEASE NOTE: Many other types not listed available. S.A.E. enquiries.

Stella Lightweight Shoulderetrep model, super
finish, economy valves, listed at 413.2.5, medium
and long waves, absolutely complete
In manufacturers sealed cartona

-

12" 5

NEW 108K (10in.) TUBES SPECIAL OFFER: 29/-

4-SPEED

23
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45/-

49 /-

VALVES BY RETURN OF POST
OFFER
10% DISCOUNT SPECIAL
TO PURCHASERS
of

asp SIX VALVES marked in black type (15%

is damns). Post:

NEW LOW PRICES
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS

valve, 64., 2 -11, 11 -.
15/842
5/8 12E1
5/86X4
818637G
8/- 6J70T 7/9 6X60
5/8 12J66T 8/6 43
8/. 12K76T 616
71 -OKBGT 8 /66XIGT
1A7GT 11 /9.6AT6
10 /6128ß0T11/8 60LOGT
ICOGT 9/9 6AU6
7/98K7
ó /97A7
1

OZ4

1A6tT

6 /6114H6
6/ -,8AQ5

Ip5

918 fi67

1156

11150T
1L4

1LD5
1LN5

1N5GT

163
184

tel
1T4
21721
3AS

3A5
3Q4

9/8ßH70
8/8 7135
8 /66K70T 6/-786
5/8 7137
61- 8886

9'98ß86

9/9 6BÁ8

81- SNOUT 101 - 7C8
7/8 708
8 /818ßG00 18@ 8E22
12/8 7E7
4 /80ßH0
8/.61,1
9/9 7147
6/. 61,6
9/9 8BJ6
81816ßE8

9/8 61,60

6 /-OBR7
8 /6'6ßW8

7 /98L7

8/8 ri L70
518ßL16
8/6 äL19

9/86BW7

4/.08X8

4/6 804
6/0 OUS
9/0 608
7/8 8C9

5/86L03

4/9 6LDI.2

6Lß20
3Q56T 8/980156018/06157
394
3V4

3514G

5Ú4u
5V4á

918

9/8 SP1
96. 131.25

8/- 80146
71. BD

L

9/66E9
66 ODA

7/8 7K7

91.787

7/6787
9/- 7V7
18/6 724
816724

7/6 BDS
8/8 1001

6/81002
146 10014
9/

-tOPi

7/6 'DANN 7/9 ECC35
7/8 ÚF33
9/9 51X181
4/- RCCOS
9/8 DF91
918 DF96
7/9 ECCOS
53K
10'8
DH88
6/9 ECU84
12Q70T
6/6
12/8
8/9
DH70
6/8 ECC85
6/- 64KU
ßl812807
7/- ELF80
7/8 12827
518 61827 11,- DH77
8/- ÚK'3'2 11/9 ECF9'2
5/876
7 /81ß0K7
8/6 ;155191
8/ ßCH21
713 12ßN7018/8 77
7 /6'UNOS
916 12Y4
9/878
8/8 ECHSS
7/9 ECH4'2
14/9 80
6/6', UK9d
716 1487
819 ECH81
71 -83
0/8 ¡1)1,33
8 - 19AQ5
4/8 15L36
9/9 ECM
10/8191306015/- BOAV
9/8 ECL82
9/811727 10/8.91.82
9/820111
/,151,91
8i9 NCL88
-OF2
18
818185ßT
7/9 "e
D1,82
8/- EF22
2817/- 20L1
13 /8 723A
5/- DL94
7/. EFS6
7/820P1
11/8 507A
3/9 í)L96
7/9 14239
12 /8 807E
3/6 SOPS
95. E1e40
17/- 808
16 /- EA50
111- 30P4
8
/9IEAB0807
/6 E941
SOPS
18/
13 /8
-953

9/- 252.80

8/925Lß0

10/3 23L6OT
12/8 10!9
6/9 10L14
12/86Q70
8/ -25Y5á
4/911Q7GT 9/8 10103 ß /826240
71810Lß1.2 8192621
5/9 6870
6/910PI3 9/8:1526
61ß66A7
9/6 276U
7/- 6807
4/9 10P14
4/810 P18
8/88ßH7
8/ -3001
8186826
6/830!5
61 12Ai
0:6118K7
5/3 12AH7 8/9 30FL1
91663L70T 8/- 12AH8 9/9 30L1
719 301'4
8 /911SN7GT 4'9 f2Á7'6
8.3 I!:1T7
6/9 ß0P12
69 03Q7
8/8 3IP16
5 - /'' :11 /7
2/- 8857
4/8 6U4GT 10 6 /'.1X7 7/- 301'11
819 6P25

81- 936

8/92060
9/. 5783
9/ -9001
7/39003

21912,ÁC91

3/8 EAF42

101- EBS4
41- EB41

419

EMS

FREE TRANSIT INSURANCE. All valves are new
or of fully guaranteed exGovernment or ex-equipment origin. Satisfaction or Money Back Guarantee on goods If returned unused within 14 days.
6/91 RL84
16/. ISU2150A 4!8 L'CH81 8/8
7/ -,N7ß
18/- T41
7 8 CC L81 1118
4 /9'NIDS
5/9 EL91
5/6''EM34
8/8 N132 1018 11130C 12 6 l'CL83 18/8
8 -1 'Foi.
8/8
4/61!14
71 -.25150
9/8 P41
8/9
8/8
9/9
9/9

141-

9/9
8/8
8/8
7/8
10/14/8

9/3
9/9
EM85 10/8
EY31
16/EYOI
SMALL 8/9
EYS6
8/6/.
EZ35
EZ40
8/9
Ey,4l
7/3
818
EZeO
25181
E1184

12/- EZSL

8/3101'íO

41806Z32
15/8 .13X34

2; 3 1' 18
P61
PABC8011 -022
PCC84 7 8 1:24
Pt:l'.85 9 3 I"25
Pl:(:S8 10 - 1:20
PCC80 13 9 I'Al

ß'91'P80
13- ßF'85
136 1"F86
11- IPSO

PCF'60

13

PI'l',2

1'l'1.4"
Pc Ls
PCL84

71- PEN26

7/- PEN45

8/9.PEN46

12/8 IPL33

8/80Z37 10/8 l'L3O
7/8HABC809/8 PL38

9/8 EF60-BR 91- HL4IDD9/8 PL81
1/8 EF60-USA
HVR2 7/8 PL82
8/9 PL/14
7/.'
218 KT32
8/9 EP64
3/8 KT83C 6/5 P5t94

7;8 I!;43

'

8
11

0 1133

3

UF42

8 9 1'5180

6-

DUI/

5 -

0VU1478

L'78

5

1!

191

14/0
9/9
7/6
11/-

0282

11301

US09
U329
10/8 U339
18/- U403
8/3 U404
10/8 U801

-

6

918
719

1'50
U68
C78

73

8:9 UL48
26.6 1. L84

1743

- .11281

81216

U37

9!-

9'-

14 8

Úl,44

-

U

53

8

UL41

8

9 9
4 6
7 3

11

8 6

S

B

5'6 I: YIN
9 6

U

V21

918

12/6
9/6
16/6
11 /11/8

818
9!6 ÚY41
8/9
15 - ÚY86
14 - V11150/30
12 8
12 8 W81M

W7ß
11
9 6 W77
6 6 10,01

6/6

111-

5/8
4/2
9/- EPSO
5/9
51- EF85
X6151 12/8
8/61PY:32
8/8
8/6 EF89
5Y3GT 6/8 OF651
918
7/-,UABCß u19ß
9/- P 28
7/9 EF89
7/6866
4/9
5Z4á
B188!1ß
5.05
9
11iPYßl
8/BIIAY'-l'2
CBL31
8/8
8/8
21/EF91
7/6Z4UT 11/ -8913
ß - X61f
11!8/9II841
12/8 P182
9/8 CCH35 718 2,10Fß9 8/6 EF98
10/- 6F14
0A7
913
14,. PY83
5/- l'Rt'.41 8 3 X7891
7/9 CL83
18/. EBL21 14/- EF95
9/68!16
6A80
10 - 5178
1410
7/9KTW61 6/8'PZS0 lBl- I, Ill
12/8 CY31
9/9 EBL3l 21 /- EK32
6A8GT 18/8 6F10
1816
4/8'K1'W63 4/9 RIO
12/8 UBF+9 8 6 X79
5/9 EL32
1/8 ECU
81- 1503
BABO
8/3 6F33
1'63
19
6
8/8
UBL'21
.90
Er
6/8
R19
12/8
/g
ELIO
9/KTZ88
7/2
D77
5/8
8/9
OACI
8146
6 18
11/6'1,83
9/- UCC84 14 0 Z63
4/6 EL35
8/9 BU8
6/6 ECM
10 /6 D182
SAGS
1)3 ßJ6
9/6
8/9 UCC65 6 - Z6ß
e3 ;011Aß 5/. 35L60T 9/ -DÁ60 12/8 EC031 9/6 21,37 11/6 LN152 7/6 8P6
13ÁG7
81 -8750
2/961150
8.6
319
2/8 iUCF80 16.- Z77
7/8 BP41
4/- EL88 12,8
66' i;l /6 8/9:3óW4 18/9ßA90 2/11 ECC3.1
(SAKS
6/913JlGT 8/90Vß0
6/8
8/8 U0221 14.6 Z152
818IMU14
6/- BP81
'4/. 6VOGT 0;6 I2113í7 10 /6 33Z4GT ,5 /6 DAC32 919 $CÚ33 4/9 $L41
6AL5
8/9 0J8
25
7:9'Z719
5!8,
N37
181OCH42
EIA'2
11/-151
9/6
DAF91
ECC84
9/6X2
_'1'15
35Z30T
8/8
6/8
7 9
8 9
816
6ÁM6
4/8 0J7
FREE
IN
DOZENS.
ITEMS
&
C.O.D.
POST
ALL
LESS 5%
No
Post: 2 lbs. I/O 4 lbs. 2'-, 7 lbs 2/8, 15 lbs. 3/6 etc
(Callers always welcome). LIST OF 1000 SNIPS 6d.
OsOX 21 (W)
P.O. BOX
3X454

5Y3á

9/6 OD8
11 /- 6P1

8/ -6F8á

8/- ATP4
9/- AZ81
18 /- 538

4/- Eß91
2/9

91-

BRCS
EB088
EBC41
EBC81
EBF80

8/3IKT88
7/- ET44
10/3'51T45
8/- K'rf,l
3/8 KT133
4,/9,KT66
6/91KT81

9/- PX25
9/6 PY31

i

.

TECHNICAL TRADING C

350.352 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH.

M

w
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NAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey
ALL %ALVES LISTED ARE NEW STOCK
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage 3d. per valve.
MITCHAM 6201
AZ31 106 EF92
5/- PCFB2
ÚY85 7/6 6K8G 7!6
065
EL42 108
11/8 VP4B 17/6 6K8GT
7 6
EL84
PCL82
W81M 5/9
DAF96 6 EL90 88
11/8 W142 9/- 6L1 156
DF91
5r EM80 10- PCL83
W719
6L6G 7 6
7 6
DH719 7/6
EM81 1012/- W727 7 6 6L18 12 6
DK91
PENA4
9/- EY81
X78
6L19 21'21
EABC80
EY84 106
17 6 X79
21- 6N7G /GT
7/6 EY86 9'6 PEN4VÁ
6
EAF4210'- EY91 96SL7GT
17/
Z77
15 8
EB91
PL36
5-

RST

7 STAR REBUILT
TV TUBES
Completely rebuilt to
specification.

*
*

*
t
*
*
*

manufacturers'

New manufacturers' Gun assembly.
New double coated Screen.
New aluminised interior coating to ensure a
brighter picture.
New exterior graphite coating.
New base and double insulation against
shorts.
18 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Fitting instructions with each tube.

EBF80 9 6
EBF89 9 EC91
9 6
ECC33 8 ECC81 8 ECC83
F.CC84

ECF80
ECF82

12/6

12/6
ECH4210/ECH35 9/-

ECH81 9'ECL80

ECL82

9
/6

EF37A18/6
EF40 15/EF41 93
EF42 10/6
F,F50(A)

ELECTRONIC MACHINE CO. LTD.
D

9/6
9/8

ECC85 9/8

enquiries welcomed.

B E

211

9$

EBC41

All sizes 1£5.0.0 Plus 7/6d. carriage and
insurance.
Cash with order.
Trade

T U

I

V

I

S

I

O N

EF90

7/8

EF&5

MAYDAY ROAD, THORNTC'I HEATH, SURREY

7/-

11-

EF86

EF89 10/rF91 5/-

is a highly informative 156-page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and

-

shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

" NO PASS - NO FEE"

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book: If you are
earning less than Lao a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE.

IS YOUR

PET SUBJECT
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng.,
Automobile Eng.,

Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building. Plastics,
Draughtsmanship.
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M.I. Mech. E.
A. M.I.C.E.

KT66 17 6
LZ319 12 6
MKT4(5)
(or 7) 17; 8
ML4 15 -

158

14/9
8/10/6

818

/8

8'-

8/6
21!19 6

17'6

17 8
8/7/9/UABC80

U142
U147
U153

UAF42 9/6

UBC41 9.13

MSP4 17'6
MU14 9'-

UBF80 9/8
UCH42
9/
UCH81
9/
UCL83

PCF80

ÚF41
UF89
UL41
UL84

MX40 17'8
N142 9'8
N153 11!8
PCC84 9,6

A.M.I.M.I.

L.1.0.8.

23/8

Z719
1R5
5Ú4G
5V4G

9/-

9-

7!9/6
5X5GT 5/8
SY3GT 8/6
5Z4G 10/6A8GT

6AL5
6AM6
6ÁN5
6AQ5
6BA6

6BE6

6BJ6

6BR7

6BW6
6BW7
6BX6

602

6F1
6F12
6F13

6J5G

9- 6J7GT

81-

7 6

6K7

6K7G

10'6 -

5.6
7,6
8
7
7
7

3
6
6
6

15-

8/6

6

6SN7GT

6

6V6G
6X5GT
7S7
7Y4

6
6

1

6
6

1óíC11
12AH8

12AT6
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12BA6
12BE6
12BH7

1
1

6
6
1

12J7G! GT
6

6 6

12K7GT9

5 -

12K8GT8
12 6

15 6

5-

17 6
4 6
9 6
4 6

4-

6

12Q7

12Q7GT

8 6

35Z4GT8
50L6GT

6

76

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
INCLUDING
TOOLS!

tic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.Y., Electronics, Etc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
9.1,0.8. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio A Television Servicing

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

The specialist Electronics Division of

B.I.E.T.(incorporating EM.!. Institutes)
NOW offers you a
real laboratory training at home with
practical equipment.
Ask for details.

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST ',COUPON .'NOW
Please send me your

®

A. F. R.Ae. S.

f

FREE 156 -page

'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES'

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

B.Sc.

A.M.8rit. I. R.E.
City A Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education

NAME

Etc., etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

OF

Basic Practical and Theore-

A.M. I. Prod. E.

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING

KT33C

10/-

PRARTICAL
EQUIPMENT

?

Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,

We definitely Guarantee

FC2
FC4 176
FC13 17 6
FC13C 21 GZ32 11 6
H30
5-6
H63
9:6
HBC90 9'6
HL92 8'6
HL133D

PL81
PL82
PL83
PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83
R10
R19
TDD4
TP22

types a speciality.

FREElOAd, /
WHICH

EZ81

78
76
76
21-

B T/0USf/YO/NfERS

'

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

EZ8O

78

I

-!-THE LATEST EDITION

Have you sent for your copy?

EZ35
EZ40
EZ41

9, 6
6K7GT
9
10/8 UY41 7,6
10/6 813
50SEND FOR LISTS.
Quotations given for any types not listed. Obsolete and old

THORNTON HEP;H 3601

JACW ETU

October, 1960
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M
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Video Troubles Explained
VIDEO AMPLIFIER CIRCUITRY AND SERVICING

By J. F.

Kimber

the sync pulses as well as the picture signal. Sync
pulses need to be square -shaped for accurate
synchronising, but they can only be kept square
when the video circuits have a fast rise -time. If
something happens to decrease the rise -time, the
sides of the pulses tend to curve off into a noticeable slope and this as would be expected, can
seriously affect the locking of both line'and frame
and cause irregular triggering of the timebase
generators.
In Fig. 1 is shown one line of a television signal
between two line sync pulses. The full line of the
Changes
waveform represents the theoretical ideal, while
the dotted line sections show how the sharp leadIf the vision signal suddenly falls from, say,
ing edges and corners of the various pulses are
peak white to grey then the video amplifier has,
destroyed when the rise-time of the video circuits
theoretically, to respond to the resulting change in
is impaired. It is obviously impossible to obtain,
voltage almost instantaneously. If the vision signal
or reproduce, a perfectly square wave, since there
falls to grey for lys, and then reverts to peak
must be a time delay from zero to the pulse buildwhite again, a good quality visual reproduction
ing up to maximum, or from maximum to the
can only be achieved if the video amplifier is able
pulse collapsing to zero. Thus, a television waveto keep up with this swift change in signal.
form will never appear as the theoretical ideal. The
The measure of the speed at which the video
problem is inherent at the transmitter as well as at
amplifier can respond is known as the "rise-time"
the receiver, and in order to help resolve this, at
of the circuit. An amplifier with a short rise -time
both ends of the chain, small time intervals at
can respond very quickly and thus follow the
black level are arranged to occur
for 1.5µs just before the line sync
Peak White
pulses and for approximately 6/is
directly after the pulses. These
intervals are known as the front
and back porches, as indicated
ó.
in Fig. 1.
Picture Modulation
'
They allow the video amplifier
response time to catch up with
the signal, if necessary. In Fig. 1
B/eck Level
the picture modulation pre Front
ceding the first line sync pulse is
parch
peak white, which means that
Zero Level
the video circuits are expected
Fig. 1. -One line of a television signal between two line sync
to respond to a sudden change
Pulses. The dotted line shows the distortion of the theoretically
from peak white, via black
in
rise
-time
the
ideal wave -shape which results from too great a
level to zero. However, as this;
amplifier.
overall change is buffered by the
front porch the signal can be delayed by almost
the
sharp rises and falls of the vision signal. If
1.5µs and yet still produce the leading edge of the
amplifier is " sluggish " in operation. then it would
line sync pulse before the start of the next line
have a long rise -time and the finer detail of a
scan. It is the leading edge of the pulses, of
picture would be completely lost as the fast pulses
course, which initiates the line scan in the receiver.
which make up fine detail would occur completely
If the video rise -time is such that the picture modunnoticed by the amplifier. Only the less detailed
ulation is unable to change from peak white to
component parts of a picture would then be re- black in less than 1.5µs then line pulling will be in
produced, on the picture tube screen, as these comevidence.
prise wider, slower -going pulses. to which the
Line Pulling
video circuits would be able to respond. If the
rise -time is very long, of course, even the less
Clearly, the signal of a line scan ending with
detailed parts of the picture would be lost.
white picture content will take a longer time to
fall to black level, towards the line sync pulse.
Effect on Sync
than the signal of a line scan ending with grey or
black picture content. When the video rise -time
Faults often occur in the video circuits which
exceeds the front porch interval of 1.5µs, the extra
decrease the rise -time. Such faults cause not only
time it takes for the signal to fall from white to
poor definition, but also unstable synchronising,
black will delay the leading edge of the sync pulse
pulling on whites, and line pulling etc. The reason
and thus delay the start of the next line. As the
for this is that the video circuits have to deal with

ONE of the least understood sections of a
television receiver is the video amplifier
stage. This is the section of the vision
channel of which the counterpart is the output
stage of the sound channel. Unlike the sound output stage, however, which is called upon to supply
power to the loudspeaker, the requirement of the
video amplifier is to supply a voltage the magnitude of which varies in direct sympathy with the
waveform of the vision signal without causing
either undue delay or distortion.
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delay will be less when the line scan ends with
grey or black, the overall effect is that where the
right -hand edge of the picture is lighter than the
other parts of the right -hand edge, slices, of the
picture ending in white, or near white, will be displaced horizontally to the left of the screen. The
displacement occurs in a random manner on a
moving picture as governed by its instantaneous
make -up, but on a still picture, such as Test Card
"C," the symptom is obvious. On the Test Card,
the lines 'following the white border blocks will he
clearly displaced to the left in relation to the
lines following the black boarder blocks. The
black and white border around the Test Card is, in
fact, designed to check this fault.
Video Bandwidth
Square waves and pulses which go to make up
a television waveform are composed not only of
the fundamental frequency of the signal, but also
of many harmonics which extend well above the
basic frequency. Indeed, a square wave can be
resolved purely into sine waves of many related
frequencies. It would follow, therefore, that the
bandwidth of the video circuits must be wide
enough to pass these component frequencies without undue attenuation. A television signal, looked
at in this way, extends from D.C. to a little in
excess of 3Mc /s. Thus, provided the circuits have
like bandwidth, the rise -time will be sufficient to
pass a component of the vision signal which
corresponds to the highest frequency the television system as
a whole is able to handle.
Broadly speaking, the rise -time
of the video amplifier is a function of its bandwidth. This is
also true of hi -fi amplifiers, and
this is one of the reasons why
such amplifiers have a frequency
response - which extends well
beyond the highest audio frequency. Certain sounds are made
up of rapidly occurring square
waves or transients, and in order
that these may be preserved with
sharp leading edges throughout
the system, a fast rise -time in the
amplifier is essential.
Video Stage

" white -going " picture signal, so more current
flows in the load resistor R4. This causes a fall
in voltage at V2 anode, which is reflected as a
negative -going signal at the tube cathode. In other
words, a phase reversal occurs in the video amplifier. The signal at V2 anode is also fed to the sync
separator valve, which extracts only the sync
pulses from the signal. The sync pulses are then
passed to the line and frame timebase generators
via suitable filters.

Loading
The high -frequency response of the video amplifier is secured (a) by the use of a high slope valve
and (b) by the use of relatively low value resistors
for the detector load and video anode load, these
are resistors R I and R4, respectively, in Fig. 2.
Low value resistors tend to limit the gain of the
stage. but this is counteracted in some measure
by the high slope of the valve itself. In effect, the
use of low value resistors outweighs the input and

output capacitances of the video amplifier valve,
and thus avoids undue attenuation of the highfrequency components of the vision signal whilst
decreasing the rise -time of the circuits.
For reasons of gain, the load resistors cannot
be reduced to very low values, so it necessary to
adopt a compromise by using " medium " value
resistors coupled with some other method of
maintaining a good high- frequency response. One
method of enhancing the response is by the in-

HTt
To

Sync.

Separator

J
PS

/840

l

.T

C4

T/

In Fig. 2 is shown a typical
vision detector and video amplifier circuit. TI is the final vision
Chassis
I.F. transformer which feeds
signals to the vision detector
diode, VI. The demodulated
signals are coupled to the control
grid of the video amplifier, V2.
Fig. 2.-Typical
via choke LI. The amplified
the direct
signals are developed across
the video load resistor. R4. and
fed to the cathode of the picture tube through the
filter network L2, C4. R5 and R6.
The picture tube cathode requires a negative going picture signal. which of course is provided
by the positive -going signal applied to the
control grid from the vision detector.
For
example, as the control grid of V2 is
made more positive, as would occur with a

October, 1960

C3

4000pF

R6

SoKn

F

5

CPT
Cathode

To

C2

TOO
/iF
vision detector and video amplifier stages. Note
coupling from the detector to the amplifier.

elusion of peaking coils in the grid and anode
circuits of the video amplifier valve. Such coils
are shown In Fig 2 (LI and L2). These usually
consist of a single layer of closely wound turns of
wire on an air -cored former of small dimensions.
An insulated resistor often forms the former. and
the resistor then acts a damping across the winding
as, for example, RS across L2. The coils are designed
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to resonate towards 2Mc /s to 3Mc /s in conjunction
with their self- capacitances. This provides a boost
in gain of the amplifier at the high frequency end
of the video spectrum. since at resonance the im-
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between the detector, via the video amplifier, to
the picture cathode (or grid) is a general requirement. The detector is coupled direct to the video
amplifier valve. However, in some cases the D.C.
is partially suppressed between the video amplifier
and picture tube, as in Fig. 2 by capacitor C4 in
parallel with R6. One of the reasons for this is to
alleviate the rapid fluttering effect caused by passing aircraft as the flutter is a function of rapid
variation of the D.C. content of the video signal.
Partial suppression of the D.C. component does
little to detract from the overall presentation of
the picture, and is invariably counteracted by other
artifices.

pedance of the circuits increases, which is almost
equivalent to an increase in value of the load
resistors themselves. In this way the high -frequency output of the video stage is increased
relative to the low-frequency output.
Peaking coils also tend to " ring " at their
resdnant frequency. To a small degree this is not
undesirable as it tends to sharpen -up any rounding off of the sides and corners of the sync and
video pulses which may have been introduced
owing to a short -coming in the
Direct Signa/
rise -time of the video circuits as
a whole. Excessive ringing, however, causes black- after -white
and white- after -black and " overshoot " effects on the picture. The
Signa/
ringing is thus controlled where
Reflecting
necessary by a damping resistor
Object
connected in parallel with the
coil. In the vision detector circuit
a coil may be connected to act as
Fig. 3.- Reflections of the transmitted signal may cause "ghosts"
a filter to the vision intermediate effect may be confused with "ringing" inter
frequency, and to prevent this on the picture. Thisintroduced
in the video amplifier.
tionally
signal from entering the video
amplifier stage.
Video Drive
Cathode Compenration
As most video amplifiers require a positive -going
picture signal, the stage must always be operating
Further compensation of the video output signal
on the part of the valve's curve which allows an
is sometimes provided in the video amplifier valve
the anode circuit without
cathode circuit. A preset capacitor may be con- increasing currentthein high
output end. A valve
limiting towards
nected across the cathode resistor, or two cathode
example, may well allow
resistors may be used, one bypassed by a large with low emission, for
an increase in video output signal up to a certain
value capacitor (C2 in Fig. 2) and the other bypoint (below full drive), but above that point cause
passed by a small value capacitor of more critical
severe limiting of the signal, with no increase in
value (C3 in Fig. 2). A large value capacitor avoids
output for increase in picture white level. When
negative voltage feedback from occurring from
this happens the picture appears very flat, rather
the lowest to the highest video frequency, while a
like having the vision interference limiter turned
small capacitor results in progressively increasing
full on. It should be noted, however, that a
feedback from the high to the low-frequency
similar symptom is caused by a low emission picend of the video spectrum. Thus, in the latter
ture tube, but before condemning the tube, it
case, the gain of the stage is greater at the highpays to check the video amplifier valve.
frequency end with respect to the low- frequency
A similar fault can occur owing to a change in
end and in this way high- frequency compensation
value of a component in the cathode circuit of
is accomplished. When pre -emphasis is provided
the valve. In most cases, however this trouble also
by a peaking coil and a pre -set capacitor is used in
promotes defective synchronising and impaired
the cathode circuit, the degree of " ring " or overshoot can be controlled by careful adjustment to definition for the reasons given earlier in this
article.
the pre -set capacitor. This is often called a
" quality control " and enables the video amplifier
Other Faults in the Video Stage
to be adjusted to give the very best results under
the prevailing signal and reception conditions.
An increase in value of the load resistor R4 will
In some receivers will be seen a metal rectifier
give excessive video gain at the expense of picture
in place of the cathode resistor in the video ampliquality. Instability may also result with the posfier valve cathode circuit (Ferguson 991T, for
sibility of poor synchronising. The same would
for
the
bias
example). This provides normal grid
apply to an increase in value of the detector load
like
a
circuit
to
the
looks
valve, but in addition
resistor R1. It is always well worth bearing in
of
video
the
range
throughout
resistance
constant
mind that defective synchronising may not have
frequencies. This could be realised otherwise only
its origin in the sync separator and associated
by the use of an ordinary resistor shunted by an
stages, but that the video amplifier circuits,
infinitely large value capacitor. Instead of a metal especially the cathode circuit, may be responsible.
rectifier, other sets use a Metrosil which gives
The effect of poor high- frequency response on
more or less the same results.
a picture can easily be demonstrated by connecting
an 0.1 /AF capacitor between the cathode of the
Direct Coupling
picture tube and the chassis of the receiver. It is a
The picture signal extends from D.C. to approxi- good idea to have this symptom in mind, as it
may save a lot of time later on.
mately 3Mc /s. This means that direct coupling
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The Practical Television

OLYMPIC

'

N introducing the "Olympic" television receiver
it may be said that here is a nearly beginner -proof
design which will appeal to the experienced and
novice constructor alike.
The aim has been to
offer a receiver of modern design, high performance
and straightforward construction.

In addition it had to be borne in mind that components specified must be available to the constructor, and at a reasonably low price. The success
with which all these matters have been attended
is left to the constructor to judge, but it is
confidently expected that he will feel every satisfaction with the results achieved.
General Survey of the Circuits
Power Supplies
For several reasons it was considered desirable
to arrange for A.C./D.C. operation. Although
live -chassis apparatus is not ideal, nearly everyone
is quits used to it nowadays, and provided proper
precautions are taken there need be no risk of
fire or injury. By taking advantage of the new
silicon power -rectifiers it has been found possible
to design for line voltages as low as 190 either
A.C. or D.C. without modification to the circuitry,
and also for the higher line voltages of up to 250.
This will be very convenient in a good many
localities.

Some of the features are conventional and
simple, while some are more advanced in nature

and less conventional. Neither construction nor
adjustment is highly critical though in these
respects of course, opinions may vary. It may be
claimed, however, that, although the absolute
beginner ought to try something simpler first, the
amateur who is familiar with normal wireless set
circuitry can tackle it with confidence. It is, perhaps, too much to expect that every possible
difficulty has been thought of in advance! Nevertheless, it is hoped that most have been foreseen,
and indeed the design has given very little trouble
during its development.
It was considered that a good modern design
should include the following features:
(a) High sensitivity,

-

(b)
(c)

Low noise,

Suitability for both service and fringe areas,
with little or no modification,
(d) Good linearity,
(e) Good resolution,
(f) Adaptability for use with cathode ray
tubes other than those specified,
(g) Excellent "interlace ".
(h) Effective automatic gain control,
(i) High quality sound output with simple
circuitry,
(j) High stability against temperature changes.

L / -L9 ANO La -L
SEE TEXT AND TABLCES1

The R.F. Tuner

The tuner is without doubt the most highly
specialised unit in any television receiver for
operation on both Band I and Band Ill. The
tuner for this receiver is for home construction,
and has been kept simple because very few constructors will have the necessary facilities for
PC 8.2Kr?
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Fig. 1.-The circuit diagram of the tuner unit. (The cathode of the input triode -Vlb-may be
decoupled by C67, as on the blueprint, if necessary. Condensers C10 and C5 are N750K.)
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Underchassis wiring of the tuner.

either constructing or setting -up a 13- channel unit.
The station coverage is for two or three channels
-one in Band I and one or two in Band Ill.

With the switch and wafers specified, there is a
spare position which may be used either for an
additional channel or. at a later date. for
Band IV or Band V operation. It is felt, however, that constructors who have the apparatus
needed will also have the skill to set up the much
more complicated circuits needed, and here only
two -or three -channel use will be described. Any
one who wants to use a 13- channel tuner can
incorporate it in the receiver provided it complies
with the following:
(a) Series operated heaters taking 0.3A at
16.2V,
(b) 1.F. output 34- 38Mc /s,
(c) I.F. output at 80n (or near).
(d) AGC line connected to the grid of the
cascode R -F. amplifier.
A separate sensitivity control will be no
disadvantage, although with the AGC system used
in this receiver it will probably be superfluous.

-

The Vision I.F. Amplifier
It would have been possible to reduce the
number of valves in both vision and sound I.F.
amplifiers by using the new frame grid valves.
However, this was decided against for this reason:
to obtain the requisite selectivity with the correct
bandwidth would have meant using multiple
tuned circuits between the stages and these would
have been difficult to reproduce in the home with
the necessary degree of precision. As an alternative, over -coupling and unequal damping of the
tuned circuits might have been arranged, but
without specialised equipment the setting -up

would have been difficult, probably beyond the
degree of precision possible to the average constructor. Band -pass inter -stage tuning has therefore been adopted with stagger of tuning, in the
vision stages, with straightforward damping to
obtain the necessary handwith. The moderate gain
of the well -tried EF80 valves reduces the chance
of feedback efforts. This difficulty is also counteracted by the improved mechanical separation
between tuned circuits that an extra valve entails.
The gain of the vision amplifier is of the order
of 100.000. With the R.F. tuner. an over -all gain
gain from R.F. grid to the video amplifier grid
of 106 is easily obtained, and with a video gain
of about 25. three or four microvolts at the aerial
input will load the cathode ray tube fully. This
is, of course, far more than is ever necessary,
because circuit noise will give a ereater output
voltage than this. However. the high gain possible
is never used because an efficient automatic gain
control, operating on the R.F. valve and the first
1.F. valve, reduces the amplification to the level
where cross -modulation between sound and vision
signals is negligible. The effect of noise is also
reduced to the point where. at 50 miles from the
London transmitter, a copper tube five feet long
standing in one corner of a ground -floor room
gives a picture of full entertainment value.
The complete list of parts for the "Olympic"
receiver will be given in next month's issue.
Heater circuit details will be given In a separate diagram and will therefore not be given in
the various circuit diagrams of the individual

sections.
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VISION IF
SCREENING
CAN
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N

C/J
LIP

FROM L9

TUNER UNIT

LZO

C27

ipF

1RIO

7.2Pri
RJZ

00
1

4QC LINE
TO SOUND

AMPLIFIER

l ig.

IF

CIJ

7000pF

RIT

/!00

SE

sr
ArOroR

k'

2.- Vision

I.F. circuits. (Notes: Condensers C21 and C22 are ±S per cent; C21, C22 and C26
are all silver -mica. R31 is a High Stability component. Condensers C13, C17 and C23 consist
of
two 2000pF components in parallel. Components C26 and 133 are included in the can of L17 /18
and therefore do not appear on the blueprint.)
The Sound I.F. Amplifier
defined bandwidth is necessary, and this bandwidth
This is also of quite conventional design, must not be too small. The choice of coupling
although both mutual inductance and top - made for this I.F. amplifier ensures that bandcapacitance coupling are used together to obtain width conditions can be reproduced exactly
enough by the home constructor.
the correct bandwidth with high amplification.
The requirements of the sound amplifier are, if
The Sync Separator
anything, more exacting than those of the vision
amplifier. The reduced bandwidth, essential for
Patchett's sync separator is used in this circuit,
eliminating traces of the sync signals, is inseparable
with small modifications. This circuit is probably
from sharply peaked tuned circuits, with high the most successful yet devised and deserves
stage gain. Stability presents problems not met
wider use. Even under severe noise conditions,
to the same extent in the vision amplifier. To
interlace is very good, and when noise is
obtain good interference noise suppression visible on the picture, interlace is perfect.no longer
(ignition, vacuum cleaners, and so on) a precisely
The use of this separator entails the employment
of a special and rather expensive
valve the 6F33. This valve is
not normally used in series heater circuits because its rated
consumption is 0.35A, and it is
underrun at 0.3A.
However,
it appears to function perfectly
in these circumstances.

Side view of the completed tuner unit.
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The Video Stage
To enable a cathode -follower to
he used without a separate valve,
the PCF80 frequency changer valve
is specified as the video amplifier.
The low compactness of the valve,
together with the small circuit
capacitances possible when a
" combined " valve is used, enable
high gain to be achieved over the
full bandwidth of 3Mc/s without
the use of correction inductors.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

October, 1960

The video stage is thus completely free from
" ringing " effects
overshoot " -and if ringing
is seen on the tube face it is due to phase distortion in the R.F. or I.F. stages. Thus. adjustment
is much simplified and indeed complete adjustment has been undertaken, as an "exercise ". without the use of a signal generator at all. This is
not recommended; the correct 1.F. can only be
achieved with a proper calibrated signal generator.

-"
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frame and line oscillators are of the cathode coupled multivibrator type. The line generator is
synchronised direct from the sync separator
through a differentiating circuit of very short time
constant. The range of control is adequate even
when severe line- tearing occurs, owing to excessive
The frame synchronisation is effected
noise.
through an amplifier of gain about 3, with phase
reversal. This entails the use of an extra valve,
hit by using a triode- pentode as the frame output

The Sound -on- Vision Eliminator
The sound trap consists of a bridged -T
filter, consisting of a phase- corrected tuned
inductive -capacitance coupling between the
anode and grid circuits of two adjacent
vision I.F. stages. The coupling is so chosen
as to provide the correct " top -inductance "
coupling while attenuating the sound I.F.
frequency by at least 40dB with the required
bandwidth. The use of a single trap is very
advantageous in that minimum interference
with the vision pass -band is
obtained.
The graph showing the response curve of the vision I.F.
amplifier (next month) shows also
the very sharp and deep dip at
the sound intermediate frequency. The second peak (outside
the video pass -band) is over 25dB
down on the vision signal, and,
therefore, has very little effect
in practice. It should be noted
that this secondary peak is inseparable from the use of sound
traps of any economical design.
and is not a fault.

Underchassis wiring of the " Olympic ".
Vision I.F. Detection
this triode is contained in the output valve
Employment of a germanium diode, within the valve,
itself and does not appear as a physical component.
last vision I.F. can, for video detection removes at
The
frame
lock is exceedingly hard. and is only
once both the chance of hum being introduced
when the picture is blotted out by interference.
and the likelihood of 1.F. harmonics being fed lost
The main use of a variable control in this position
back through heater leads and so causing instabis to enable fine adjustment to be made to secure
ility or phase distortion. A simple but effective good interlace in the presence of excessive noise.
-and non critical-filter ensures that the I.F. Where a good signal is present it may be forgotten
signal and its harmonics do not reach the video
altogether.
stage.
Once adjusted, neither line nor frame controls
should ever need touching again within the life
The Audio Detector
of the oscillator valve.
A simple noise limiter can readily be incorporLinearity in the line circuit is achieved by
ated with the audio detector by the use of a double
correct choice of boost H.T. capacitor, and this
diode. Germanium crystals are not used in this
is very effective. A very slight "stretch" may be
stage because of the fact that one side of one
seen at the left of the tube, but this is not noticediode is connected to H.T. +, and under warm -up
able on picture; it will be due in most cases to
conditions a high voltage may well appear at this manufacturing tolerances in the value of the boost
electrode; a crystal might not last very long here,
H.T. capacitor, and is so small as to be not worth
although crystals have been used successfully in
correctüng.
circuits.
The
noise
Linearity in the frame circuits is always hard
similar (though not identical)
of
the
type
at
removing
limiter is very efficient
to achieve, when an output transformer is used,
noise caused by ignition and electric razors, and
without the use of negative feedback. In this
receiver negative feedback has been avoided
this efficiency is also related to the adequate bandbecause of the chance of feeding line- pulses back
width of the sound I.F. amplifier.
as well. This ef`_ct. due to capacitance between
line and frame scan coils. has a very serious effect
The Timebase Generator
on interlace; and because the interlace is so good
Slight differences occur between the generators
was decided that negative feedback could hardly
for the 90deg and 70deg versions. The 90deg itbe chanced. Instead, a rather complex linearising
version is the standard, however, and will be
(Continued on page 51)
described here. In either case, however, both
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The

ASPECT RATIO

seems a long time ago that the BBC
changed the aspect ratio to that used in most
sets today, and I would have thought it would
not be impossible to make yet a further change
in this.
With the increasing use of 110 deg
tubes, the shape of the tube front could surely be
modified, although, of course, this should be
carried out in such a manner that existing receivers
could make use of the picture. This was done in
the last change, and one simply ignored the slight
dark area at top and bottom of screen. I have
experimented on m'i receiver, and by opening out
the line scan (I have plenty of power available) I
can obtain an image on my 16in. tube which is
slightly larger than my friend's 21in. picture, and
although I lose certain details at the sides of the
picture, I find that the increased sizes of heads
in close -ups, for instance, makes it much more
enjoyable, and I am. in fact, thinking of making
this a permanent modification, with a switch to
make the change -over from wide screen to normal.
-B. MoRLEY (Camberley).

RADIO SHOW

SIR,-No doubt many readers visited

the Radio
Show and I wonder how many of them, like
myself, found it to be of no interest whatsoever for
anyone seeking technical information about any
of the TV or radio sets on show.
;Why is it that British electrical manufacturers
seem to find it necessary to present their products
behind a front of gaily illuminated signs? Do they
think all the public is fooled by this type of
advertising?
If only they would say simply why their product is better than another in terms that both
electrical experts and ordinary members of the
public could understand, I am sure their sales
would increase appreciably.
MATTHEWS (Brentford).

-J.

SM.-We

October, 1960

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to pub;ish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.

SIR, -It

TELEVISION

TUBE EQUIVALENTS

would like to bring to your attention
the incorrect information given in " Your
Problems Solved " column, September issue, to R.
Bacon (HMV 1845) and W. Anson (Marconi
UT69DA).
The AW 16/21 is not a replacement for the Emiscope 5/2. The AW 36/21 is electrostatic focused
and would certainly not focus if placed in an
HMV 1845.
In the case of the 4/15G, again if replaced by

MW 43/64 or 69, very poor focusing will result
owing to the Emiscope gun having triode characteristics although it is a tetrode.
We can supply both 4/15G and 5/2 fully reprocessed and fitted with the correct type of Emiscope
electron gun.
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, (Lawson
Tubes, Malvern, Worcestershire).

-

SOUND REPRODUCTION

SIR, -The letter from

Mr. Chester in the July
issue made very interesting reading, and in my
case I think I have an even better solution. Years
ago I built a very good amplifier, and this cost a
lot of money, as a result of which, I tried to save
on future apparatus. The results have proved
extremely worth while in various ways. For
instance, I built a radio tuner only-not 'a complete radio. This is fed into the amplifier and my
present installation consists of the amplifier with
associated speakers in a single cabinet. As auxiliary units I have a radio, VHF tuner, recordplayer and television set (up to the first audio
stage), all of which are switched by one single
multiple switch into the amplifier. The result is
that everything, including the television, sounds
really good, and I have been very surprised that
you have not described what might be termed the
front end " of a television so that others could
adopt a similar idea. I agree, the manufacturers
are so keen to try fo put everything into a small
cabinet, that the much desired quality of reproduction is ignored completely.
F. RANOELL
(N. W.).

-

VALVE TROUBLE

-In reference to the letters which have
SIR,appeared
during recent issues on troubles in

the line output valve, I seem to remember reading
in some periodical some time ago, that valves can
become magnetised, especially with modern high flux loudspeakers. A cure which was suggested
was to attach a small magnet or magnetised piece
of iron to the glass bulb of the valve. Perhaps the
idea would be worthwhile to those readers who
are experiencing the trouble, and I think I read
that the position of the magnet had to be found
by trial, as well as the exact polarity.
F. H.
BETTERSON (Reigate).

-

SIR,-I

TV Dx

find that French TV, which I often manage to obtain on my set, is received with most
clarity between 4 and 5 p.m. each day.
One or two of my friends disagree with this
time interval of best reception, and place it rather
later in the evening from about 6 to 7.30.
Although in a minority, I think they are wrong
and would be glad to know if any other reader
has come to the same conclusions as myself or my
friends.-A. A. HILL (Hove).
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AM FM

7-VALVE

DAn1AGDAM

CHASSIS

RECORDING TAPE - Special Offer
Manufacturers 1st grade

!:itAND NEW- sealed

Valve Line up:
ECC85, ECH81,
EF89, EABC80,

n

6 0 0/u
n. 850ft.

.

.

.

.

..

7u,. 120011...

íL84, EM8I, EZ80.

Tape

Acetate

boxes.

-

Long /PLY

Standard

S5oft.
1200ft.
1300ft.

15/18/6
21/-

.-

19/8
22 /6
82 /8

..

..

Plastic Tape Spools
,.n..

wave band and switched gram
positions. Med. 200 m. -500 m.,

2'9: 5m.. 3! -:

-

.,

313; 7in., 8/6

3

BAND 3 TV CONVERTER

Long 1,000 m. -2,000 m., VHF /FM 88-95 Mc /s.

Controls. Vol., On-Off, Tone Tuning,
Wavechange. P.U., Ae. and E., and speaker sockets. Magic eye tuning.
Philips continental tuning insert with permability tuning on
FM, and combined AM :FM IF transformers, 460 Kc!s and 10.7 Més. Dust
core tuning all coils. Latest circuitry, including AVC and Neg. Feedback.
3 watt output. Sensitivity and reproduction of a very high standard.
}in.
Chassis size 134in. x 64in. Height 7 4in. Edge illuminated glass dial
x 34in. Vertical pointer, Horizontal station names, gold on brown backComplete with
ground. A.C. 200/250 v. Indoor dipole aerial 3/6 extra.
4 knobs walnut or ivory to choice.
L13.10.0 Carr, and Ins. 5/ -.
4

I

IR3, 183
íT4
384, 3V4
5Z4

EC 1,8o
EC'LRO
EC1.E3

718

9/b/-

6K7
6K8

7/8
7/6
6/8

6Q7

616
DAF96
DF96

EFR0

EF86
EF91

El.g4

9l-

108

10/8
10/8

8/-

12/8
5/-

PCC84
PCNRO

9,6

í'C1.83
PL61
PL82

12
12 fi

PL83

10

PIS,)

816

P182
9/EMS].
9/6
P132
9/EY51.
9/8
U23
DL96
9/FY86
10/SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
..
1R5. IT4, 183, 384 or 314
..
DK96, DF96, DAF96, DL96
6K8, 6E7, 6Q7, 616, 524 or fiX5
TRANSISTORS-RYA 1st GRADE-NEW

0X96

9

6

i

9.6
7

6

7

6

BARGAIN-only

..
..

MAZDA; XA101 14/6. XA1112 18/8 XA103

GERMANIUM DIODES: 0A70
GES34 4 / -, G04 8 /8.
RECORD PLAYER CABINETS
Conte mpo rar y

styled, regine

OAK

.

.

E.H.T. Type Fly SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
back Voltages, K3/25 2 kV., 6/ -; K3 /40 9.2 kV.,
619: K3/45 3.6 kV 7/8: K3/50 4 kV., 7/9. K3/100
kV., 18 /6. MAINS TYPES -RM1, 125 V. 60mA,
4 9, 11342, 123 v. 100 mA 516: EM3, 125 v. 120 mA,
8514, 250v, 250mA, 18' -, RM4B type 270 mA,
7 6:
17/6 RM5 250 v. 300 mA, 21/ -. etc.

new heater, cathode
and gun assembly --

reconditioned virtually
as new.
12in. £5, 14in. £5.10, 17ín.
£6, etc.
10 - part exchange
allowance on old tube

318.

.

Cabinet

mottledro re d Carr. and
with white polka Ins. 315
dut. aise 181 x

Carr. and ins. 10 / -.
hensive stocks-quick

FRET.-Expanded Bronze anodised
metal 8 x Ain., 2 /8; 12 x 8m., 8 / -: 12 z 12ín., 4/6:
12 a 15in., 8 / -; 24 z 12in., 9/-, etc.
SPEAKER

TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 12 x 1210., 2/-:
12 x 18in. 81-; 12 x 14m., 4 /., etc.
SPEAKERS P.M. :i ohm 2110. Elan, 16/6. 31 tn.
u,rodmane, 15/6, SIn. R. & A.. 17/6. gin. Celestion
18 6. 7 x 4in. (loodmans, 18/6. Sin. Rola, 20 /.. Sin.
loin. R. & A.. 251 -.
Rpecial Cone 0110110 2116.

Compredelivery.

ht. Rtin

x

with

fitted

accessonee,

cluding

all
In-

baffle
and anoa vailable

sill

autoc hangers

etc. Uncut record player mounting
13ín. supplied.
2 -valve AMPLIFIER Mk.2

cuit giving

Latest developed

a

board

14

s

sumption
higher fidelity

response and greater r output 12-3 watts) using twi
stage valve ECM" and neg. feed back Tone Control.
Complete with knobs, etc., wired and tested ready to

fit in above cabinet.

ONLY £2.17.6 P. & P. 1/,
speaker and matching transformer,

22/ -.

P. & P. 116.

VOLUME CONTROLS

-2

Push -Pull, 4 Transistor cactus giving
I watt Output into standard 3 ohms speaker.
Good sensitivity and improved freq. responee.
Neg. feedback. Var. Tone and Volume Controls.
Chassis Size 6.1in. x ejtn. x 111n. Current con-

Latest

for all modern
and
amplifiers

Au long .spindles.
Morganite Midget type, 11in. diameter. Guai.
Log or Lin. Ratios. Leas Sw. 31 -, U.P.
1 year.
8w. 4/6. Twin Stereo Controls -Log or Los. Leas
Sw. 6/6. D.P. Sw. 8 / -.

ohms

JASON FM TUNER UNITS

TRANSISTOR 'ONE -WATT'
AMPLIFIER 6 v. operated

board
dised metal fret.

5k

.

All tubes rebuilt with

151 -,

ca binet Price

or

TRANSFORMERS

New Improved types, low 04pa,'ity, small else and
tag terminated, Prim. AC 200/2501. Secondaries
Nil, 425 %, +50% BOOST for 2V, 4V, 8.3V, 12V
or 13V Tubes. 12/6 each. P. A P. 118.

NEW REDUCED PRICES
and now 12 months
guarantee!

321

two- ton,£33 0
wine and
c

CRT 94TR ISOLATION

TV TUBES

25.35.-

/,

2 /9,

37,6. Carr. 26.
16.19 Mc/c only 39 6.
Set of knobs 5 /.. Stare

COAX 80 OHM CABLE
Stand. tin diameter Low-loss Semi Air- Spaced
Aeraxial. A high -grade Coax at NEW REDUCED
PRICES. NOW ONLY 6d. per yard.
Special prices- quantity lengths.
Coax Plugs 1 / -.
20 yds. 9,- Carr. 16;
Sockeee 1 /-. Couplers 1/3.
40 yds. 1716. Carr. 2 / -.
Cable end Sockets 1/6.
60 yds. 21/-. Cart. 3 /-.
Outlet Boxer 4/6.

RE- GUNNED

0C44 2316 0U45 21 / -. 0C'16 48/6.
G.E.C.: GET114 9/6. GET15 12:6, ditto matched
pairs 25 / -.
NEWMARKET: " Goldtop" 115/10P 15

61.n.

Single Dipole with 4 ade.
Band 8 Aerials.
cable, 18/9, 3 Element Beam, 28/ -, 5 Element,
32/8. etc. B1 -B3 Crossover Unite, 7/S.

EXTRAS.

2 (6.

& P. 2 /6.

BI-BY changeover Sw. and BBC Aerial Sacket
fitted and wired. 8/- extra.

channels iegtuted
Spare coil.. all rheum -I., 3° per pair.

äA103 18' -, X0102 10'-, NC101 10/6.
MOLLARD, 0070 9 /6, OC71 12/8, 0072 15' -,

Space

P

I

Ditto but P.13 Type I.F.
Tarr.

12:6
12;6

Reduced Price

131

Mk. 2 Model. Using ECC84 andEF80 valves.
18db gain, 200 -350 v. A.C. Star B1in. x Sin. x
4in. Simple to fit. ready to use. Only 79/6.

A. prcylndsly announced fresh supplies are now being received, but we regret some
slight delay may be experienced in fulfilling orders tot this popular item.
Guaranteed VALVES- Reduced Price.
TURRET TUNERS -CYLDON -Band 1 /Band a.
EZSO
7/6
7/8
ÚK92
9/0
(u. Mfrs. P30 Type I.F. :i4 -3.v Mo, . Cnmplel,
M1;14
98/EC:CB.i
11 /8
with PCF'6ri and PC4'64 valves. Brand New-

New and

coVered

All channels 1-13 1180.205 Mc /s).

10

mA quiescent-250 mA at

1

watt.

COMPLETE KIT-now ONLY 7918. Carr. 2/6.
lin. x 4in. matching speakers 18/8. Circuit
and instruction leaflet for complete Portable
Record Players 2/6, post rr e.
Driver Trane. 10/8 Special price
per 'et ONLY
0/P Trane 1068
2 GET 13's 25/- pr. 59/8, cary. 2/6.
2 GET 114 916 ea.

(87 -105 Mc s)
Designer- approved kits or parts rot these quality
and highly popular tuners available as follows:
STANDARD MODEL (FM1'I)-an previously

exteusiveiy advertised. COMPLETE KIT,
post tree. Set or

4

6 gnu.,
spec. valves, 20, -, poet free.

LATEST MODEL (FMT2l- attractively presented
shell mounting unit in enc;osed Metal Cabinet
with Boils -113 Power Supply. COMPLETE KIT,
27 p. & p. 3/6. Set of 5 spec. valves, 87/8.

LATEST MODEL (JTV2). Self- powered Switch
tuned Band -2.3 AM /FM Unit 5 pre -set stations
AFC and A(4C circuits. Complete kit, including
atbuild Turret Tuner. £12.195.. post free.
NEW JASON COMPREHENSIVE F.M. HANDBOOK. 2/8 post tree. 48 /hr. Alignment Service,
1

7/6, 0. & p.

2

/6.

Megohms.

All pre/,
values.
CONDENSERS. -Silver Mica.
2 pt. to 1.000 pl. 6d. each. Ditto ceramics 9d. each.
Tnbulars 450 v T.C.C., etc...001 mfd..01 and .1 /350
v., 9d. each .02 -11500 v. 1,- each. 25 Hunts. 116.
.5 T.C.0 19..001 8kv.. 516..001 20 kv. 9/8.
RESISTORS.-NULL RANGE 10 ohms -10 mean.
w., 3d., 1 w., 5d. (Midget trye
ohms 20% 1 w. and
modern rating), 1 w., 8d., 2 w., 9d., 10% Ri -Stab.
} w., 5d. I w., 74., 5% I w. lid., 1% HI -STAB, I w..
1)6 (10 -100 ohms 2 0-1
1

ONLY A FEW ITEMS ARE

LISTED

FROM OUR COMPREHENSIVE
FULL BARGAIN LISTS, 3d.

STOCK.

WRITE NOW FOR

RADIO COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS

Terms:
C.W.O.
or C.O.D. post
and packing up
to 4fb. 7d.: I1b.
70 Brigstock Road, Thornton
1/6:
316.
I /I:
Heath, Surrey
2/.: 1016
51b.
I
Wed.
9
a.m.
Phone: THO 2188. Hours
p.m.
p.m.
6,
15/b.
By Thornton Heath Station. 2/9:
Open all day Saturday.

-6

i

f
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LOUDSPEAKER UNITS P.M.
AU Brand New
211n. Square Rola C25 ..
..
211n. Square Celestion ..
..
..
31n. Square Celestion ..
..
410. Square Elac ..
..
51n. Round Plessey with O.P.T.
..
611n. Round Celestion ..
..
..
8in. Round Else
101n. Round Elac
..
121n. Round Plessey 15 ohms speech
,

coil

..

..

..

Plessey ,.
..
..
..
7 x 4in. Plessey ..
8 x Sin. Celestlon and Richard Allen
10 x bin. Celestion and Plessey
..
6 x 41n.

ALPHA R:11./IO
SUPPLY
CO.
BEORç
UAFTSÁTD

26/10
6

.

..

October, 1960

196 VALVES
16'6

C

AZ1

10'-

DF9ö

8/-

GZ32

DEPCH
3S4

11/8
188 AZ31
10- PCC84 8/8 3V4
25- DAF96 8/- PCC85 11/8
5Y3G

52'6
19'6

13K88
13L96

19.8

81-

8/9/8
8.9
8/9

EAF42
EBC33
É8/8 EBC41
ECC81
ECC82
ECC33
ECC84
ECF80

ACOS MICROPHONES
Acos Mie 39/1. Crystal Stick Microphone
for use as a hand, desk or floor stand unit
for high quality recording. broadcasting
and public address work. List Price £3.3.0.
OUR PRICE 39/6.
With table stand 47/6. Postage 16.
Aeos aile 40, as supplied with most modern
tape recorders with folding rest and 8ft.
lead. Listed £1.15.0. OUR PRICE 19/6.

ECF82
ECH42

ECHB1

ECL80

EF39
EF41
EF80
EF86
EL33
EL41
EL42

7'8
8/8/-

10/12/10/6
9/6
9,9/6
5/9
9/6
71-

PCF80
8/9
PCL82 12/POL83 13/6
P .36
15 PL38c.1.26 6
PL81
11.PL82
8 6
PL83
S 6
PY32 17 11
PY81
8 6
PY82
P'L30

19 11

U25
U26
U37
U281
U801

15 10 26 6
19 11

TP25

10-

2910

524G
SALI
6F1
6E15

8J70

61C70

6K80

7/8

8/81-

9 -

C-

14 14,8/8
3/6

8/8
19/11
9/6
4,7/6
6V6G
8,6V6GT 7/6
8X5GT
7/7136
10/6
7H7
8/787
9/8
6K25
6L6:bI
SAMS
6Q7G

7Y4

gg

12/8 UAF42 9 8 10E1
15,'17/6
14/- UBC41
813 10P13
9/- UCH42 9/6 12AT7
743
10/6 UF41
29/- 12AX7
E1.64
9,- UL41
9'- 12AU7
8/EM34
9/8 UU8
26/6 20P1
26/6
EM30
9/8 UY1N 12/8 25A6G 10'8
EY51
7/6 25Z40
9/6 UY41
98
EY86
10/- 1R5
7/8 278U 19/11
EZ40
7/8 185
6/6 35L6GT 10/EZ81
7/- 1T4
5/8 35Z4GT 7/('ATALOGL E
Our 1961 cats ague is now available, Please
send 1- in stamps For your copy. Trade

COLLABO STUDIO

TAPE TRANSCRIPTORS
3 motors, 3 -speed 11. 3I. 71 1.D s., takes 71n.
spool. Push button controls. PRICE 215.15.0
Tape extra. Carriage and Insurance 5/6.
COLLARO MILIV
TAPE TRANSCRIPTOR
Four heads. Two motors. Three speeds.

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
UNITS
U.S.R. "Monarch" UAB. 4 -speed unit
with B.S.R. Ful -F1 cartridge. 26.19.6.
B.S.R. "Monarch" CAS. As above but
fitted with B.S.R. Ful -F1 Stereo Cartridge.
27.19.6.
B.s.R, "Monarch" VAIL 4-speed unit in
green and cream, 28.19.6.
13.S.1í. "Monarch" UA14. 4-speed unit in
two tone grey, 28.19.6.
COLLARO "CONQUEST"
4 -speed fully
mixing changer, complete
with studio "0" cartridge, 27.19.8.
Garrard RCM) Mk.2. 4-speed unit with
manual control to enable records to be
played singly. fitted GC2 cartridge, £8.19.6.
SINGLE RECORD PLAYERS
Model TA /Mk.II. 4 -speed single player.
Diecast aluminium pick-up with GC2
cartridge. Automatic stop. 911n. diameter
turntable, £8.10.4.
COLLARO JUNIOR
4 speed, turntable and pick -up.
Complete
with crystal cartridge and sapphire styli.
Finish cream with maroon turntable mat
and speed control.
Price 75/. or Tullltable and Motor only
at 52/6. Pick-up only 27/6.
SEMI -AIR SPACED CO-AXIAL CABLE.
6d. per yard,
ISOLATION AND BOOST TRANSFORMERS for 2V, 6.3V, 13V output.
25 per cent boost. 18/6 each.
CHARGER RECTIFIERS for 6V and 12V
output, 2 amp, 7/ -: 3 amp. 10 / -; 4 amp. 126;
6 amp, 14/6.

SPECIAL OFFER. RECTIFIERS LW9,
250V, 250 mA, 17/6; LW13, 250V. 300 mA, 21/catalogue also available. Please attach RECORDING TAPE. Top quality on
£17.194
Your business letter heading,
plastic spool. 1200ft. 23/- each.
ALPHA RADIO TERMS. -Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing charges extra, as follows: Order value 10 /- add
1/3; 20 /- add 1/9. 40- add 2/6; £5 add 3/6. Minimum C.O.D. Fee and Postage 3: -. For full terms of business see inside cover of
our catalogue. personal Shoppers 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday. Saturday 10 a.m. to p.m.
1

103 LEEDS TERRACE, WINTOUN STREET, LEEDS, 7.

TVPICTURE

TUBES
BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY

SAVE UP TO
TRADE

ENQUIRIES
INVITED
12"

&

14"

E8

*

*
*
*

12 months'
guarantee

Cash allowance for
Old Tube

All Types
Free advice on

15"

fitting

& 17"

fS-19-6 f6-19-6
Send cash with order or C.O.D. giving size and
type of tube required

to:-

HOMEVISION SERVICES
17 OXFORD STREET,

SWANSEA

TV AERIALS
Do- It- Yourself Kits Direct from Manufacturers.
All Aerials pre -assembled for easy fitting.
Examples:
S/D +5 combined BBC, ITA Loft AE, £1.10.0.
S/D +5 combined BBC, ITA outdoor AE wall
mounting complete, £2.13.6.
H +7 combined BBC, ITA with chimney lashing
equipment, £4.13.0.
H +Double, 6 super fringe combined BBC, ITA
with 12ft. mast and chimney mounting kit,
£10.10.0.
BBC loft AE 12/9. V.H.F. loft AE 11/3.
5 Element ITA AE for attaching to existing mast.
£1.10.0.
5 Element ITA loft AE, £1.8.0.
8 Element ITA AE, £2.9.4.
Coax cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard, super low
loss, 112 per yard.
Cross -over boxes for combining separate BBC and
ITA Aerials, 9/6.
32ft. Garden Masts complete for erection, two sets
guys, pickets, etc. with fining instructions.
£12.10.0.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and
accessories. Terms C.W.O. Orders over £4, post
and packing free.
A. & L. ARNOLD LTD.

Midland Bank Chambers, Fore Street, Hertford.
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USING THE
WOBBULATOR
METHODS USED TO SWEEP THE
FREQUENCY, AND TO CALIBRATE
THE DISPLAY
(Continued from page 609 of the September issue)

By R. Brown

IN the previous article,

the y -axis of the display
on the oscilloscope was achieved by using an
between
attenuator
the wobbulator and the
'scope. The frequency axis of the display must
now be calibrated. This can be carried out
in a number of ways. One method is to couple
a signal generator into the input of the I.F. amplifier. When the wobbulator frequency coincides
with the signal generator frequency a beat will be
produced, which will be clearly visible on the display. This is shown in Fig. 6a. If a crystal oscil-

Fig.

5.- Assessing

relative amplitudes within
the display.

lator, or one of the crystal calibrators used to check
the frequency of transmitters and signal generators,
is available this can be coupled into the input of
the I.F. amplifier instead of the signal generator. If
the crystal oscillator has a freMc/s, or better
quency of, say,
Active
still 025Mc /s, the wobbulator
Frequency
Response
will beat with the individual
curve
Marker
crystal harmonics, to produce a
series of very accurate markers.
Fig. 6b shows this. An absorption type wavemeter can be used
to produce yet another type of
marker. A type of marker which
is termed a passive marker. The
wavemeter is coupled into the
input of the I.F. amplifier, as
was done with the signal generator. When the wobbulator
frequency equals that of the
wavemeter, some of the output
Sertes of crystal
controlled markers from the wobbulator will be
Response
Mc/s apart
curve
absorbed. The input to the I.F.
amplifier will be reduced, and a
small dip will show up in the displayed response curve (Fig. 6c).
Frequency markers produced
by any of these three methods
pass through the equipment
under test. The result of this is
that their displayed amplitude
will depend upon the gain of the
equipment under test. If they are
adjusted to be of reasonable
amplitude on the top of the resPassive
ponse curve, it may be very
Frequency
Response
Absorption
Marker
difficult to see them on the skirts
curve
Weven,eter
of the response. And, if they are
adjusted to be easily visible on
the skirts of the response curve,
they will be so large on the top
/F
of the response curve that they
-0-1.
Wobbu/ator
Detector
Amplifier
will seriously distort the display.
This problem can be solved by
using a slightly different method
of mixing the frequency calibratOscilloscope
Four
(c)
ing source with the wobbulator
output. In Fig. 8, a small portion
of the wobbulator output is
Fig. 6. -Three types of frequency marker.
1

1

r
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tapped off and mixed separately
with the output from the frequency calibrator. The frequency
markers produced are then taken
direct to the oscilloscope and
mixed with the demodulated output from the I.F. amplifier. The
amplitude of the markers is thus
independent of the gain of the
1.F. amplifier, they are of constant amplitude, appearing on the
display even at frequencies right
outside the passband of the I.F.
amplifier.

October, 1960
Marker easily
visible even
outside pass -band
of l,F Amplifier

Signal
Generator
or Crystal
Oscillator

Fig.

8.-Producing

Lines
drawn
on

graticule

Response

curve

Response curve

with Wobbu/etor
output reduced by 1db

Fig. 7.-Calibrating the C.R.T. graticule using
an attenuator.

markers that by -pass the
equipment under test.

ease with which an accurately calibrated display
can be achieved. As with all electronic measurements, however, certain precautions are necessary.
The greatest source of possible error is having too
fast a sweep speed. If the sweep speed is too fast
the voltages in the tuned circuits will not have sufficient time to reach their maximum amplitude, and
the displayed response curves will appear to have
a lower amplitude than the true response curve. It
will also appear to be shifted slightly in the direction of the upper frequency end of the display. If
it is suspected that this sort of thing is happening,
it can be checked by reducing the sweep rate. If
the shape of the response curve changes then the
sweep rate was too fast, and it should be reduced
until no further change occurs.

Intensity Modulation

/

Frequency Markers
The distortion of the display,
Signal
Pulse
which has already been menGenerator
Shapin
Detector
>
or Crystal
tioned, is something which occurs
Circuit
Oscillator
with all of the systems of producing markers that have so far
Response curve
been described. A frequency
marker amplitude control is
essential; but even if the ampli4E
tude of the marker, or markers,
Detector --,-ri
Wobbulator
Amplifier
is reduced so that it is barely
visible the distortion can be a
nuisance. This distortion can,
Oscilloscope
however, be avoided provided
X our
e
that one is prepared to go to
more trouble and expense
Fig. 9. -Using frequency markers to intensity-modulate the
when constructing the frequency
display oscilloscope.
calibration circuits.
A suitable arrangement is shown in Fig. 9. This
is similar to the set up shown in Fig. 8. The beats
REFRESHER COURSE
between the wobbulator and signal generator, or
crystal oscillator, are detected, as before; but
IN MATHEMATICS
instead of being taken direct to the " Y " input of
the oscilloscope they are taken to a pulse shaping
By F. J. Camm.
circuit. This pulse shaping circuit converts them
to very narrow pulses. These pulses are then used
10/6, by post 11/6.
to intensity modulate the oscilloscope. So that the
beam is blanked off whenever a pulse occurs. The
5th edition, 2nd impression.
blank spots produced can be made very sharp
From:
indeed, and they give a distinct mark which does
not distort the display.
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street.
A Word of Warning
London W.C.2.
Enough has been said to show the very real usefulness of the wobbulator, and the comparative
.
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Increases your
earnings for
years to come!
,,,.. :

AaR.\u\ù

.

%XX0:W

NEWNES

Radio & TV Servicing
PACKED VOLUMES

6

SERVICING DATA FOR OVER

2,300 POPULAR MODELS
MORE THAN

3,800 Circuit & Component

This New Edition of New nes Complete Library of Servicing
Data is exactly suited to your needs. Here in six packed
volumes are all the circuits, component and layout diagrams
you must have for speedy, efficient repair work, tuning and
general maintenance- -over 2,300 models pre-1954 right up
to 1960. All the famous makes below are included
everything you want for years to come. If you've never
seen previous editions be sure to see this one.

-

Layout Diagrams

TELEVISION, RADIO, RECORD REPRODUCERS,
TAPE RECORDERS

OVER 3,750 PAGES
2

YEARS' FREE POSTAL
ADVISORY SERVICE

ALL THESE POPULAR MAKES
Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Armstrong, Baird, Banner, Beethoven,
Berec, Brayhead, Bush, Capitol, Champion, Channel, Collaro, Cossor,
s Cyldon, Dan^ette, Decca, Defiant, Dynatron, E.A.R., Eddystone
Ekco, Elizabethan, E.M.I., Emerson, English Electric, Ever Ready
Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., Grundig, H.M.V., Invicta, K.B.,
Masteradio.
Marconi phone,
McCarthy,
McMichael,
Motorola, Murphy, Pageant, Pam, Perdio, Peto Scott,

Philco, Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Pye, Pye Telecommunications, Radiomobile, Rainbow, Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D., Robert's Radio, Sobell, Spencer-West,
Stella, Strad, Ultra, Valradio, Vidor, Walter, Webcor.
Plus important data on Valve and Picture Tube Bases
and Equivalents. B.B.C. and European Broadcasting
Stations. TV and VHF; FM Channels and Stations.
Aerial Installations, Interference Suppression, Servicing
equipment, Battery equivalents. Colour codes, etc.

DON'T MISS THIS GREAT
EXAMINATION OFFER
The complete set is yours, carriage
paid, to examine without obligation.
Prove its amazing value as a source
of income for years to come! Simply
complete the coupon and post to -day
in 2d. stamped unsealed envelope.
FREE

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., I5 -17 Long Acre, London W.C.2
Send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING without
obligation to purchase. i will return it in 8 days or send II /- deposit 8days
after delivery, then twenty monthly subscriptions of 11 /- paying 111113.0d.
in all. Cash price in 8 days is £l1.
Name
Tie4(V/where seNtetYl
HaueOWNER

Occupation_..__._.__..__._......_.._,..__.__._._._....._._.__._.
...
Your Signature _...._.___-.... __._.._.._.._._...__.......__._
(Or Parent Signs if you are under 21)
RV.I 15
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TELEVISION

Genuine Unrepeatable Offer
ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW
I0",

TELEVISION

12 ", 14 ", 15"

and

17"

CATHODE

RAY TUBES
All made by England's leading manufacturers
Because of very special bulk purchases we are able
to offer the home constructor and the amateur
repair mechanic these absolutely brand new

ALL MAKES AND MODELS

-

OUR VALVES STOCKS
AZ'31

B36
U1i77

50E41
EBF80
ECCR1

ECC82
ECC84

ECF80
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80
EF37
EF39
EF41

8/8/6/6/6
6/-

-/-

5/6
7/-

8/6

5l

7/8/6
71-

8/4/6

7,

EF'4'2

EF50
EF91

EMS
EL41

9/2/6
3/6
14/6
6/6

EL42
8/EL84
61EY518E 6/.

EY86
7/6
EZ40
6/EZ41
7/((532
8/KT33C 9/.
KT36 21/PCC84

7/-

PCF80

YOU DO NOT

FOR

INCLUDE:-

7/.
SEE

0"

13.3.0

12"

G. AND
I31a

16.6.0

14"
14
Direct replacement for MW36 -22, MW36 -24,
MW36-44, C36 -24, C14HM, I4LP4, I4KP4A TRI4'22

f 4.4.0
17.0.0

HAND

171

specify.

17"

17.7.0

17

Direct replacement for MW43 -69, C17HM, TRI7/22.
Also a tube directly equivalent to CRM172.
These tubes are not reconditioned, or "seconds ",

or export rejects but
BRAND NEW BOXED STOCK direct from the
factory and made available by special bulk
purchases which are unrepeatable.
Unconditionally guaranteed for full twelve months
from date of purchase if returned securely packed.
advantage of this special bargain now. Orders
executed by return. Send cash, cheques, etc., with order to:
Take

ST. JAMES'S GENERAL TRADING AND

INVESTMENT CO. LTD.
2

SERJEANT'S INN, LONDON, E.C.4

that we are MAIL ORDER only.
We regret that we cannot cater to callers.
Please note

10/7/6/6/7/2/-

81.61
T41

'-'/-

UAF42

UL46
UY41
U22
U801
CUS
Z

7/-

5U4
5V4
5Y3

7/-

57.4

7 /-

7/6/6
6/22/14/6
2/6
5/8/6/7/-

6F13

5/á/u/-

6L1
6L18
6L19
6Y6
1002
10F1
10P14

11 /6

20F2

9/12ió

SOLI
20P1

/1'

It /5'.
12'6
5/G

8/-

1010

WHAT YOU REQUIRE SEND S.A.E.
GUARANTEED

RETURN

D.

TELEVISION,

KINGSTON ROAD,

AERIALS

15"

Direct replacement for MW43 -64, I7ASP4, I7AXP4,
TR17 /21, 171K, 172K. We also can supply a tube at
this price equivalent to CRM171 but with a 6.3 volt
heater instead of 12.6 volt, and non -aluminised. Please

PY32
PY80
P1'81
PY82
PY83
8P41

UF42
UL41

6F1
6F32

LONDON, S.W.19

Cossor type 85K.

17"

7/-

6/6
6/6
7/7/6
6/-

Terms. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Direct replacement for MW31 -I6, MW31 -74, Cl2FM,
12IK, 12XP4, I2XP4A, T12 100.

15"

PL81
PL82
PL83

UBC41
UCH42
UCH81
UF41

FOR THAT URGENT SPARE
Phone: CHErrywood 3955
from 9 a.m., until 12 midnight.

10"

f 5.5.0

PL38

7/11/11/14/8/6
7/-

POST SERVICE.

Cossor type 75K.

12"

PCL82
PCL83
PL36

QUOTE,

IMMEDIATE

at fabulously low prices. Carriage and Insurance paid.
I

-

We can supply new or secondhand, perfect condition spares,
for Radio and Television
Line output transformers, Scanning Coils, etc.,
-CHEAPEST PRICES ANYWHERE

IF

TV TUBES

SPARES

I

BAND 11
BAND 111
Combined Arrays I and III
.. 38'3
1 +3 Element Loft Mounting
.. 46'9
1 +5 Element Loft Mounting
1 +3 Element Wall Mounting
.. 45 3
.. 61 1 +5 Element Wall Mounting
1 +3 Element Chimney M'ting.
57/10
1 +5 Element Chimney M'ting.
66/9

Band 1
Single Dipole Wall Mounting .. 2417
Single Dipole Chimney M'ting. 4012
X Aerial Chimney Mounting .. 62/3
H Aerial Chimney Mounting .. 67/7
Band 111
3 Element Yagi Wall Mounting 33/6 Element Yagi Wall Mounting 43/9 Element Yagi Wall Mounting 56/Chimney Lashing Mounting add 10/Double 6 Array, only with clamp 83/Rand 11
Single Dipole Wall Mounting .. 20 5
Single Dipole Chimney M'ting. 299
H Array Chimney Mounting ..52 4
Rabbit Ears Antenna, ready to plug in. All Bands
.. 21 3
6 -inch Lashing Kit
..
..
..
..
.. 12 11
..
71 -inch Lashing Kit
-,
..
.. 14'8
6 -inch Wall Bracket, U Bolts ... 7 10
..
..
..
1 to
-inch Clamps ..
..
..
..
..
.. 3 10
..
1 to 1 -inch Clamps..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 3 10
1 to 2-inch Clamps. Universal
Bracket Repair Kit, J Bolts. U Bolts, 20ft Lashing
Wire, Thimbles, Corner Plates
..
..
..
.
6/Insulators, All Types
-(Enquire)
Co -Ax. Semi Air Spaced, 7d. yd.
.
Plugs .. 1'2
Send 6d. for Lists. Please state Channel when ordering.
Cash 11,th Order. Post 022 Packinn 3/- extra.
SA'l'ISF'A("1111N Olt MONEY BACK ('.IARANTEI3
1

WALKER
SQUIRES
P1\.\UN
Tl"\S'l'A1.1., SrOKI: C/\-fRGNT
5'l'I(I:FUr,
Phone: Stute-on-Trent 88767
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Addin.
I.F.
A

METHOD

OF

INCREASING

FRINGE

AREAS

By H. E.

Underwood

GAIN

HTt

Output to
/KO

Receiver

IF section
On Main
Rece ver

IKO

RS

IN
EFtìO

60Kf)

Kri

2000
pF

B

Input from
Tuner Unit

THIS unit was designed as a
result of a friend asking me
LI
to have a look at his
_!
recently acquired fairly modern
set, as he was not at all pleased
with its performance. One glance
showed that insufficient amplification was being given to the
signal. The picture on BBC. with
the set working full on. was pale
and uninteresting, with almost
complete lack of contrast. Tricky
timebase operation and inability
to hold the picture during signal
fluctuations were other symptoms. As the set was operating
at approximately 45ml from the BBC transmitter,
and the set was not of the " fringe " pattern, this
was not surprising. Results on ITV were very
much better. No modifications were possible to
the aerial system, so attention was -concentrated
on the set.

4

Circuit
An examination of the receiver showed that it
comprised the normal tuner unit with two valves,
followed by two EF80 I.F. stages for vision. Sound
was taken off the first l.F. stage and employed one
more stage before detection. Contràst was applied
by varying the AGC derived from the sync separator to the first tuner unit valve grid. The only

NF

CS0pF

(Contrast

Heaters

other method of varying the gain of the receiver
was by a " sensitivity " control varying the bias on
this same PCC84 valve-not an ideal arrangement
for the conditions. obtaining.
The first experiment carried out was to disconnect the AGC line from the grid of the first
valve and load it to earth. Whilst this improved
the picture slightly, it was not felt that it justified
the elimination of even simple AGC.
Pre -amplification was then considered, but this
would necessitate careful design and construction,
some complicated switching and possibly mutilation of the cabinet. The only thing left, then, was
to try adding an additional I.F. stage common to
both vision and sound.

New Contrast Control
As with most tuner units, con-

HT +)

2

.601!
Fig. 2. -The wiring diagram.

L_

Fig. 1. -The circuit diagram.

From Receiver

MC denotes 'earthing'

connections to chassis

R6
iOKD

Contrast

nection between this and the I.F.
section was made with a short
length of screened cable, and this,
formed an excellent place to insert
the new 1.F. stage. This was
therefore designed and incorporated a new contrast control with
hopes of better operation than the
existing one, which was mounted
at the back of the set -in itself a
nuisance. By drilling only one
hole in the front of the cabinet it
was proposed to mount this new
control in a more convenient
position.
Using an EF80 valve as a basis.
a
small subchassis was constructed to bolt on to the top of
the receiver chassis in a position
between the tuner unit and the

www.americanradiohistory.com
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LF, unit. The size and shape of the chassis may
have to be modified for other receivers, but there
is considerable flexibility in the design.
Construction is quite straightforward, and the
unit is completely stable provided normal TV
wiring techniques are employed, with short connections and well soldered joints. Note the screen
between L1 and the remainder of the circuit.

Wiring
The tag -boards can be either plain paxolin with
small bolts inserted for solder connections, or
ordinary tag strips cut down as necessary. Standard +in. Aladdin coil formers were used as these
necessitate less drilling. The end connections of
the coils are run through short pieces of plastic
tubing to obviate " loops " and if the windings are
secured with cellulose tape, they are as efficient
as the canned types, with easier means of altering
turns if necessary.
The heater chain of the main receiver was
broken at a convenient point and connections
made to the new valve. The extra valve made
little difference to the voltage distribution. If the
tube voltage, however, shows a distinct drop, then
it is advisable to tap down on the mains adjust-

October, 1960

ment panel. Purists may decide to derive the
heater voltage from a separate small transformer.
The few additional milliamps of H.T. should be
easily obtainable from the main supply. Make
sure that the wire carrying the H.T. supply to the
new unit is well clear of all timebase components
so as to avoid pick -up of frustrating " vision -onsound " effects.
Tuning proved to be quite simple. Coil L1
tunes rather sharply, and it may be desirable in
some cases to dampen the secondary winding with
a 6.8k resistor. The 22 turns on the coils proved
just right for the standard 35- 38Mc/s I.F.
frequency.
.Q+coi/ formers

3OSWG silk covered

P/sstic tube

Fig. 3. -The I.F. coil details.

STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION
THERE is a growing need for a third dimension
in industrial television pictures, and it is to
meet this that Pye has added to its standard
range of equipment a beam splitting attachment
and a 14in. mirror stereoscope. Since we are able to
see scenes three -dimensionally, because we have

two eyes (each seeing objects from slightly different
aspects) it follows that any three -dimensional
television system must also have two "eyes " -or
putting it more correctly, there must be two
physically displaced points of view. To fulfil this
binocular requirement, it has been the usual
practice in the past to duplicate almost all the
equipment found in the normal television chain,
which means complexity of operation and
servicing, plus an increase in space and cost.
The latest additions to the Pye industrial TV
range provide the answer to true stereoscopic
television without the difficulties previously
involved. In order to appreciate how the two new
units .are able to synthesise sense of depth in the
mind of the observer, it is now necessary to
digress slightly into the theory of stereoscopic
vision.

Theory

It is normal practice to use both eyes when
observing one's surroundings -but since the two
eyes see the scene from slightly different viewpoints
the observer is really seeing two different pictures
at the same time. The optical axes of the two
eyes also'converge to some extent to meet in the
objects on which attention is concentrated at any
instant.
Mental processes then fuse the two
different pictures into one which has the appearance of solid relief. This effect of relief and depth
is the " stereoscopic effect." This effect is lost in

the normal television chain since the camera sees
things from one angle only. To re- create the full
sense of depth it is necessary to obtain two views
at the same time with a camera having a means
of obtaining those views from slightly displaced
viewpoints, so that it copies the actions of those
two eyes. If it is then arranged that each of these
views is only capable of being seen with one eye,
then (if certain other conditions are also met) the
resultant picture will be stereoscopic.
Two Picture Chains
There are many ways in which the above effect
may be obtained, and the obvious way would
appear to be the use of two separate cameras
which have their optical axes separated by
approximately the distance between the human
eyes; namely, 2 -tin. However, if this system is
adopted, virtually all the equipment required in a
normal television chain will be duplicated.
In the system now offered by eye, the stereoscopic effect is obtained by a mirror beam splitting
system at the camera position and a system of
mirrors at the monitor position which have the
effect of providing each eye with the relevant
picture information as though the eyes were at the
camera position.

Exhibition
At their exhibition at the Royal Festival Hall,
demonstrated the use of three dimensional television for the accurate handling
of dangerous materials such as radio- active substances. An operator was seen using mechanical
" hands " to manipulate flasks and test -tubes and
he. and the public, were able to watch the operations on television screens.
in August, Pye
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ANEIY- Pi4CT/CAL WAY

of UNDERSTAND/NG

Television
Electronics

Radio

Including: Transistors; VHF/FM; Hi -Fi equipment; Computors; Servo -meths; Test Instruments; Photo -electrics; Nucleonics, etc.

Radiostructor -an organisation specialising in
electronic training systems -offers a new self instructional method using specially designed
equipment on a "do- it- yourself" basis. You learn
by building actual equipment with the big kits
of components which we send you.
You advance by simple steps, performing a whole
series of interesting and instructive experiments
with no complicated mathematics! Instructional
manuals employ the latest techniques for showing
the full story of electronics in a practical and
interesting way -in fact, you really have fun whilst
learning! Fill in the coupon below, for full particulars.

-

.. Your

Career
Own Business
.. An Absorbing Hobby

FOR .. Your

.

POST NOW

RADIOSTRUCTOR
LEADS THE WORLD

MN MO

TO RADIOSTRUCTOR (DEPT. G.40)
READING, BERKS.
Please send brochure, without obligation to:

lt

*Name
Address

IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING

(We do not employ representatives)

LOCK

CAPS
PLEASE
1U/80

M

Suffolk's reputation for reliability accounts for the rapidly increasing
popularity of Suffolk rebuilt tubes. Now
you can obtain "NEW ALUMINA"
C.R. Tubes of all types completely
an exceprescreened and aluminised
tionally low price!
12' £5. 14' £5.5. 15" & 17' £5.10.
21' £8.
Sensational value with the existing range
of picture tubes!
12 "£4.10. 14"£4.15. 15 " &17 "£5.

FIRST

-at

IN QUALITY FOREMOST
IN ECONOMY

21' £7.
Suffolk's FULL 12 MONTH GUARANTEE is your assurance of satisfaction.
You get FREE DELIVERY anywhere
in the U.K. when you trade with
Suffolk, the largest independent tube
=builders in London.

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD
SUFFOLK HALL,

1

1

-3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD, PUTNEY, S.W.15
Telephone: VAN

5267, 4304
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BRAND NEW
TUBES
12

14¡¡

i

11

//}'
ij..o
LO

MW

36 -24

etc.

U 1.0
Y

.0.0

NEW, BOXED, ex Factory
RESISTORS, New, lw-3w, 50 for 4/ -;
100 for 7/6; Post 1/ -.
WELWYN 10w. w w 5k precision on
ceramic formers. 13; post 6d.
PLESSEY O.P. Transformers. Standard
matching for 3-5 ohms Speaker, only 2/9;
POSt

1 /-.

l'YLDON Wafers- channel
channel, 2/-; post 6d.

1, 8,

11

IS IT THE L.O.P.T. ?
SUE with the SA_NTEST.
most

low-pricedline output and
base component shorting turn tester.
Will indicate even one shorting turn.
£7.10.0. Carriage 5(-.

sets.
.. 53/-

500

..

.

;

TS146; TS113 -114; T161, 164;

. 84102,1 3;. etc to 945
990T 998T; 103 -145T; 203 -246T

., 55!-

!<

Ferranti.

.. 66/8

14T2. T1205 T11215TT12. T.18?1325,
G.E.C. and II.M.V. mostly 55/- to
invicta. T10/ -104; T108 -110 ..
..
T114 -126; T133 -142
..
\lurphy. V114C. V116C, V118C
..
V120C, V180, V178, V201, V202C
114 OF /UM, 1115 U. 1437
1445 U, 1723 U. 1746 U. 1747 U
463A, 563A, 863A ..
Pye. LV30, 16T, CS17. etc.

Philips.

CAdd426p

.

85'80 5260 -

45 57 6

4

,

.. 65 .. 60 .. f 0-

{'

11ONARDECK Tape Deck (listed 12
gns). only £9.10.0.
'
Amplifier for above 5 valve with controls
speaker, etc.. £9.5.0.
deck and amplifier,
52.17.6; arr. foreach

AEAUTIFULLY MADE

Y

I

post 2s. 6d.

RADIO

--

BARGAIN

Linearity and width controls.
EY86 base and top cap
salve connectors
E.H.T. leads

ONLY £

.:.

-

st4 ;SA.E.Twith enquiries
SPECIAL

NEW L.O.P.T. COMPLETE
with''

per

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED FOR
OUR PRODUCTS

ESTW

T29. T163

Ferguson.
22,

etc.

43 -64, 43 -69
CRM (6.3v. htrs)

Baird.

Be

V22.
2460
Cvur9
A ;0.931933. S34,8
ÿ2, etcG
/Ekco.

31 -74

L

¡¡

Direct Replacements for
Bush. TV

MW

11
IL

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
T164, T167, T172, 2014.1712
60/11A, B; 12A, B; TVF 12A.
12A. B; TRG I2A, B
451 -

months guarantee
$

TOP CLASS MAKE
CARR. & INSUR. PAID
¡¡

October, 1960

S.A E

Prest

with enquiries Please

n Road, Hadrrowá Middx.
NEW VALVES!

Fly as an
',.m

Air Electronics Officer
in today's R.A.F.

After technical training as an Air Electronics Officer, you fly in
V-bombers or on Coastal Command reconnaissance. You are the
link with your base; you are in charge of the whole electrical
power system of your aircraft; you control all electronic warfare
devices. You are a vital member of your aircraft's crew.

Types of Commission
For fit young men of 17:4 to 25 there are several types of cornmission available. Method of entry depends on educational
qualifications (the minimum is G.C.E. at 'O' level, or equivalent,
in 5 specified subjects). Pay, pensions and gratuities are generous.
A Flying Officer of 21 earns £950 a year, and a Flight Lieutenant
of 25 can earn, with full allowances, over £1,750 a year.

Write for full details,
stating age and educational qualifications, to
Group Captain J. N. Ogle, A.F.C., A.F.M.,

Air Ministry (PTN 735), Adastral House, London, W.C.I.

TODAY'S TOP JOB IS THE R.A.F.

Guaranteed Set Tested
HOUR SERVICE

24

1R5, 135, 1T4. 3S4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91, DK91,

DL92, DL94, SET of 4. 18/6.
DAF96, DF96. DK96. DL96, SET of 4. 26/6.
1D5
PCF82
7.8 DL33
8.6
7'6
1E45
PCL82
5/6 DL35
9/6
7.6
155
DL92
4/9
511 PCL83 106
1T4
PCL84
3'11 DL94
6,9
7 6
3S4
PL36
5/11 DL96
6 /11
10 9
3V4
EBC41
PL38
6/9
7/6
14:5U4G
EBF80
PL81
414
8/8'9
5Y3GT
EBL21 126
PL82
5 9
5Z4G
ECC81
6
5,3 PL83
7 6X7G
2E0082
6/- PL84
9 6
8K8G
ECC83
5 3
6.6
PY32
10 3
6Q7G
ECC84
5,9
8/3 PY60
6SL7GT 6/ECC85
8/PY81
5 9
6SN7GT 4 6
ECF80
PY82
9/6,3
6V6G
ECF82
4 9
9/.
PY83
^$
6V6GT
6 3
ECH21 12/6
U25
12/6
5 6X5GT
ECH42
8- U26
10/12K7GT 5 3
ECL80
UABC80 7/6
7/12K8GT 11 EF41
UAF42 8/9
7/9
12Q7GT 5 3
EF80
5/- UBC41
7/3

35L6GT
35Z4GT
AZ31
B36

8 3

CL33
12 6
DAC32
9 6
DAF91
4 9
DAF96 6 11
DF33
9 6
DF91
311

DF96

DH77
DX32
DK91
DX92
DK96

6 11
6

-

11 3

EF85
EF86
EF89

EL41
EL84
EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ41
EZ80
EZ81
GZ32
MÚ19

6/9/9
7/7/3

6 8
7 3
7 9

6 3
7 -

6-

6 9
8 9
7 -

UBF80
UCC85
UCH21
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41

UF85
UF89
UL41
ÚL84

UY21
UY41
UY85

8/6

7/-

12/6
7/9
8/-

10 /13/6
7/9
8/8/6

7/3
7/-

1L-

PCC84
.3
6/8/- PCC89 118
8'3
6/11 PCF80
VP4B
6 9
8/8
Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra.
Any C.O.D Parcel 2,6 extra.
Office address. no callers.
5,6

GERALD BERNARD
90
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE)
TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
the uproar about the jector, can be directed on to
AFTER
use of video tape, 16mm and vidicon camera. The quality

35mm films still fill up a lot of
time on both BBC and ITV
channels, and fill it up very
adequately indeed. The BBC
telecine seems to be of a better
average technical quality, partly
due to their use of occasional
films of outstanding photographic
qualities. Such a film was "The
Artist Speaks ", a documentary
made by the BBC's own film unit,
produced by John Read and
photographed by David Prosser.
It was about an eccentric old
French artist, Anthony Goss,
who painted what were, to my
eyes, most unattractive surrealistic pictures. The subject matter
would not appeal to me very
very much in the ordinary way
but the interesting directorial and
pictorial treatment restrained me
from switching over to the ITA.

a

is

good, but if the original film
negative is of exceptional quality,
a flying -spot telecine, particularly
the old twin -lens type, will give
a much wider range of tones and
a more accurate reproduction of
the original print. It is interesting to note that Westward Television's TV Centre at Plymouth
will instal one of these twin -lens
Cintel flying -spot scanners in its
group of four telecine machines.

Line Standards for Export
Nevertheless, there are trends
in some of the major companies
to turn over to flying-spot telecine, which is much more versatile for coping with filmed inserts
in " live " TV plays being made
on more than one standard on

video tape for foreign sales. At
the new ATV studios at Elstree
and at ABC's Teddington studio,
for instance, equipment is being
arranged to cope with 625 lines
at 50 fields per second (European
Standard); 525 lines at 60 fields
per second (U.S.A. and Japanese
Standard); oc with the British
405 lines standard.
At the
moment. best results are obtained
by repeating the complete action
of a play for a second or third
" take ", with cameras, equipment and video tape machine
readjustment ,to the additional
line and frequency standards required for export use. In due
course, 625 lines will be introduced in England, alongside 405
lines from the same transmitter
masts. But this is not likely to
take place until a new solution is

Flying Spot Teleeine
Afterwards, I thought it worth
while to find out from the BBC
exactly why the photographic
qualities were so good. Of course.
it is necessary to start with a
good negative. This was obtained
by using mainly a medium sensitive 35mm negative. After dubbing the music and commentary
on the edited picture, a normally
graded print was made which
was transmitted on the early type
twin -lens Cintel flying -spot scanner, a telecine machine designed
many years ago which is capable
only of running 35mm film. This,
I find, is still regarded as the deluxe telecine machine by BBC
engineers, who have only recently
purchased additional equipment
of this type. Commercial television programme contractors
have mainly bought vidicon types
simple and effiof telecine
cient arrangement in which the
respective projection beams from
a slide projector, a 35mm film
projector or a 16mm film pro-

-a

Mr. Baynham Honri. Technical General Manager of Westward Television, and Mr. John Mulliner, Studio Planning
Engineer of ABC TV, examining the latest types of a printed
board which is used in the Mk. IV television camera channel,
which equipment is to be supplied to Westward Television.
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found to the standards conversion problem
which may
take years. Putting a television
picture on a screen and rephotographing it on to another
standard on video tape can be
good but is not 100 per cent
reliable, as there are too many
variables. When an all- electronic
solution is found there will be
rapid progress in England to 625
lines, with its immensely improved qualities and almost
invisible line structures.

"Dream Girl"
If you are looking out for a
good television play, look for the
name of the producer or director
almost before you take in the
title and the cast. I must confess
that if I had not noticed that
Eric Fawcett's name was down
as the director, I wouldn't have
bothered to look at " Dream
Girl ", the BBC play which
turned out to be very much
better than its hackneyed- sounding title. Here was a light story
with several amusing dream
sequences as the main gimmick,
beautifully played by a large
cast, headed by Judith Stott and
William Sylvester. Judith has
crazy day- dreams which lend
themselves to delightful pictorial
treatment, enhanced by Roy
Oxley's settings, Elmer Rice's
dialogue, and camera work that,
on the whole, was above average.
The exceptions were extreme
close -ups of Judith Stott's face,
which were most unflattering, the
wide -angle lens that was used
distorting her features and adding
on the years. These shots, which
introduced the dream sequences,
were of quite different quality
from the rest of the photography,
and most unattractively so. William Sylvester added to his reputation as a first -class television
actor who recognises the value
of underplaying a scene when
the camera is so close that the
viewer can see the whites of his
eyes! This should be an axiom
for all television actors and
producers. Eric Fawcett is an
old hand at TV play production
and was probably the very man
who first recognised that television must acquire conventions
of its own, quite different from
those of the stage or screen.
TV News
The BBC made a major change
several years ago when they substituted the live news service for
the wholly filmed TV newsreel.

TELEVISION

It seems strange to think of it

now,
was
time,
were

but the newsreader's face
actually seen for the first
and only some of the items
illustrated with films, still
photographs, slides or diagrams.
Impersonal though the first BBC
newsreaders were, with inscrutable expressions and unchangeable voices, they dominated the
scene.
Indepedent Television
News projected the personality
of the newsreader in a much
more informal manner than the
BBC, and even allowed him to
disclóse a sense of humour to his
viewing audience. The use of
film. and particularly 16mm film
in ITN was steadily increased,
though much of it was photographed mute and provided with
sound commentary rather than
with real synchronous sound.
This method of news presentation lent itself to high speed
operation -and filmed items are
rushed on to the telecine machine
within a few minutes of being
processed and checked at the
studio. But this method is lacking in its impact as compared
with synchronous sound. A few
weeks ago ATV at Birmingham
secured impressive mute shots of
a man on the roof of a high
building threatening to jump off.
The cameraman photographed
would -be rescuers persuading the
would -be suicide to return to
safety. Just think of the sensational impact of the same scene
with synchronous sound instead
of with a commentary spoken by
the newsreader. In this day and
age. magnetic sound strips on the
edge of the 16mm film together
with a tiny transistorised ampli-

PRACTICAL
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fier in the film camera could have
captured the real sound with
ease. But the more general use

of synchronous sound has been
held back mainly by the extra
size and weight of equipment,
additional complications and
delays in editing. Many events of
every day could be more effectively
presented
with
synchronous sound, and this. I
think, will be the trend in the
all - important regional news
supplements to the excellent
Independent Television News.

Prompters
How
do the newsreaders
remember so accurately all the
news items, with only occasional
glances at their scripts? Well,
they do have scripts, to which
they
refer
occasionally,
in
between glances at the camera
lens or at a prompting machine
near the camera -about a third
of the time being devoted to
each kind of " look ". Several
kinds of prompting machines are
in use, one of the simplest being
devised and built by the Independent Television News engineers.
This comprises a very small 625
line Epsylon vidicon camera
directed at a typed roll of paper
about four inches wide, which is
passed in front of it by rotating
a handle. The resultant picture
of the text of the script is reproduced on a 17in, monitor screen,
placed by the side of the main
TV camera. The words are typed
on the paper with an ordinary
electric typewriter, and the girl
operator
merely
turns
the
prompter handle at the appropriate speed.

W

I

RELESS

Chief Contents of (h tober Issue
Now on Sale 1/6
RADIO SHOW 1960
SIX -VALVE TOP -BAND Tx
RESONANT CAPACITY CHECKER
RADIO CONSTRUCTION FOR THE BEGINNER
COMPREHENSIVE GUITAR AMPLIFIER
A H.F. ONE VALVER
MAINS DUAL -WAVE TWO
CLUB NEWS
ETC., ETC., ETC.
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DOUBLE BEAM

"SCOPE"
for D.C. & A.C.
APPLICATIONS

Engineered to precision standards, this high -grade instrument
is made available at the lowest
possible price, mom porating
the essential features usually
associated with luxury Instruments.
This "SCOPE" will appeal
rarticularly to Service engineers and Amateurs. A high gain,
extremely stable, differential
sensitivity with A.C.
Provides
Yampl ifìcr (30 mV/C:M.). suitable forample
measurement of transisof D.C. inputs. Especially
maintenance 01 D.C. levels is
tor operating conditions where
Fly -back
of paramount importance. Push -pull X amplifier;
for
suppression: internal Time -base Scan Wavelorm available
for checking TV Line
external use: pulse output available
and C'R'C
I,P
for external
0/P Transformers, etc.; Provirion
200!250 v. 219.19.0. Plus
Brightness Modulation. A.C. mains
P. & P. 7/6, or 50'- deposit, plus P. & P. 7/6 and 12 monthly payments of 23. 4.
INCLUDING
GUARANTEE
FULL 12 MONTHS'
ES AND TUBE.
VALVES
TYPE

-

ALIGNMENT ANALYSER

MC12

mains 200/250 v. Provides:
(Swept
"Wobbulator"
Frequency') operation. for
FM /TV alignment linear frequency sweep up to 12 Mc /s.
From 400 kc /s-80 Mes. Capacitance Measurement. Two
ranges provided 0-60pF and
Facility
Special
0- 120pF.
enables true resonant Ire transormernetc to be rapidly
determined. Cash price 26.19.6.
plus 5/- P. & P. H.P. terms
25/- deposit plus 5/- P. & P. and six monthly payments

SIGNAL GENERATORS
26.19.6 or 25/- deposit and 6
monthly payments of 21/6.
P. & P. 5/- extrt0 Coverage
100 Kc/s -100 Mws on fundamentals and 100 31e/s to 200
Mc(S on harmonics. Metal
case 10ín. x elan. x 5iin., grey
hammer finish. Incorporating
three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
Internal Modulation
200/250.
of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30%;
modulated or unmod ulsted
R.F., output continuously
milli -volts,
100
variable.
Incorporating
C.W. and mod, switch, variable A.F. output. or
minus 2 %.
magic -eye as output indicator. Accuracy plus
Cash 24.19.6 or 25/- deposit
and 4 monthly payments of
Plus Postage and
21/6.
Packing 5 / -.
Coverage 120 Kc /s-89 Mc /s.
Metal case loin. x elín. x
411n. Size of scale 611n. x
3íín. 2 valves and rectifier.
A.C. mains 230 -250 v. Internal
modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a

depth of 30% modulated or
unmodulated R.F., output
continuously variable. 100
milli -volts. C.W. and mod.
switch variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter. Grey
hammer finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 2 %.

SIGNAL & PATTERN GENERATOR
£6.19 6

A.C.

slow motion tuning audio
output. 8 vertical and horizontal bars, logging scale. In
grey hammer finished case with

carrying

21/6.

of

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMER
ith built-in line and width
N

control. 14 KV. Scan coil.
loin. deflection, on ferrite
yokes. Frames O.P. transformer pf. 18 KV. smoothing condenser. Can be used
for 14in., 171n. or 21in.
tubes. Complete with circuit diagram.
4/1-

P. & P.

As above, but for 625
lines, £2.10.0, plus 4/P.

& P.

Focus Magnet suitable for the-above (state tube). 10/ -, plus

CYLDON TURRET TELETUNER

I.F. 34/38Mc /s. Brand new, complete with biscuits for channels
&P.
2. 4, 8, and 9, but leas valves. 10/. plus 216 P.
Volves required P.C.C. 84, P.C.F. 80.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

60 ma..
All with tapped primaries. 200-250 volts I1-160. 180, 200 v.,
6.3 v. 2 amps.. 10/6. 280-0-280 80 ma., 8.5 y. 2 amp.. 6.3 y. 1 amp..
6.3 v. 2 amp.. 10/6.
10/6. 350 -0-350 v., 70 ma., 6.3 v. 1/6.amp.,
Postage and packing on
250 -250 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 amp., 10
31 -.

SURFACE. BARRIER TRANSISTORS
Type SB305,
100%

15

Mas, 7:6 each.

AUDIt) TRANSIS'T'ORS, 5l- each.

v.

CHANNEL TUNER
manufacturer. Complete
with P.C.C. 89 and P.C.F.
80 valves (in series). I.F.
16 -10 or 33-38. Also can be
modified as an aerial
converter (instructions
supplied).
Complete with knobs.
32/6 Plus 3'6 P. & P.

HEATER TRANSFORMER
To suit the above, 200-250

v 6/ -.

Plus

1/6 P. &

P.

8-WATT PUSH -PULL
AMPLIFIER
COMPLETE WITH CRYSSin.
TAL
LOUDSPEAKER
A.C. mains 200 -250 v. Size 10}ín.
x 8f1n. x 24in. Incorporating 6
valves. H.F. pen., 2 triodes. 2
For
output pens and rectifier. type
use with all makes and
of pick -up and mike. Negative
leed back. Two inputs, mike
and gram.. and controls for
same. Separate controls for
Bass and Treble lift. Response
fiat from 90 cycles to 15 Kes.,
4 db down to 20 Kos. Output 8 watts at 5% total distor±2 db-Noise
Output transformer tapped
hum.
down
all
40
db
level
tion.
for 3 and

15

ohm speech coils. For use with Std. or L.P. records.

TRANSISTOR TESTER
both P.N.P. and N.P.N. transistors incorporating moving

musical instruments such as Guitars, etc.£4.196 Pl
P. & P. 7/6.
Or 20)- deposit Plus P. & P. 7/6, and 4 monthly payments of 23/ -.

2/6
196 Plus
P. & P.
UNIT 3/6
BUILT POWER SUPPLY 21
Plus

RADIO & T.V.

For
coil meter. In metal case, size 44 x 31 x llfn.
Scale marked in gain and leakage. Complete
and ready for use.
A.C. Mains 200-250 v. D.C. Output
75

Accuracy

Will tune to all Band I
and Band III stations.
BRAND NEW by famous

1/6 P. & P.

the abolie,

handle.

±1 % A.C. mains 200 -250

,

296

P. & P. 5 /-.

Or 25/- deposit. P. & P. 5/- and
6 monthly payments of 21/6.
Coverage 7.6 Mc /s. -210 Mc /s. in
five bands, all on fundamentals,

ma., also 6.3 v..

2

250 v.

at

amp. heater winding.

I

P.

&

P.

23

COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD
HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

All enquiries S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
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R. S. C.

BRADFORD, LEEDS
MANCHESTER

October, 1960

MORLEY ST. (Nr. Alhambra) BRADFORD.
COUNTY ARCADE, BRIGGATE, LEEDS,
BROWN
St. (Market St.), MANCHESTER,
(Leeds) Ltd.
Mail orders to Dept. N., 29.31 Moorfield Rd., Leeds, 12,
Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under $1. Postage 1/9 extra under
2/9 under e5. Open to callers 9 a.m, to 8 p.m. Wednesdays until i p.m. S.AE.
TELEVISION RECTIFIERS
with enquiries, please. Trade supplied,
ma. Size 3 x llius. Brand

and

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS

Fully Guaranteed
Interleaved and Impregnated
Primaries 200-239 450 v 39 c/s screened

TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
260 -0-260 v 70 ma, 8.3 v 2 a 5 v 2 a .. 17/9
350-0 -350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5v 2 a,. 16/9
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5 v 3 a
23/
30110 -300v 100 ma, 8.3 v 4 a, 5v 3
360Á350v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a.. 23/
23/
150 -0-350v 150 ma, 8.3v4a 6v3a., 29/9
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
2500250 v 60 ma, 8.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a
Midget type 24;3- 310...
..
. .17/11
250-0-250v 100 ma. 8.3v 4 a, 5v 3
25/9
300-0-300v 100 ma. 6.3v4a,5v3a,- 87/9
350-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3
350.0-350v 150 ma. 8.3 v 4 a, 5v 3 a., 27/9
35/9
425 -0425 v 200 ma, 8.3 v 4 a, C.T.
6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 5 v 3 a ..
.. 49/9
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Ah with 200250 v 50 as Primaries: 6.3 v,
L5 a. 5/9' 8.3 v 2 a. 7,6; 0 -4-6.3 v 2 a. 7/8:
12 v 1 a 7?, 11; 6.3V3a.8/11:6.3V6a,17/9.

.

a
aa

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
0-9-15
19/9} á9-15v6a123/9a
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66:1
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ..
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
..
Standard Pentode. 7/8,000 to 3 ohms
Push -Pull EL84 to 3 or 15 ohms ..
Push -Pull 10-13 watts 6V6

6a

to

3

18/91

3/9
5/9

or

Push-Pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 3, 5, 8 or 18/8

ohms
SMOOTHING COKES
300 ma 10h 260 ohms .
ma 10 h 250 ohms
..
60 ma10h400 ohms
..

..

..

..

1

250

SELENIUM
iltesforquaanttities0150wls00000
F
H.T. (H,W,)
250v50ma,. 3/11 6/12vÌ ar)age) /11111
02
250 v 80 ma
5/11
.. g9
250v100nta 6,11 812v3a
8,12v4a .. 12/8
8,12 v 5 a
.. 14/6
Contract Cooled
8/12 v 8 a
1&6
250v80ma.. 8,11 8/12 v 10 a .... 25/9
250 v 75 ma
6/12 v 15 a .. 27/9
F.W. (Bridge) 8,11
24v15a .. 29/9
CO -AXIAL CABLE tin.
75 ohms 14/36
-.
.,
8d.
Twin-screened Feeder ..
lid. yd.
..
yd.
BATTERY NET CONVERTER KIT
All parts for converting any normal type
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250v
50 c,s. Supplies 120 v. 90 v or 60 vat 40 ma,
fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 v at 0.4 to 1 a. Price including Mromit, 49.9. Or ready for use, 9,9 extra,
ALL DRY RECEIVER BA ITERY
ELIMINATOR KIT: -All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal -case
51-44 -2ín.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
smoothed, From 200 -250 v 50 c,s mains.
Price, in. point- to-000int wiring diagrams, 39,9. Or ready tor use. 49/9.
D.C. SUPPLY KIT. -Suitable for Electric Trains. Consists of mains
trans.
200-250 v 50 c.pp s. A.C. 12 v 1 a Selenium
F. , Bridge Rectifier. 2 Fuseholders, 2
Fuses, Change Direction Switch. Variable
Speed Regulator.
Partially
33/8
rii
Steel
andd
AUTO (STEP UP /STEP /DOWN)
TRANSFORMERS
0-110/120-230/250 v, 50.80 watts, 11/9.
0- 1.10/120 -200- 230 -250 v, 150 watts, 27'9.

5/9
4,11

0-10-25 v 24

YIDIO

a.

..

Offers you the finest rebuilding
service available today! Each
tube is completely rescreened
aluminised and fitted with
a new Gun Unit! Available
now
for IMMEDIATE

-

EX-GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated,
plank crackle finished, undrilled
cover.
Size 14 x 10 a 8410. high.
EAL FOR
INSTRUMENT
CASÉOR COVERCOULD
LLD B USD
O
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9. plus 2/9 postage.
BATTERY CHARGERS
For 200 /250 v 50 cis A.C.
mains. 12 months guarantee. Attractive. well
ventilated hammer
finished oases, 8 v or 12 v.
4
amp. with meter
and variable charge
rate selector, as tlluatrated.
68/9
carr. 5/Or Deposit 18,3 and 5
monthly payments of
13/3. 8v or12v lamp
type. Also suitable for
electric traits power supply. Only 29/9
post 2/9.

TV TUBES
Fitted Brand New
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope
etc. Electron Guns

Completely

new

as

Direct Plug
'

21 "

Micro Fine
Aluminising
(Gives Superb Daylight
Viewing)

-New

-£8

and Increased

Brilliance)

New Graphited Coating¡
(Infrared Treated)

COMPLETELY NEW TUBES EXCEPT
THE GLASS

-f4 15

MAKES AND TYPES FROM STOCK
-,.
E5 10 0
14"
.,,
E5 19 0
I5 " -17"
£6 IO 0
21"
...
..,
£7 10 0

14 "

21 "

-£7.

ALL TUBES GUARAN.
TEED FOR ONE YEAR.

VIM

Small Particle
Silver Activated Screen
(for Better Contrast

VIDIO'S SECOND CHOICE
-GUN UNITS.

-£4. 10.
15" -17" £5.

full details

-

"-15 "-17"-

2"

Get

replace-

types.

-

£5.10

in

ments for all makes and

-New

DELIVERY.
14

2a

38/e, Carr, 15/-

Factory Reprocessed

costs less"

12 " -£5.

..

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES
60 ma 5-10 h 250 ohms ..
.. 911
80 ma10h150 ohms
..
100 ma 5 is 100 ohms Trloalleed ., 3/11
100 ma 8-10 h 100 ohms Parmeko
6
120 ma 12 h 100 ohms .
150 ma 10 h 150 ohms
'200 ma 3-5 h 100 ohms Parmeko
.. 7/9

"Better get the best-

it

V8

EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All 200 -250 v 50 oIs input.
Removed from New ex -Govt. units,
270-0-2í5v 100 ma, 6.3 v 7 a, 5 v 3 a 22 8
350-0-350
350v 100 maa,'83v 2a 5v
18/9

dli

16

..

S4_56

5/7
8,10

now _rom

ALL
12"

...

12 months' NEW tube guarantee.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Carr. & ins. 7'6 (passenger)

refunded if you wish to return your

REPLACEMENTS LTD,
Hales St., Deptford High St.
London S.E.8. Tel: TID 4506

20/ mold tube.

LAWSON TUBES
PICKERSLEIGH

156

ROAD, MALVERN

WORCS. MAL.
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sync feed to the frame output oscillator triode
grid, also the 150pF. It will then be necessary to
check the other capacitors associated with the
ECL80.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. SI must be attached to all Queries, and if o
postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

COLUMBIA MODEL C503
I wish to convert this set from BBC channel 2
to channel 5 but do not know the layout of the
oscillator and R.F. co +is. This information is not
given in the " Radio and TV Servicing " volumes
which I possess, and I cannot find the equivalent
Sobell model. -R. Whillence (Durham City).
The Columbia C503 is directly equivalent to the
Sobell T121. You will see that the aerial R.F.
mixer grid and oscillator coils have alternative
tappings. It is only necessary to remove the link
to F2 and connect to Fl in each case and then
retune the oscillator coil for maximum sound and
the other coil cores for optimum vision and sound.
V1 is on the front left side (R.F. amp); V2 is next
to it.

ENGLISH ELECTRIC C.42
I
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cannot trace the cause of dark streaks appear-

ing to the right -hand side of all bright objects on
the screen. They extend right across, often
obliterating other bright objects. I am using a
regunned MW 53 -20 tube with this chassis. On
this set, and also on an Ekco T161, I am troubled
by visible flyback lines whenever the brilliance is

turned up to normal. The Ekco also has a
regunned tube. -A. Henshaw (Halstead).
See that pin 7 of the C.R.T. base is connected
to pin 10 or pin I1. Check the I.F. alignment
and the video detector and amplifier resistors
6.8k, 390f2 and 10k. Correction of the streaking
fault may also cure the flyback lines, especially if
one of the above resistors is at fault. Ekco T161:
Change C.R.T. cathode resistor 220k (red red
yellow) to 470k (yellow violet yellow).

DECCA BM3IC
On this set it is almost an impossibility to pre-

vent the picture rolling and it requires very careful
adjustment of frame form control. The picture
cannot be adjusted by the frame height control
Jones (Solihull).
and all images are very tall.
Check the 0.1µF capacitor associated with the

-J.

BUSH TV12A
Sound and vision on this set are fine except
for the width of the picture, which is about tin.
and cannot be made to fill the screen. The height
and focusing are also in order. -D. N. Hall (High
Barnet).
Check the 214F capacitor under the front of the

main deck (inclined panel) which feeds the scanning coils socket, then suspect a deflective line
output transformer inside the round can on the
right side. The coil in the square section on top
of this can need not be suspected.

BAIRD 1815
The picture

is sometimes very good but faint
lines keep flickering over the screen. Sometimes
I can cut them out with the converter. The line
lock control is as far advanced as possible clockwise. The frame lock does not work, neither does
the focus. The other controls are in order and
the sound is perfect. A converter is fitted to this
set so two aerials are necessary. These are well
Colquhoun (Bootle 20).
apart in the loft.
We presume the patterning is experienced on
ITV. If so, this is the result of BBC breakthrough,
and the coaxial stub from the converter to the
short
aerial socket of the receiver must be kept as when
as possible. Remove the BBC aerial plug
receiving ITV and separate the cables.

-F.

EKCO T205
The picture and sound suddenly went off,
bright line across the middle of the
'
leaving a -,in.
screen. All valves have been checked and found
to be in order except 6F15, which is very low. The
set has a built -in turret tuner and the two valves
have been checked and found to be in order.-A.
Carson (Liverpool).
We would say that a H.T. failure is more likely
to cause your fault than the 6F15. Check the
various H.T. feeds in the set and look for charred
H.T. feed resistors denoting a breakdown in one
be
of the sections of the circuit. The fault may the
inside the tuner unit, especially if rotating
turret causes flashes in the tube.
VIDOR C1306

The above console model was bought in 1951. After
the set has been switched on the picture is "jittery"
(up and down). It settles down after a few minutes but
soon starts again. -G. Breddy (Retford).
You should replace the 6K25 (Mazda) grey
metalised valve in the centre of the chassis.

MURPHY V200A

I wish to obtain a suitable converter for this
set and would like your advice as to the best one
to use. As soon as the supply voltage drops a
little, the picture slips, which I think may be due
Radford (Devon).
to a weak sync pulse.
The best tuner to fit to the V200A is Murphy's
own Cl. This involves internal wiring but will
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ensure a strong ITA signal without patterning.
Your sync .fault is more likely to be low H.T.
(faulty RM4) than anything else, but the sync
separator is the 10C2 on the top left hand chassis
as you look in at the back.

PAM 750
The picture, raster, and sound on this set have
failed. All valve heaters were glowing except
E.H.T. rectifier EY86. There is a spluttering
sound from the scanning coil assembly. Voltage
at H.T. smoothing choke is approximately 200. I
removed the scanning coil assembly, and the
"Megger" test between one section of frame coils
and one set of line coils was zero, and both these
coils were 500k to earth. Corresponding tests
between remaining sections of coils is infinity.
Pink (Ferris Bay).
Your symptoms seem those of a straightforward
scan coil failure. Check first of all that the breakdown is not in the screened lead feeding the line
scan to the coils.

-J.

ENGLISH ELECTRIC 16C19D
The tube on the above set is faulty. Can I
replace it with an English Electric tube T901B?
The existing tube is a Mullard MW41 -1. The
main thing I am worried about is the deflection
angle.-P.' Rice (Derby).
The T90I.B was the type originally fitted and
the MW41 -1 is equivalent. Therefore you should
experience no trouble at all.

MARCONIPHONE VG59DA
This set has no picture but the sound is good
loud and clear when the contrast control
is turned fully clockwise. If it is turned anticlockwise, the sound fades. The screen is blank
except for a narrow, stationary, horizontal bright
line. This line has no definite edges. When the
contrast control is turned anti -clockwise this
excites the line and causes a slight crackle on
fading sound. When the brilliance control is
turned up to full extent the line expands to about
4in. wide. I renewed the frame blocking oscillator transformer but with no results. The EY51
would not light up so I renewed this, but the new
one will not light either. I have replaced the
PL81. The soldered connections of the EY51 do
not arc but will spark when tested with a screw driver.
Woolfall (Lancaster).
The second ECL80 (LN152) to the right of the
metal rectifier is most probably at fault. Check
the height control and the metal rectifier itself,
14A86. If the LN152 is not at fault check H.T.
to pins 1 and 6.

-very

-J.

STELLA ST8517
The picture has begun to slip sideways and the
figures twist into queer shapes until it jumps back
into position. This is repeated again and again.
W. Macintosh (Dumbarton).
We suggest you replace the PL81 valve, which
is tó the left of the right side line output section.
It has a top cap connection and has the PY81 next
to it.

-

October, 1960

PILOT 1800
There is no sound or vision on this set, and
the C.R.T., which is a MW43 -64, shows only a
narrow band of illumination horizontally. All the
valve heaters and the C.R.T. heater glow and a
blue spark can be drawn from the EHT connection when it is removed from the final anode on
the C.R.T.
Waite (Chingford, E.4).
The Pilot model is not 1800, and from your
remarks we must conclude that it is a TV87 fitted
with a Mullard tube in place of the original
Brimar and adapted with a turret tuner. Under
the tube on the left side you will find a valve.
12BH7. Check this valve and the voltages applied
to pins
and 6. Pin 1 should read about 50V;
pin 6 370V; pin 8 about 18V.

-J.

1

PHILIPS 11000
The top of the picture bends from right to kit,
and at times it seems as if a strong breeze is
blowing from left to right. I have checked valves
ECL80 and USPL81 and found them to be in
order.-F. Griffiths (Greenford).
Check the 10pF sync feed capacitor to the PL81
control grid and the components associated with
the right side ECL80-pins 6, 8 and 9. If the
hold control is at one end of its traverse, change
the PL8I.

PEE VT4
The trouble is lack of width in spite of the fact
that I have replaced both PY82's, PL81 and PY8l
valves. I have also replaced the 3-3k resistor in
the line output section with little or no difference.
-V. Robertson (Scotland).
Check the value of the 4752 anode stopper on
the PL81, and examine the raster for taper from
top to bottom. If taper is pronounced, suspect a
faulty winding on the deflector coils. If there is
little taper, check the components in the drive
circuit between the ECL80 and PL81. especially
the 220pF condenser across the line drive control.

C.E.C. BT302
Can you tell me the most common reasons for
"ghosting" on this. receiver, which is fairly new?
-W Furse (Fife).
Ghosting is caused by a reflected signal appearing on the screen a few microseconds after the
original signal is picked up by the aerial. The
action to be taken is to reorientate or find another
position for the aerial. Trial and error is the only
method.
.

COSSOR 908
On switching on I found there is a deep humming sound. The humming disappears when I
turn the fine tuner but increase in volume causes
flashing across the screen. When the volume control is touched it causes a loud grating noise.-A.
Russell (Abertillery).
Your volume control seems to be excessively
noisy. Try any of the usual solvents, or, if not
available, a solution of Vaseline in turps substitute. Having introduced the fluid rotate the control
once or twice, then leave for half an hour before
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Midland "New Alumina" rebuilt C.R.T.s conform to
the highest standard of reliability- offering you the
finest value available today. Each tube is completely
rescreened, aluminised and fitted with a new gun unit.

TRUE

Midland's reputation for quality and the rapidly
growing demands for these dependable tubes are your
assurance of satisfaction.
12 and 14in. -£5. 15 and 17in.- £5.10.0. 21 in.- £8.0.0.

ECONOMY

(all types).

Depends
on Quality
ALL TYPES COVERED BY MIDLAND'S

Reliable Rebuilds at Popular Prices.
Exceptionally low- priced Midland Rebuilds -the tubes
you can always depend on.
12in.- £4.10.0. 14in.- £4.15.0. 15 and 17in.- £5.0.0.

21in.- £7.0.0.

12

(all types).

MONTH GUARANTEE AVAILABLE NOW -FROM STOCK

MIDLAND TUBES LTD.
37

GEORGE STREET, MANCHESTER, I. Telephone: CENTRAL 45681

television course for you to study at home
scanning and reproduction of picture from
The
Entirely new! Practical! signal. Aerials, types and purpose.
cathode ray tube. Time -base oscillators, and
Bang up to date!
output circuits. Synchronisation. Video freThe TV tuner, turret,

A

THE FAMOUS BENNETT COLLEGE
OFFERS YOU THIS
An entirely new course of study based upon
up -to -date techniques has now been prepared
by The Bennett College.
The course is non -mathematical, and
contains numerous clear diagrams, starting
from the very beginning (even including the
basic principles of sound radio receivers, if
desired) and covering all the relevant
knowledge that you need to know!
This is what you've been looking for! You
can now gain thorough knowledge of this vast
subject in your spare time at home. The
course includes: production of the signal,

quency amplifiers.
incremental, etc. Television test gear. Television faults.
For more details, fill in the coupon below. Your
studies cost you very little, the book you need is
included in the cost.

r

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE
(DEPARTMENT D55TV) SHEFFIELD

Please send me details of the nero

Television Servicing Course
NAME
ADDRBvt

L
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"NEW LOOK" PORTABLE

THE

October, 1960

69/6

GRAM AMPLIFIER

WHEN MODIFIED IDEAL FOR STEREO, MICROPHONE, GUITAR, RECORDS
SALVAGE (not converted) CAN BE USED IMMEDIATELY, BUT LESS VOLUME
Ideal for stereo attachment. Well styled cabinet in Brown /Ivory with carrying handle. Contains 8in.
high
flux speaker. For use on A.C. or D.C. mains. Three valves -I0F3, 10P14 and U404. Maximum output,
4-5 watts. Size 14 x I I x 6 }in. Wonderful for HOME, HALL, AMATEUR THEATRICALS. Two units
give a world of amusement and special stereo effects. Ideal for works and offices. As loud hailer can
For
election speakers and for public address.
Drawings available for conversion.
Completely
with handle fitted for immediate use, and 12 months' guarantee. 99/6. P. & P. 5/6. Deposit converted,
30/ -, plus
postage and 10 weekly payments of 8e -.

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED.

speaker in cabinet, 1919.

Extras:

Mike 27/6.

Record change £6.19.6.

REPLACEMENT REBUILT

TV TUBES
12 months guarantee
Terms available over 20 weeks
Carr. & Ins. 15'6
£8.10.0
allowed on

21in. TUBE
17in. TUBE £7.10.0
12, 14, 15in.
£5.10.0
TUBES

HOME RADIO

LI

old Tube
allowed on
old Tube

79/6

A.C. 5 valve octal superhet. 3 waveband
receiver. P.U. in attractive modern
cabinet. 9} x 18} x I Ihin. Carr. & Ins. 4'6.
Terms: 10/- deposit and 10 weekly payments of 8/ -.

COMMERCIAL ROAD, LEEDS

5

Example:

12 " -14"

15/-

£5
15"-17"

£6
21"

£8

Actuel Cost
of Tube

old tube

I

25/-

30/-

TV CHASSIS FOR SPARES
resistances, 54 condensers, 13 valveholders, 4 transformers. Chokes, 250 mA.
Metal rectifiers, 300 volts at 250 mA.
Fuse panel. Focus magnets. Plugs, Sockets.
56

9/6
Carr. 7'6.

Romford

£ 4. 15. 0

£6. 10.

Road

Manor Park, E.12.
ILF 6001/3.

SPECIAL OFFER

!

TO THE FIRST HUNDRED
CUSTOMERS

COSSOR

1011

TUBES

Brand New NOT A Regun

108K
7SK
12

£ 4, 5. 0
I

gris.

0

DUNE & CO.

We are now able to offer SUPER SCREEN
TV TUBES with 12 months guarantee at the
keenest exchange price ever.

Cash allowance
on return of

19

(LONDON) LTD.

CHANGE

Tubes
all types

TV COMPLETE

Beautifully styled polished cabinets. These are table models
with the option of contemporary legs fitted (2 gns extra,.
17ín. rectanguiar tube guaranteed for 12 months. Valves
and chassis guaranteed for 3 months (chassis salvaged but
reconditioned). Where possible personal collection is
advised. Carr. & Ins. 15/6.
Terms:
deposit and 20 weekly payments of IS' -,
plus Carr. & Ins.

621.3

CLARKSON'S TUBE
120

17"

Extra Loud-

1ST-

plus

IS/-

plus

6/6/-

carr & ins
carr & ins

MONTH GUARANTEE

ION TRAP MAGNETS
Suitable for all bent gun type tubes

0

2/9

EACH

Plus

6d

post & pack

Carriage and Insurance 10 /- extra

These tubes are COMPLETELY REBUILT by experts,
with the most up-to -date electronic equipment, and are
fitted with the famous American Superior Electron Gun.
Many thousands of these tubes are in service today.
Our factory is open to inspection to readers of "Practical
TV ". Technical advice and queries are answered free of
obligation. All tubes are dispatched with adhesive paper
and return labels. Cash allowance is sent on receipt of
old tube.

HARVERSON SURPLUS
LIMITED

83 HIGH STREET
MERTON S.W.19
CHErrywaod 3985 6.7
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testing. Suspect also a heater /cathode short in the
'PCF80 in the turret tuner.
KOLSTER BRANDES OV30 NEW QUEEN
When the picture first appears there is a vertical
black line 2in. wide on the right hand side of
the screen. This sometimes clears after a few
minutes or after a slight adjustment of the horizontal hold. During the course of the evening, the
set has to be adjusted as vertical lines in buildings
appear to twist about lin. from the top and sometimes with an erratic line racing across the top
of the picture.-E. Spark (Co. Durham).
We would advise you to replace the PCF80
video amplifier -line oscillator valve (V6). This is
situated on the centre of the chassis between the
6AL5 and the PC182. Also have the PY83 and
50CD6 valves inside the screened section on the
left checked if the gap on the right side is troublesome.
BUSH TV24C
The set was not used for about two weeks and
on switching on the sound came but there was no
raster and no picture. A clicking sound could
be heard, and upon investigation it was found to
coincide wth a flashing around the electron gun
inside the tube. The flash can be seen arcing
across between the grid and what I take to be the
first anode. EHT is present and appears to be
high enough judging by the length of spark from
the EY51. The earthing contact between the out-

THE "OLYMPIC"
(Continued from page 31)
circuit is used. Not only is a correction network
included between generator and output valve, but
the curvature of the valve characteristic is also
involved. There are thus three frame linearity
controls. They are not difficult to adjust however.
The result is effective in that non -linearity is only
detectable within about }in. of the top of the tube.
The line- output stage utilises the valves PL81
and PY81. The EHT rectifier for the 90deg
version is an EY86, while an EY51 serves for the
70deg version.
A width control is not incorporated. The width
can be adjusted, by other means than the usual
variable, inductor, during construction, and it is
not necessary thereafter to alter the circut. A
height control is, however, provided, so that the
correct aspect ratio can be achieved.

The Audio Output Stages
A high -gain A.F. amplifier feeds an output pentode capable of delivering 3W to the speaker. The
high gain is not used, as such, because a large
amount of negative feedback is arranged. This
reduces the distortion to about 1 per cent, and
thus quite " hi -fi " is attained without the complications of push -pull output.

The Picture Tube
The tube specified in the Mullard ÁW43 -80.
this is a 90deg electrostatically focused tube, of

51

side of the tube and the chassis does not look
too good as there is a sparking at that point as
well.-R. Sant (West Hartlepool).
We would advise you to change the EY51 before
condemning the tube. if the flashing continues
the tube will have to be replaced.

WELDING TUBE HEATERS
There is no sound or vision on the above set.
The valves and the tube do not light up, but I
have been told that the tube heater is in order.
With the set switched on, I can hear a faint vibration, which seems to be from the valves.-L.
Deegan (London, W.13).
To check the tube heater, short pin 1 to pin 12
on base. If the valves then light up -the tingling
stops-the tube is at fault. This does not necessarily mean that the tube must be replaced. The
heater can be welded by a high voltage -high
current pulse. This is readily available from the
top cap of the PL36 line output valve. The EHT
will not do. It is important to realise that only
a momentary pulse is required. It may be applied
as follows. Remove the tube base socket, short
tags 1 and 12 to preserve the heater continuity of
the valve chain. Connect pin 1 of the tube to
chassis. When the receiver has had time to reach
operating standard, touch a lead from the PL36
top cap to pin 12 of the C.R.T. Repeat if necessary until the spark has a flame -like quality,
proving the heater is intact.
short length from face to base. It offers the
advantages of high brilliance, excellent resolution
and the very great convenience of automatic focus.
With this tube no focus control is therefore needed.
although if desired a pre -set or variable control
may be fitted.
Constructors who have a 70deg tube they wish
to use may do so of course, and sufficient details
will be given to enable this to be done.
Automatic Gain Control
Because of the difficulties that may be met in
setting up, a " gated " circuit is not employed.
Instead an efficient peak -level circuit is incorporated.
using high-back -resistance germanium diodes. The
time- constants are so arranged that a moderately
slow degree of "aircraft flutter" can be corrected.
Although rapid flutter can still affect the picture,
it is usually associated with relatively small variations of signal amplitude; the much larger variations, of long period, can be dealt with satisfactorily.
(To be continued)
s-
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SETS & COMPONENTS

SETS

RECLAIMED VALVES. All tested and

perfect; modern and obsolete; huge
stocks; all one price, 5/ -, plus 6d.
postage each, delivered by return.
LEWIS, 46, Woodford Avenue, Ilford,
Essex.

RATES: 4/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 11- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Television."
Tower House, Southampton SL,
London, W.C.2,

TV SPARES

BOURNEMOUTH

London's Largest
Range -New or Used

Forest Gate, E.7.

NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES
66

LINE OUTPUT TRANS-

HOLDENHURST RD.

FORMERS and SCAN COILS

Tel.: 25232

for nearly every make and model.
New from 45/ -.
Used from 20/
Just a few examples from our extensive
range IN STOCK. Add 2/6 for P. & P.
TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY

Television Tubes. 12 month written
guarantee £6.15.6 and 10/. allowed
Carr. paid.
on your old tubes.
3 Element ITV and BBC dipole combined wall fixing, 34/6 and 4/6 carr.
Complete range of capacitors, resistors. Hi-Fi radiogram, chassis, amplifiers motors and pick -ups, stereo
and mono.
Bournemouth's Hi -Fi and constructors'

7
INCH tubes £5, new guns, all
sizes available. guaranteed. STAR
TUBES, Brief Street, Bolton.

EXGOV VALVES, IT4, 31; IL4, 1/6;

ECC81. 4/ -; -6SN7OT,
/;12A6OZ4,3/.;4/ -;12AH7,
3 /; IRS, 3/;

3/; 6L60, 5/ -. C.W.O send for
full list. WOODWARD, 16. Aubrey
Road, Sherwood, Nottingham.
GUARANTEED VALVES from Bd.
List 3d. HAMILTON RADIO (TI,
13, Western Rd., St Leonards, Sussex.
I85,

,

Television Tube Shop
now

stock

Tubes for every make of set
for example:

inch, Milliard type
..
..
inch, Mazda type ..
..
..
inch, Mollard type
..
14 and 15 inch, Mazda type
..
17 inch, All types
..
..
17 inch, Slim line 110°
..
..
21 inch, All types
Also G.E.C., BRIMAR, E.M.I.
12
12
14

All

£4. 5.0

84.15.0
25. 5.0
£5.15.0
87. 0.0

£7.10.0
£8.10.0
types
for
Add 10/delivery to your door within
48 hours, or 5/- B.R.S.
Terms - £2 down
All Tubes Carry 12 months' guarantee.
A few shop -soiled tubes available. Good
picture. Fully guaranteed, from 50 -.
Spare-time Service Engineers-send for
details of our rebate scheme.

45/,

59/6.
75/-,
47/6.
45/6.

We also stock a complete range of LOPT's,
Scan Coils,
Line and Frame Blocking
Trans., Frame O.P. Trans., for Alba,
Ambassador,
Banner, English Electric,
Etronic, Ekco, Cossor, Decca, Defiant,
Dynatron, Ferranti, Ferguson, G.E.C.,
H.M.V., Invicta, K.B., Marconi, Murphy,
Masteradio, McMichael, Pye, Pam, Philco,
Portadyne,
Philips,
Peto- Scott, Pilot,
Raymond, Regentone, Sobell, Stella, Ultra,
Vidor, etc., etc.
S.A.E.

FOR

IMMEDIATE

QUOTE.

SILICON POWER DIODES
To replace All -metal Rectifiers, miniature
size and high efficiency.
125 v. at 300 mA
...
... 12'6 P. & P. 6d.
250 v. at 300 mA ...
,,, 251 -, P. & P. 6d.
Latest V Aerials ... I5 /- plus 2/6 P. & P.
We can supply all Valves, Tubes, Controls,
Capacitors, Ion Traps, LISp., NEW or
Used.

USED CHASSIS
For most of the older sets for only 50/plus 20/- carriage.

/

TAPE RECORDERS
Latest Collaro "Studio" 3 -speed
Tape Deck, complete
Fitted to Motor Board, with 1,211
feet E.M.I. tape, knobs, etc., to fit
into your own cabinet
.. £15.15.0
5.3 watt Amplifier, specially designed for the "Studio" complete
with power pack, knobs, etc.
. £10.10.0
Complete lob in beautiful cabinet.
with 2 speakers 8 x 5, usually 450 .. £39.10.0
E.M.L sealed tape 1200 ft usually 36/ -. at 27/6

PHILIPS E.H.T. BLOCK! NG
TRANSFORMERS
NEW at 17/6. I.T.A. Converters from 37/6,
plus 5/- P. &

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LTD.
28 BROCKLEY CROSS, S.E.4.

VALVES

Tideway 5394

Avery wide range at 50% off list price. Send
for complete price list of these and other
Bargains.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

48

Battersea Bridge Road, LONDON
S. W.1L BAT 6859. Open

Saturdays.

P.

112

and at
CAMBERWELL RD., S.E.S.
Rodney 7917

www.americanradiohistory.com

makes-125 to 21'

Blane & Martin
Electronics

45/-.
62/6.
57/6.

N EW SCAN COILS FOR
PYE V4/7 etc., 62/6

PLEASE SEND

(BAT9838).

Fully Guaranteed
12 months

TRANSFORMERS

centre.

TUBES,

REBUILT
TV TUBES

C.O.D.

NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES
BOURNEMOUTH

5/;

S.W.11.

NEW LINE O.P.

Pye V4/7, VT4/7, 52/6; EV30, FYI,
F
i I4T2/3/4/5, 45/.; T1225,
Ferguson 992/6/8, 66/6; 941 -55,
Ekco T221/231, 47/6; TI61, etc.,
H.M.V. 1824-9, 58/6;
1840 -8,
916 -25,
Cossor
930-9, 58/6;
362'441,
Alba T301/504, 45/ -;
V200,
Murphy V240/250, 58/6;

(continued)

reclaimed, 6
months' guarantee. Vin,, '30/ -, 1214in., 56/6,
17in.,
All picture
70/6.
tested. FITTED FREE. Picture shown
to caliers Other makes, types, cheap.
Salvaged spares for modern and
obsolete sets. Prices from: LOT 17/8,
FOT 7/6, Osc. Tr. 6/., Mains Tr. 10/ -.
Valves: 1,000 types in stock. EF91.
EB91, 6.15, 2/8, EF80, 10FI, UF42, 3/6.
Save money
Send a S.A.E. with
enquiries or for free list. " ST.
JOHN'S RADIO." 156. St. John's Hill,

-

14in., 15in.,17in., Round & Rectangular

& COMPONENTS

MULLA RD

TELEVISIONS.-Satisfaction guaranteed. 14in., 13 channel from £10;
17in., 13 channel from £20_ All in per fect. working order. Sets for the
engineer from £2 each, all complete.
RELYON RADIO, 439, Katherine Rd.,

89, 6
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Sandown Lane, Liverpool
DETAILS ON REQUEST.

Tel. SEF. 3428

" HEATHKITS" can now be seen in
London and purchased on easy terms.
Free brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., Dept. PT/22/9, 138,
Lewisham Way, S.E.14. Tideway 6668.
TV TUBES from stock. 17in., new
gun £4/16/, new gun and guaranteed,
£5/15/, 12 months' guarantee. TV
ELECTRIC & CYCLE CO.; 1, High

Street. Cha'.vey, Slough, Bucks. Tel.:
Slough 21860.

TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES
Manufacturers' Guarantee
Twelve Months
Tubes for All British made Sets

10 inch
12 inch
14 inch
15 inch
16 inch
17
21

inch
inch

£4. 0.0
£5. 0.0

£5.10.0

..

..

£7. 0.0
£7. 0.0
£7. 0.0

£8.15.0

Credit terms arranged
Carriage 12/6.
Despatched British Railways Passenger to give a fast delivery and a
48 -hour service from:
Cathode Ray Tube

Service

35 BROOMWOOD ROAD
ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT
Orpington 21285
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SETS

& COMPONENTS

(contented)

HARROW ROAD

LADBROKE 1734

Offers
First -class

Condition.
45.0.0
17.10.0
(13.10.0

channel)
+15 /- carriage.
Guaranteed
VALVES
IOFI, 10/ -; 10C2,
10/6; 2001, eh.;

6F1, 5/.; SP61, 7/ -; 61(25, S/-; 20PI, I0Í;
PZ30, Si; PL33, 7/.; ECM, S / -; EB91,

S/H

Plus 6d. pon.
12in. Tubes,

50/-

plus 7/6

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a, Godwin Street,

Bradford

Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT RADIO, 20. Extension.
Shepherd's Bush Market, London
W.12. (Phone: SHE3052).
SERVICE SHEETS; also

TV TUBES, factory rebuilt (regunned), fully guaranteed, 14ín., £5,
171n., £o, p and p 10/ -. 24, Bristol

Road, Brighton.

MAZDA

TELEVISION TUBES! Rebuilt, new
12 montáis' guarantee.
14in.,

75/,

171n., 70 /e. Quantity discounts.
Pank Ave., New Barnet. BAR 9185.

REBUILT TELEVISION TUBES -12ín.
141n.
£5;
£5/10/; 171n. 160/10/,
Twelve months' guarantee. 10/- carr.
BRAYHEAD
TURRET
TUNERS
£O /10/8. Carriage paid. State coils.
All types BBC and ITA AERIALS
AIRSPACED COAXIAL CABLE from
M. per yard TELEVISION SPARES
AND EXACT REPLACEMENTS. The
latest BSR, ÚA14 four -speed Changer
£9!10/- Carriage paid. All leading
makes of TAPE RECORDERS. TAPES,
AMPLIFIERS, TAPE DECKS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TELEVISIONS
and RADIOS. All new goods on
Easy Hire Purchase Terms. TRAN.
BISTORS RED SPOT 5 /6. TRAN
SISTORS WHITE SPOT SIS each.
GERMANIUM
DIODES 1/ each.
Stamped addressed envelope please,
for inquiries and callers are welcome.

-

DEVIZES TELEVISION SERVICE
The Nursery, Bath Road,
Devizes, Wilts. Tel.: Devise/ 1100.

TELEVISIONS, all makes. from
£3 working. 10/. not. Callers only
9 till 6 including Sate.
39. Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.
1,000

TUBES

Buns,

18

&

Months' Guarantee

MOLLARD

TYPES

121u. and 14in. £5,10.0

17ía. £6,0.0
(return old tube el rebate)
Other Types -List Available.
TERMS C.W.O. Portaer and Ineumnce 10,-

TELEVISIONS

211u. 53/20 £8.0.0

All sizes Including Protections. Require
attention from 53. In working order:
12in. BBC from £5.
121n, and 141n. BBC /ITA from 10.
Regunned CRT £6 extra, 171n. from £S5.

-

WILFORD RADIO SERVICE
(Dept. P.T.) 44 MAYFIELD OR.. MEADOWS.
NOTTINGHAM

Send for Lists.

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE
SHEETS
5.000
models.
Lists

enquiries. TELRAY,
Bk.. Preston.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
BRYAN STREET, IIANLEY
STOKE -ON -TRENT

Radio. TV.
1/..
S.A.E.
11. Maudland

2,000 COMPONENT BOXES each
10

-

for nuts. screws, etc.. 3/11 each.'' 6
for £1, post free JERVIS. 16..MgpOr
Road, Brampton, Chesterfield.

in the country for sale at 4/- ea.

.

1960 Radio and Television Service
Sheet List Now Ready 1/. Also
Manuals for sale or hire. List
9d. S.A.E. please. Mall Order Only.
S P. DISTRIBUTORS, 11, Old Bond
Street, London W.I.

structions State set, model and 2
channels when ordering. tom /c and
35m /c models £5 /1s / -. í8m /c £0 /S /.
External cabinet (if required) 24/..
Carriage paid, C.W.O. or C.O.D
DURHAM SUPPLIES, 175. Durham
Road Bradford, 8, Yorkshire.

H.P. on Regunned
C.R.T.S.
At No Extra Charge
12 Months' guarantee
12" & 14"
£3.10.0
17"

21"

..

£4.10.0
£5.10.0

Phone or Call. only.
Rod 7778

P.
61

j.

F. Andrews

-63 ROSEMARY RD.
LONDON, S.E.15

radio

2/

45, Shaw

SHEETS.

with

adjustable compartments 2in. x
and press on 'ids. Ideal

111n. x 14in.

SERVICE SHEETS.
We have the
largest stock of Radio and TV Sheets

SERVICE

Carriage Paid.

CADMANS

SIG. GEN
type 3 150kc/s220Mc/s, new £15. 40 B.V.A. valves.
new £15. 200 Service Sheets £3 or
£30 all. THOMPSON, 22 Poynter Rd .
AVO

TV

2/S

TELEVET for salle, as new, hardly
used. 45 Ens. LAMBERTS, 46, North
Road, Lancaster.

each.

each. Post free. DARWINS,
Street. St: Helens. Lancs.

Largest stock
SHEETS.
Radio and TV Service Sheets North
London. 4/- each with S A.E. State
make and model no. Circuit diagram
on:y 2 /6. Also Manuals for sale or
hire.
Radios over 20 years our
speciality. All enquiries S.A.E please.
WYNDSOR TELEVISION, St. Albana
Road, Barnet, Herts.
SERVICE

SERVICE SHEETS. TV 4/. ea. Radio
3/. ea. List 1/ -. All orders dispatched
on day received. C.O.D. if required.
Also manuals for sale and hire.
SULTAN RADIO, 20. Church Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

_

Enfield Middlesex.

40.30,

BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS for
any area Will convert over 600
models. Complete with fitting in-

1.

100 BAYS of brand new adjustable
steel shelving. 72ín high x 34in. wide
x 121n. deep. stove enameled, dark
green. sent unassembled. six -shelf bay.
£3/15/ -.
Sample
delivered free.
quantity discounts. N. C BROWN
LTD.. Eagle Steelworks, Heywood.
Lancs. Tel.: 69018.

post.

FERGUSON, EKCO

3,

FOR SALE

(Contnued)

/

5, /H TV in

6 / -;

-

prices from £5 allowance on old tube.
Bevacuumed tubes, all sizes. 50/ -: guaranteed 4 months. Full range of aerials at trade
prices, double five costs only 56, -. Full
range of valves, example PCC84 costa 8 -.
ITV pre-amplifiers. 63.15.0. self- contained
in case. ITV converters. 65. Brayhead
tuners, 04.19.6. New TV sets and transistor
radios supplied, ask for quotation. Low loss
co-axial. 1l1 yd.: Standard Od. yd.
Dfplexers 8/8 each. All items carriage
extra.
S.A.E. for lists.
G. A. STRANGE
BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXALL,
Nr. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

LONDON, N.W.I0

I21n.
141e.
17in.
(all 5

-

AERIALS
VALVES
Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year.
TUBES

C. EDWARDS
1070

& COMPONENTS

SETS

53

s /Vision Strip,

0/9.

"Plessey" I.F.'s,

10.5

Mc /s sound, 14 Mc /s vision, e v /holders. Size:
ei x 5 x Min. Circuit Inc. (valves not incl.).

& P. 68.
6/- dbz
Brand new, lone wire end. Post on one. 4d..
post on one dozen. 9d.
Ronette HI -R Crystal Cartridge, 17/9.
L.P. and Standard stylus. Replaces Studio
O, B.S.R. Ful -Ft, will tit almost all types of
pick -up heads. P. & P. 9d.
P. P. COMPONENTS LTD.
219 ILFORD LANE/
ILFORD, Essex
Stamp for FREE Catalogue

P.

Germanium Crystals, ed. each or

WANTED

-

FAULTFINDER FILES (TV) showing
common faults that each receiver Is
prone to and other useful servicing
information 2/ each. List Od. plus
postage. S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 11,
Old Bond Street, London. W.1.

NEW VALVES
ECL80, PCC84.

SERVICE SHEETS for sale. all types

quantity too large or too sm.at :
highest prices paid. SULTAN RADIO,
29. Church Road, Tunbridge Wells.

from

1

/

with

Du(T)

RADIO

ma 13.

Leonards, Sussex.

free fault- findinggg
sheets
HAMILTON
Western Road,

WANTED.
EY51,
PCF80. PCL89. PL81,
PCL82. PY81. R19. U801. 30P4. etc.
Best Cash prices by return. DURHAM

SUPPLIES,

Bradford

8,

WANTED,

175.
Durham
Yorkshire.

Service

Sheets.

Kent.
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WANTED

EDUCATIONAL (continued)

(continued)

B.B.C. - I.T.V. - F.M. AERIALS

B.B.C. (BAND 1). Telescopic loft, 19/6. External.
SID. 26/3.

PROMPT CASH OFFER for your RADIO AND TV SERVICING all
surplus Brand New Valves. Speakers, aspects from basic principles. GuaranA

Components. Test Instruments. etc. teed Coaching for City and Guilds.
R.H.S 155, Swan Arcade, Bradford 1. R.T.E.B. Cert.. Brit.I.R.E. etc Study
at home under highly qualified tutors.
books to buy. Write for FREE
BEST PRICE paid by return for new No
stating subject to I.C.S
STAN Prospectus
Valves
and
equipment.
Parkgate Road
Interest
House.
WILLETTS, 43. Spon Lane, West
(Dept. 516A), London, S.W.11.
Bromwich!, Staffs. Tel.: WES. 2392.
,

TV VALVES WANTED. Send
cash by return to: P. J. F.
ANDREWS. 61 -63, Rosemary Road.
London, S.E.15.
NEW

BOOKS

valves

TROUBLES
IN
FIND TV SET
MINUTES from that great book "The

of TV Receiver Servicing,"
WANTED-VALVES. Modern TV Principles
all book houses and radio
and radio types. Large or small 10/8
wholesalers. If not in stock from:
quantities. Box No. 22.
Secretary I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield Rd.,

London. N.8.

needs the best. The 'Dominator" embodies all the tried and

Membership Condition booklet. 1 /..
Sample copy The Prac. Radio Engineer. 21- post free. Secretary, 20,
Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

trusted features of the earlier models with detailed Improvements made possible by the continuing research of Musical
Designers. Natural quality of tone to suit the most discerning player. Generous valve line -up and circuit efficiency
ensure ample volume and some to spare for all occasions

together with the brilliant and sparkling attack associated
with 'Darwin" Amplifiers. Twin 12,000 line 10in. speakers
drive in a cabinet geometrically angled to give maximum
sound dispensation and directional treble impact. Comprehensive control panel is flush mounted for safety in transport
and features: Four inputs. Two volume controls. Two tone
controls. Tremolo Speed control. Tremolo Depth control. Jewelled pilot light. Tremolo is operative on
two of the four inputs and Is flash -controlled for on /off by foot switch on wander lead. Tremolo speed
and depth controls provide "Full Compass" tremolo, pulse combinations. Acoustically designed luxury
cabinet, presented in two -tone leather cloth with gilt trim completes the striking and exclusive
appearance.

W

LEARN

RADIO & TV
SERVICING and

Price £40.0.0 (Heavy quality waterproof cover 27/6d.)
de. MAINS 200-230 v. DOMINATOR Non- Tremolo model.

and how to make and build your own
equipment -using an exciting new
practical apparatus course. Ideal for
starting your own business or as a
fascinating hobby.
FREE Brochure, without obligation from

19 GEORGE STREET, ST. HELENS. LANCE. Phone: St. Helens 4246.

VALVES

RADIOSTRUCTOR Ge t
I

1H5GT

AND

WHY " of

5Z4G

Radio
Television
& Electronics
with the
Learn

at

home

world's largest home study
organisation. Brit. I.R.E.; City
& Guilds; R.T.E.B., etc. Also
Practical Courses with equipment. No books to buy.
Write for FREE prospectus
stating subject to

I.C.S.

Intertext House, ParkgateRoad,
(Dept. 516), London, S.W.II.

NEW

!

TESTED

!

GUARANTEED

1R5 155, 1T4, 384, 3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92,
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96
6K7G, BKBG, BQ7G, 8V6G, 6X5G, or 5Y3C; EZ81
30L1
ECC82
8/6
7/9
8/18/_ 6LD20
FW4/500
61.25
30PL1
10/9/Z32
ÉCC834
35L6GT 98
89 0
8!9
10 /- 6Q7G
KT33C
ECOS 8/3
35Z4GT 8 8
10/- 6Q7GT 9,6
KT41
ECF80
35Z5GT 8 6
8/- 6SL7GT 8/3
ECF82
50L6GT 8'9
6SN7GT 4/9
98 KT44
ECH21 16/8
KT61
AZ31
9 8
6U4GT 11/5,3
KT63
6V6G
B36
89 ECH35
5/ECH42
K771
8/9
13/108 6V6GT 8/8 CL33
ECH81
MU14
DAC32 10/7/8
ECL80
MX40
6X5GT- 5/8
DAF91 5,3
7/3
8/-

666AAMAL5Q58

6BA6
6BE6
68136

6BJ6
8BR7

6BW6
6BW7
6CD6G
fiF1

6F6G
6F13
6F14

7B7
7C5
7C6

7,8
7/8
7/8

7/9
3/8

767

86

73

10P13
12AH8
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7

53
8/ 9

14/6

8!8

14/8
8,8

18/9
17/8

(I-

5 9

5/9

99
8'-

22 8

12'8

6K8G
6L18

18i3

6K7GT

10C2

10/5/9
8/8
7/12K7GT 5,8
12K8GT 11/8
12Q7GT 5/8

0/-

17/8
2/8
5/8/9

6K7G

1ÓC1

7/.
17/8

12Z3
14S7

20F2

20L3
25A6G

25L6GT
25Z4G
25Z6GT
30C1

30FL1

'7/6

17,13

8/9l7/8
9/8
7/3
9/-

DAF98
DCC90

DF33
DF91
DF96
DR76

DH77
DK32
DK91
DK92
DK96

DL33
DL35
DL92

7/8
10/6
10/4/7/8

ECL82
EF39
EF41

7/3
12/-

6
ÉF885

5/8

8/-

8/8
7/8
9/-

10-

81-

DL94
7/DL96
7/8
EABC80 7/EAF42
8/8
EB91
3'9

EBQ:3
5,EBC41
88
EBF80
8/EBF89
8/9
EBL21 13/8
EC92
11/ECC81
5/9

148
8/3

88

EF80

EF

6/6

7/8
46

EF89
ÉF92
EL33
EL41
EL42
EL81
EL84

18/8

8/8
9/9/-

ÉM8Ó

EM81
EM84
EY51
EY81
EY84
EY86
EZ40
EZ41
EZ80

10/7/8
9/13/'

7/9
8/9
7/6
6/3

RADIO
READERS
COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD RILL
24

LONDON, N.16

www.americanradiohistory.com

STA. 4587

N38

PCC84
PCC89

PCF80
PCF82
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PENA4
PEN36C
PEN45
PEN46
PL38
P1.38
PL81
PL82
PL83
PL84
PY32
PYgO
PY81

PY82
PY83
T41

!

any 4 for 19'8
.. 4 for 27/8

3ETS

1A7GT

Radio and 1N5GT
Electronics made easy by a new, non- 1R5
maths, practical way. Postal in- iS5
structions based on hosts of experi- 1T4
ments and equipmen building carried 3A5
out at home. New courses bring
enjoyment as well as knowledge of 3S4
this fascinating subject. Free bro-- 5Ú4G
chure from Dept. 12. P T. RADIO 5V4G
STRUCTOR, 40, Russell St., Reading. 5Y3GT
" HOW

Pelee 235.0.0.

DARWINS
SAME DAY SERVICE

ELECTRONICS

BERKS.

Ele-

17 WATT TREMOLO AMPLIFIER
A top quality Instrument designed for the professional who

FREE FROM THE I.P.R.E. Syllabus
of famous radio and TV Courses.

R,EIADING,

3

ment loft array, 24/ -. 5
Wall
Element,
32/8.
mounting. 3 Element, 33/9.
5 Element, 41/3.
COMBINED B.B.C. +
I.T.V. Loft 1 +3 Element.
41/3. 1 +5 Element, 48/9.
Wall mounting. 1 +3 Element. 58 /3. 1 +5 Element,
63/9. Chimney and mast
mounting units also available.
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft "H ", 281-. 3 Element loft. 52/8. SID loft, 12/8. External
S /D, 28/3. State channel when ordering.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 2/6. Coaxial cable,
8d. yd. Coaxial plugs, 1/3. Send 8d.
stamps for illustrated lists.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. T.P.)
36 Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey

DOMINATOR

EDUCATIONAL

Britain's leading radio training
organisation.

I.T.V. (BAND 3).

.

7/-

8/-

918

7l-

14/8

91-

10/8/8
11/8

7/8

918

7/8
7/9
12/7/3
8/8/-

IL-

8/11/8/8

7/8
5/8

for 27/13/10/U50
8'9
U52
5/3
U78
8/5

U25
U26

Uî8
8/UABC80 7/9
UAF42
98
UBC41
7/9
UBF80
9/6
8/UBF89
UBL21 13/8
UC92
12/8
UCC84
UCC85

12/I

7/e
1,513/8
g/
8/UCL82 10/9
UCL83 14/UF41
8/9
8/8
UF85.
UCF80

UCH21
UCH42
UCH81

11/8

11F89

71

URIC

7/8/-

14/8
9/8

UL41
UL84

7/8

UY21

8/11/3

1fYIN

8.'8
10/

101-

11/-

78

6/3
7/7/9

13/8
/8

Post

Od

UY41
UY85

VP4B
VP41
W76

7/8
8/

918

5/-

'5/8

Z77M

13/8

per

valve

extra.
Any Parcel Insured
Against
Odmaaxxttra.
Any C.O.D. Parcel 2/8

October, 1960

PRACTICAL TELEVJSION

EXACT PLUG -IN

LINE OUTPUT

COMPLETELY REPROCESSED AS NEW
WITH BRAND NEW MULLARD, MAZDA,

Most types available.
State Make and Model
Number of Receiver when ordering.

EMISCOPE, ETC. ELECTRON GUNS, RESCREENED, ALUMINISED, NEW GETTERS,
REGRAPHITED.

S.A.E. please with all inquiries

POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD 2, YORKS.
Tel. 37030

MONTHS

,. .,

£6.0.0

£5.10.0 21ín.
Immediate Delivery
Carriage and Insurance I0/. extra
Allowance on old tube

£8.0.0

17ín.

£5.0.0

6

Built in

I

RANGES

hour

,

Direct reading

READY CALIBRATED

RADIO MAIL

(Dept. DV)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

A 3d. stamp will bring you
of our latest

a

copy

RADIO & TELEVISION
COMPONENT Catalogue

'

FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE,

Our

Unbeatable

Price

28.10.0. Also
to replace 36-24,
36-44.
TR14 -21.
TR14 -22,
14
KP4A,
14 -LP4, 141K, C36-24, or for AW 36 -20,
38-21 121n. brand new 31 MW 31 -74, all
at E7 each. Post packing and insurance

available brand new

10 /-

141n,

extra.

NEW MAX
ELECTRONICS
For London's Finest Bargains

In elec-

tronic and radio equipment. Also
Largest Selection of Tape Recorders in
the U.K. All Guaranteed.
220, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Tel. PA1) 5607

on

a

receiver

dynamic
records.

to

readings

By G. N.
Vol. 4.

obtain

large

static

and

oscillograph

and

Patchett,
Portage 6d.

by

V

23; -.

'THE

Postage

1

/ -.

OSCILLOSCOPE AT WORK

by A. Haas and R.

''

W.- Hallaws.

18/

regunned
types if you
wish to

return your
old tube

9d.

TUBES

PICTURE

E1391

ECL80
ECL82
EF80
EF91

É83

GZ32
KT33C

KT36
PL33

PLö2
PL83
PY80
PY82
PZ30
UAF42

WESTMORLAND

:

4/7/6
9/-

UF42

7.6

UL41
UL44
UL46
UBC41
UCH42
U35

8'6

3D8

5'4/-

10'6

8/-

8'8
8/7/6

7'8
7'-

7'11'8'6

6P61

8AT6

6CH6
6BG6G

BFl
6F13
8F14
6F15

6J5GT

Postage

,

RADIO VALVE DATA 6th Ed. Com'Postage
piled by "WW ". Si-. Posta te 9d.
RADIO CONTROL OF MODELS
by G.

cessed and

SPECIAL VALVE
OFFER
For Limited Period

typical
a

Odhams. 35: -. Postage /9,
TV -IT'S A CINCH by E. Aisberg.

Unused tubes made by world -famous manu43-68 171K, 172x, 17 ASP4, 17 AXP4, C17 -1,
C17 -A. CR17 -22, C37 -FM, MW 43-80.

faults

400

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
RADIO & TELEVISION. Pub.

A SUPER SPECIAL
facturers complete with 12 months' maker's
guarantee. 17in. Tube to replace the Mí4'43 -64

than

7/6

refunded on
both repro-

£5.10.0
[5.19.0
[6.10.0

MILNTHORPE

:

'1/3.

ULVERSTON, LANCS.

TV TUBE OFFER

KENDAL

number of which have been placed on

'the

20/Gladly

months' guarantee on all types

TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G. J. King. 30/. Postage

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.

...
...
...

.....

LEASGILL

'receiver have been considered,

'

...

TELEVISION SERVICING
PRACTICAL SERVICING
AND FAULT- FINIDING
More

Stamp for details o' this and ocher kits.

£6.19.0

12

The Mews, Duckett Rd., Harringay,
London, N.4.
Telephone: MOUntview 2903

RES /CAP. BRIDGE
2o/72
Checks all types of resistors, condensers

£6.10.0

..,

We cat supply from stock ALL Mullard, Mazda, Sec,
Emitrow Cossor, E. E. Brimar and Emiscope Types
(Including Pyrex, Hardglass Metal Cone and Electrostatic
Types).
C.O.D. or C.W.O. Post and Ins. I0 /- (passenger train)

NU -GUN TELETUBES LTD.
3

£5.19.0

...

12ín.
...
14ín.
...
15- 171e....

Complete New Gun fitted in every Tube

.,
..

...

REGUNNED & REBUILT
WITH
BRAND
NEW
MULLARD, MAZDA, EMISCOPE, ETC.,
ELEC1RON
GUNS

REBUILT TV TUBES
FULLY GUARANTEED
I2in., I4in.
I5in.
..

.,.

14m.
-..
15- 17TH....

12ín.

HOVbORTH

12

REPLACEMENTS for
ALL MAKES and TYPES

TUBES

T

TRANSFORMERS

51

55

7r-

7,-

7'8

78
7/6
78
8/

2/6
2.6

88
7-

108

6L1
6L18

Si9/6:8
6LD20
76
6SN7GT 5/8
7Q7
8/10F1
8/10P13
8/8
10P14
8.8
12AT7
&6P25

20D1

20F2

6/6/6l-

N37

5/-

1625

8 -

ECC83
807

PY31

76

8:8
&&8/-

716

6/-

4d. per Valve.

Coaxial Cable, 75 ohms, 8d. yd. Ion Traps,
5' -: Midget 2 Gangs, 6,8; New 7 x 4 P.M.

Sommerhoff. 5 / -. Postage 6d.
1960 Catalogue / -.

Speakers, Large or Small Magnet, 16' -.
TV AERIALS: We carry large stocks;
send S.A.E. with your requirements and we
shall reply and send leaflets by return.
MAIL ORDER ONLY
NO CALLERS

(O.

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D., minimum C.O.D.
3 --;
postage. packing other than valves.
under £2, 1,6; under £5. 2 -; aerials, 26.

1

-

'

THE MODERN BOOB

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Techni =al Books
19 -23

1111'

ELECTRO SERVICES & CO.

PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2.

221 BATTERSEA PARK RD., S.W.11

Phone: PADdington 418E.
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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56

EDDY'S (Notti.) LTD

DID YOU KNOW

FIRST -CLASS

COYNE'S

TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

NEW

TROUBLE -SHOOTING
SERIES TAKES HEADACHES
OUT OF ALL SERVICING
PROBLEMS?

Pin -Point

GET A CERTIFICATE!

1L4
IRS
ISS

time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Lec us show you how.

postage

success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Radio
Radio, P.M.G.
Final
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.P.E.

1

Draughtsmanshlp(all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

/-.

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

Pin -Point
Transistor

career

troubles in 12
minutes

1885 -OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462). 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.1

Africa
Australia
S.

Check

P.O. Box 8417, Jdburg.
P.O. Box 4570 Melbourne.

:
:

Chart

ENTIRELY NEW METHOD

AS-NU"

show you how to find the trouble in ANY
TV. or transistor circuit FAST! Index
tells you where to look; famous Check Charts help you to pin-point the exact
trouble in minutes! These on- the -lob
books quickly pay for themselves in
profitable new business and valuable time
saved!

Regunned
TV Tubes

SEND NO MONEY
and pay nothing! If you keep both books
send only £1 after 7 days and £1 a month
until 79, -, plus lr- postage is paid.
If ordering one book, pay one half after
seven days and the other half in 30 days.

FREE

TRIAL OFFER

TV TROUBLES. 31/6, plus postage.

Address

City

County

Check here If enclosing full price; we
pay postage. Same 7 -day money-back

II

I

5 3

IO 4 3
2 II
5 11

5/II

61316

3/11

EL4I

12/6

4/9
6/11
3/11
6/11

DF96

DK9I

5/6

6/II

DK96
DK92
DL96

4/9
6V6G
6V6GT 5/1I
9/6
6P28

9/.

8/9

CL33
DAF9I
DAF96
DF9I

6U4GT 10/6

5/3

7/3
3/3/6
7/3

9004
9006

3/II

8/-

EB34
EF50

6/11
1/6
1/9

EB91

3/6
5/3

.EÇC81
7

8/9/9/8/7/6

3/I1

AZ3I

6/6
8/3

ECH42
ECL80

9001

3/6
9/6
4/9
5/6
617G
6SG7M 4/9
5/6
6S17M
6SN7GT 4/3

12K7

3/6
2/6

ECF80
ECF82
EF42
EF36
EF9I

6C4
6C9
6C6

6P25

1/6

954
955
956

EY51

7/11

EY86

7/9

PCC84

7/3

PCF80
PCF82

7/-

MUI4

r/-

7/6
7/6
PCL82
PCL83 10/6
PEN36C 8/PL36

10/9

PL8I

8/9
7/7.3
6/3

PL83

UL41
UF42

TRANSISTORS.
watts output, R.F.

Medium. 2
and Auc. gain control. I0# gns.
5/ -. 6 or 12 v. (state which). Supplied with full instructions. Size 7} x 7} x

Stage
P. &

P.

21in. speaker extra

17

/II.

ACCUMULATORS. Size 3 x
2i) x sin., 7 amp hrs. 1.25 v weight 13 ozs.
1/11 each. P. & P. 1/6 one only, add 9d.
each cell.
VIBRATORS 12 v 4 pin 4/11. Post 1/3.
NIFE

COMPLETE NEW GUNS

17

in.
in.

21

Plus

Mazda

64.10.0

L4.10.0

L4.I5.0

LS.10.0

... 66.10.0
... £5.10.0
... E8.10.0
10/- Carr. &

Other types available.

I

Post 9d.
1/- each.

used for electrifying
Red

15.17.6
£8.10.0
Ins.

Please contact:

lc Shotton Street, Doncaster
Distribution Agent
'Phone: DON 2636 or 66252
Sole

guarantee.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Post 6d.
musical

Spot 3/9, White

Spot 4/11. Post 6d.
Super hi -fi, non
fitting. High output.
Complete with lead and plug. Full and easy
instructions, 49/I I. P. & P. 2/6.
RECTIFIERS. RMI 4/9, RM2 6/6, RM3

GUITAR PICK -UPS.
acoustical universal

7/6, RM4 15/ -, RM5 19/6. Post

Mullard

E6. 0.0

...
...
...

Ideal for train
/I1. Post 9d.
HEADPHONE CORDS. High quality

DIMMER SWITCHES.

speed regulators,

TRANSISTORS.

for1TWELVE MONTHS.

in.

dozen. Post 6d.

Could be
instruments.

fitted in every tube and fully guaranteed

16

gang 0.0005 mfd. built in slow motion
drive, 8/11. P. & P. 1/9.
HAND MIKES. Carbon 3 /II. Post 1/9.
GERMANIUM DIODES 8d. each, 7/.

I/I I pair.
THROAT MIKES,

J. P. WRIGHT

Name

6BA6

5 9
7 6

6ft. lengths,

Supplied from stock, and despatched by
British Railways same day.

Mail Coupon Now!
Mall Order Division, SIM -TECH BOOK
COMPANY, Gater's Mill, West -End,
Southampton, Hants.
Rush 2-book PIN -POINT Series for
7 -day FREE TRIAL per offer.
I do not require both books, please send
me the following book as per offer.
TRANSISTORS, 474 plus postage.

6B8G

3/II

ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Small twin

Time
Saves
These amazing practical handbooks with

Just mall coupon for free trial. After 7
days send only low price or return books

IT4
5Y3GT
5Z4G
6K7G
6K8G
6A7
6AG5

5/12AH7
7/6
12AT6
25A6G
8/25Z4G 7/11
35L6GT 9/.
90AV
3/6

Long and

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

every type of
cuit in ALL transistorized equipment! 525 pages;
hundreds of illustrations; 120 check
charts, 47,6, postage L4.

3/6
5/6
4/9

CAR RADIO KITS

FOUNDED

Trouble -shoot
cir-

Simple
System

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such

Find the exact
sound or picture
trouble in ANY TV
set from 700 possibilities! 300 pages;
300 diagrams.
check charts, 31/6,

Dept. PT

New or Surplus Valves, Guaranteed
and Tested, by Return of Post.
ECC82 5/II
5/3
I2Q7
IDS
7/6

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare

FREE

TV troubles
in 10 minutes

172 ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

/ -.
SETS. Complete 2 wave
bands. High gain. Good quality 19/I I, also
with transistor amplifier extra 9/11. Post
Packing 2/6.
HEADPHONES. High Resistance to suit
above crystal sets. Good quality, 12/11
pair. Post and Packing 1/6.
1

CRYSTAL

LUXEMBOURG AERIALS, expanding,
complete and easy to fit. No technical
knowledge required. Greatly improves
reception, 3 /II. Post 6d.
CONDENSERS. Tubular wire end (not
ex-govt.) 8mfd 450v 1/9, 8 -8 450v 2/6,
16mfd 450v 2/9, 16 -16 450v 3/9, 16.8 450v
4/ -, 32mfd 450v 3/9, 32 -32 350v 4/, Post / -,
1

ALL ABOVE ARE NEW AND
GUARANTEED

Any parcel insured against damage in
transit for only 6d. extra per order, all
parcels at customer's risk.
uninsured
Postage and Packing 6d. extra per valve.
C.O.D. or C.W.O. only C.O.D. charge 3/extra. S.A.E. with enquiries.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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Build yourown Aerials...
AEgTyiffE
le
FITTINGS FOR
LB,
AERIAL
BANI)

Useful formUI Ce& RADIO BAND
and hints
constructing
for
quickly and
four
own aerial
cheaply.
¡illustrating
Catalogue

our increased
Diecast Alloy

gue

range or
Land III
v Fittings,
to Band
as, including
Reflector
Mast
Co
Couplers,
and
folders,

arcl

Director

.y,. Insulators (both

Bags, Maststypes), Mast 7nline
Fit ne± Brackets,and Flements,C
Ch

etc.
stamps for
the above, Send
to

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

Phone

:

AS ADVERTISED

657/8

ico_

1/- in

ko'w

ON TELEVISION

Save EEL

Months' Guarantee

12

FACTORY REBUILT..

TELEVISION TUBES
ALL TYPES AND SIZES - Immediate Delivery
FITTED WITH COMPLETE NEW GUN

Price
12" £5.0.0

15" £5.15.0
14" £5.0.0
21" £8.10.0
Plus IO

TERMS TO
THE TRADE

17"
-

Cash

£6.0.0

carriage and insurance.
with order or C.O.D.

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD.
10

High Street

Colliers Wood, S.W.19

Telephone: Liberty

3272

www.americanradiohistory.com

PRACTICAL

iv
C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS
OPTIONAL 23% and 50% BOOST.
OR 4 V. OR 8.3 V. GS 10.8 V. OR
12/8
13.3 V. MAINS INPUT.
TYPE AI. HIGH QUALITY, LOW CAPACITY, 10'15 pF. OPTIONAL BOOST 25 %, 50 %.
18/8
75 %. MAINS INPUT.
TYPE B. MAINS INPUT, MULTI OUTPUT 2,
4. 8.3, 7.3. 10 and 13 VOLTS. BOOST 25%
21 /AND 50'16. LOW CAPACITY.
2 V.

1

.

8/-

70 -

For Makes and Models

Argosy:
D

&

17

(Stereo head. 62 extra.) Leaflets, S.A.E.

T2, CTV5I7. Decca:
C. Defiant: TR 1753.
7017C,
C54.
6017T,

RGD:
Regentone:

17C,

17T,

Volume Controls 80
`- `r
teed

17

Heavy Duty 50 mA, 416.
7 /6. Miniature, 384, etc., 4/6.
Push -pull 10 w., 15/8. L.F. CHOKES 15 /10 11.60/6
mA, 5/ -; 10 H. 85 mA. 10/8; 10 H., 150 mA, 14/ -.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200 /250 v. A.C.
STANDARD. 250-0-250. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 3.5 a.
tapped 4 v. 4 a. Rectifier 6.3 v. 1 a. 5 v.
.. 22/6
2 e. or 4 v. 2 e. ditto, 350 -0.300
ffiNIATURE 200 v. 20 mA, 6.3 v. 1 a... 10/6
.. 15/8
MIDGET. 220 v 43 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a.
17,8
SMALL, 220 -0"220, 50 mA. 6.3 v. 2
STD., 250 -0 -250, 65 tnA, 6.3 v. 3.5 a. .. 17 8
.. 7/8
HEATER TRANS. 8.3 v. 10 amp.
Ditto, tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 v.. 11 amp... 818
10 /8
Ditto, sec. 6.3 v. 3 amp...
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE.

H.M.V.

1824 & A, 1825 & A,
1826 & A, 1827 & A,
1829 & A, 1865, 1869.

Marconi: VT68DA, VT69DA.
Sobel!: TS I7, T.346.

a...

and

2218

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin., 8d.; 4 /a., 10d.
0.3io. FORMERS 5937/8 and Cans TV1 /2. fin. sq.
7í1a. and lin. eq. x I lia., 2/- ea.. with cores.
SOLON -Soldering Iron, 220/40 v. 25 w.. 24/ -.
REMPLOY Instrument Iron, 230 v. 25 w., 17/6
MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. x 14ín. Adj. Sliders,
0.3 amp., 1,000 ohms, 4/8. 0.2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 4/8
LINE CORD. 0.3 amp., 80 ohms per ft., 0.2 amp., 10)
ohms per ft., 2 -way, Bd. per ft., 3 -way, 7d. per ft.
LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 8 OHM. bin. Rola, 17/6.
bin. Plessey, 19i6, bin. x 4in. Role, 181
841e. Role, 18/8. 10 e 61n., 27/6. 10in. Rola, 80/121a. R.A., 80/4in. Ili. F'i Tweeter, 25/ -.
STENTORIAN HF 1012 10in. 3 to 15 ohm, 10 w., 95/12in. Baker 15 watt 3 ohms, or 15 ohms, 105/-.
CRYSTAL DIODE G.R.C., 2 /-. 0E1E84, 4/-.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms, 15/- pr.
MIKE TRANSF. 50 1, 3/9 ea.; 100: 1, Potted, 10/6.
SWITCH CLEANER. Fluid squirt spout, 4/3 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 365 pF
miniature lin. x 14m. x l lin., 10/ -. 0.0005 Standard
with trimmers, 9/ -; less trimmers, 81 -: midget. 7/8.
SINGLE, 50 pF, 2/6; 75 pF, 100 p1, 160 pF, 7/ -.
Bolid dielectric 100, 300, 500 pF, 816.
SPEAKER FRET. GOLD CLOTH. 171e. 251n.. 5 /-.
25in. x 35io., 10/ -. Tygan 411. bin. wide, 10 /- ft.; 2ft.
Sin. wide, 5/- ft. Samples S.A.E.

,

VALVES

1E5

718I6K8G

185
1T4

7/6

2X2
384
3V4

bl'4

6

L60

8/-16N7M
8/8 6470
7/ß.68A7

7ß'68.17M
7/8,68N7

51'3
bZ4
6AM6

7 /6I6V6G

6t1Y

51- 1.2.AT7

6BE6

7 8

6BHr,
6BVV'6

6D6
8F6G
6116
6.15
6.18

6J70

9,8'8X4
5/_10X5

12.41'7
9!8 12AX7
9/8 1211E6
8/- 12K7
7.8112Q7
3,6 351.0
5/81227,4
5/6 80
8/8 807

eKBGT 8/8 954
8K70
6/8 RAPO

RADIO

90-day Guarantee.

7/S EA
10/B F.891
8/61 BC33
I

8/6 EBC4l
8/- 011180
61- ECC84

8/6 ECF80
6/6 ECH42
718 F:C1.82
818 F.F:19

81- g1+41
8/1' .FF30

8/. F]F80
819

EF91

E191
hL32
918
818

718

9/8

'11`2/

EMI

618 EZ40

1/8 EZ80

ubÍE1148

HABC80
12/6
8/8/8 HVR'2A 8/6
9/818 MU14
318
10/- 161
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Linear

2

Meg.

D.P. Sw.
4/8

bd.

Fringe Quality

I

/

Air Spaced.

-

yd.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair

Ferguson: 306T, 308T.
Other makes available (7 days).
S.A.E. with all enquiries.

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

LINE BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS, 10,- to 16;6.
FRAME BLOCKING

TUBULAR
1/330v. 2!2/450v. 2,3
4/450v. 2'3
8/450v. 2 3
8 /500v.
2 9

WEARITE M800, Miniature 485 Koh, 128 pair.
WEYMOUTH, Standard size 485 Ko s.12,6 pair.
CAN TYPES
TUBULAR
á'150/350v.
5'8 s '2110v.
100 /25v.
412 - 16,50110.
4230/25v.
2'6 :82/35ÚV.
Ion
700.
500,12v.
3 5/6
3,6 2.50,13e.
4 s 0.450e.
500v.
5,- 2,000 /6v.
5/3 1 6 45 0 v
10 /150v.
8 3 9 32.01/420,'.
16 5oOV. 4- 0
0
4
31
'.3
2
/350x.7,1v500v. 5/8'3/2
3!, bolt 3 9
16'4 511v. 413 50 o 50/3500.
7
25 2./I
1 9 10
16 /500v. 8)-164 2 120,350v. 11/6
50,2., ,'. 2/- 16
50,50V. 2/- 32'f 32,3500. 4/81100, 51)0/2750.12;8

TRANSFORMERS,13'6to21/FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 27,'6 to 39/ -.

.

RECTIFIERS SELENIUM 300 v. 85 mA, 7/6.

CONTACT COOLED 230 v. 50 mA, 7' ; 60 mA, 8/8:
85 Ú,A. 9 8; 200 inA, 21/- 300 (eA, 27'6.
COILS Wearite "P" type. 8/- each. Osmor Midget
'14" type adj. duet core from 4 /-. All ranges.
TELETRON. I...1 Med. T.R.F., with reaction, 3 /8.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W., 8 /9; M. a L., 12/8.
T.R.F. COILS A /HF, 7/- pair. H.F. CHOKES. 2/8.
FERRITE ROD, 8in. z lin., dia., 2/6,

HIGH GAIN TV PRE -AMP KITS
BBC

Clam 1840.
Tunable channele I to 5.
ECC84 valve. Kit price 29/8 or 49/8 with power
pack. Details 8d. (I'CC84 valves if preferred.)

BAND

Ill ITA -Same prices.

Tunable channels 8 to 13. Gain 17áB.
ECC84 valve. IPCT84 valves it preferred.)

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET, 26/ -. H.F.
coll. aerial coil. Oscillator coil. Two 1.F. trans.
10.7 MV /s. Ratio Detector and heater choke.
Circuit hook using lour 6AM6, 2/8.
COMPLETE JASON F.M. KIT, FMTl, 5 gns.
Bet of 4 valves, 20 /-.

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Anot, precision
engineered. Size only :in. x 3/16in.. 6/6.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 e.w.g. undrilted.
With 4 sides, riveted corners and lattice fixing
holes, 21in. sides, 7 x 4in., 4/8; 9 x 7in.. 5/9
11 z 7in., 6 /9; 13 x 91n., 8/8; 14 x 1lia.. 10/8;
II e 141e., 12/8; 18 x 10 x Sin., 16/8.

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIER:
2, 6 or 12 v. 14 atop., 8/9; 2 a., 11/3; 4 a., 17/8.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 200/
250 v. for charging at 2, ti or 12 v., 11 amps., 15/8.
2 amps., 17/6; 4 amps., 22 /8. Circuit included.
VALVE and TV TUBE equivalent books, 5 / -.
TOGGLE SWITCHES. S. P. 2 / -. D.F. 3 /8, D.P.D.T. 4/WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer long spindle..
.. 2/6
2 p. 2 -way. or 3 p. 2 -way short epiodle
2 p. 6-way, 4 p. 2 -way. 4 p. 3 -way long spindle 3/8
5/8
3 p. 4 -way, or l p. 12 -way long spindle
VALVEHOLDERS. Pax Int. Oct., 4d. RISO, EASO,
8d. 1112A, CRT, 1 /8. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6 and
MOULDED MAZDA and Int. Oct., 8d.
7 pin, 1/ -.
B70. BOA, B80, BOA, 9d. 07(1 with can., 1/6.
BSA with can., 1/9. CERAMIC EF50. BTU, BOA.
Int. Oct., 1 / RICANS 137G, BSA, 1/- ea.

TELETRON "TRANSIDYNE"
MIDGET SUPERHET PORTABLE 6 x 4 it Olin.
6 tran,-iet.,r+, printed circuit, Ferrite aerial.
All parts and cabinet, 9 gum.
We include Ediswan Transistors for maximum

performance. Details

.

ILATEST EMI. 4-SPEED SINGLE RECORD
PLAYER. Anos 73 hi -II stereo and normal
metal pick -11p. Silent motor. heavy turntable. Special offer. 68.19.8. Post 356.

SHEETS. 1,500 models. Send
2,6, your Model No. and S.A.E.
1

.

,

TV and RADIO SERVICE

BAND

'

.

/

Most makes available (7 days).
S.A.E. with all enquiries.

Od.

.

Sled. and Long
Wave. Two transistors and diode. Complete
kit, 82/8, phones 7/8 extra. Deaf Aid Earpiece
Details Od.
with Special Lead 15/
BBC TRANSISTOR RADIO.

,

COMPONENT

Post and Packing I/- over

to

Log Tracks.

or

AX
O^"

CAB LE
Poet 1,1. per yard extra.
Semi -air. spaced. 4in.
di %. Loeres cut
50 %.
yd.

465 Ke /s Slug Tuning Miniature Can. 21in. s
lin. s lin. High Q and good bandwidth.
Be Pve Radio. Data sheet supplied.

:

New and Boned

5K ohms
No 0w.

/

1/- LEAD SOCKET .. 2/COAX PLUGS
OUTLET BOXES .. 410
PANEL SOCKETS 1/BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. Od. 80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1,6. 80 ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 WATT. Pre-set Min.
TV Type. All value 25 ohms to 25 K., 8/- ea.
30 K., 50 K., 4 / -. (Carbon 30 K., to 2 meg., S/ -.)
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pots Long Spindle
Valor., 100 ohms to 50 K., 6/8 100 K., 7/(1.
CONDENSERS. New Stock. 0.001 mid. 7 kV.
T.C.I'., 5/8; Ditto, 20 kV., 9/8; 0.1 mid., 7 kV., 9N;
Tubular 500 v. 0.001 to 0.05 mad., 98.; 0.1, 1 /-;
0.25,1/8;05/500 0.,1/9; 0.0/350 v., 94. :0.01/9,000 v.
0.1!1,000 v., 1/9; 0.1 mid., 2,000 volts, 8/8.
CERAMIC COEDS. 500 v., 0.3 p5' to 0.01 mid., 9d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10% 6 pF to 500 pF,
1/ -; 600 pF to 3.000 pF, 1/3. Ciotti tolerance
Ditto fah, 50 pF to
) t l pF) 1.5 pF to 47 pF., 118.
815 pF., 1/9; 1,000 pF to 5,000 pF, 2 / -.

937, 938 & A. & F.
939 & A & F, 943T, 946.

D.P. TRANSFORMERS.

Multiratio, push -pull,

Midget

year.

1

3/-

Marconi: VT63DA.
Baird: 2014, 2017, 2114, 2117.
Cossor: 930 & T, 931, 933 -4-5,

'.

finaran -

Long epindlee.

RGD: 6014T.

14T.

I

SINGLE PLAY TA MK II £8-8.
TRANSCRIPTION 4HF £18.
AUTO CHANGER 210 L10 -10-0

from stock.

Argosy: T3. Decca: D14.
Defiant: TR I453T. Regentone:

e
82/6,
Long Play 71e. reel, 1,700ft.
22 8 j` ast C
54 in. reel, 1,20011.
51n. reel. 8511ít.
19/6 Reels
7.81 3/- ea.
Sin. reel. 225ft.
21 /- 1MetaI7Standard 7in, Reel, 1,200ft
17/8 reels 2/5: in. reel. 850E.
reel, 800ft.
15/-' each
/Instant" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head Dedozer, 200/250 v. A.C., 27/8. Leatiet, S.A.E.

..

ea.

Comb.

PLASTIC RECORDING TAPE

3, 4. 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18. 24
..
..
SO v.. 2 a. ..
..

AUDIO PERFECTION

Designed to play 16, 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records
7ja.. 10in.. Olin. Lightweight Xtal pick -up.
GC8 plug -in head. Stereo Wired.

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 30, 50, 70 pF, 9d.; 100 pF.
150 pi-% 113: 250 p1. 1/8; 500 pF, 750 pF, 1 /9.
RESISTORS. Preferred values. 10 ohm.. to 10 meg.,
w., Bd.: 14 w.. 88.: o- w., 1 / -.
} w., 4d.; 4 a., 4d.:
HIGH STABILITY. 4 w., 1 %, 2!-. Preferred values
1000 to 10 meg. Ditto, 2 %, 100 0 to 5 meg. D. 9d.
RESISTORS
watt}
-WOUND
5
WIRE
r1 /3
118
25 ohms- 10,000 ohms
10 watt ).

watt)

GARRARD RECORD PLAYERS

TELEVISION
REPLACEMENT

TYPE A.

IS

October, 1960

TELEVISION

,

SPECIALISTS

free. (Export post Extra.) C.O.D.

116

.

(Wed.

1

OUR ONLY ADDRESS
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